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ment; and working through State organizations, raised this great rebellion. Congress
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exchange them or give them up. They
readily do it, as to any who should
be desirous of taking the oath of allegiance;
who should avow a desire to stand by the stars
and stripes. These would comprise the whole
or nearly the whole.
But the President need
not wait till he takes these persons
captives.
He may issue his military proclamation to
them, as well as to the whites, inviting them
to come within our lines, and
offering them
freedom and protection. In their case such a
proclamation is necessary. For thus far they
have had no clear evidence, that we desire

an

enable the President to suppress the rebellion, and execute the laws. The navy is on
the waters; and the army and the militia are
in the field.
to

HALL,
of

FOSTER A

tion to

C O.

The Constitution makes the President “the
Commander-i n-chief of the army and navy of

:

the United

and of the militia of the
several States, when called into the actual service of the United States,” and
requires him
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States,

; to
:

“take care that the laws

are

faithfully
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rection down.
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promptly
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on
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terms

upon the
and Con-

But the Constitution has in

given

the President no directions how
he shall use these instrumentalities; whether
he shall arm them; how they shall be

a.

above.

armed;

whether he shall fire npon the traitors.
The Constitution declares that “no person
shall be deprived of life, liberty or
property,
nor

COMMUNICATIONS.

without due

Emancipation

a*

a

War Measure.*

sion is

•'

No person • • shall be deprived of life, liberty
property, without due process of law; nor shal

or
nrir«ti> tiratmrft* he tnL*n for nntiiio

nc»

Tl*
:

!

instant, you say:
We differ from most of the Republican;
and many of the Democrats upon the right
and duty of the President to proclaim emancipation ns a war measure; ami we differ, as tc
what would be the fruits o( such a proclamation if it was made.”
16tU

You then go

ment

doubt about his power
to emancipate all the slaves in order to save
the Union. He asserts the power In his lettei
no

|
j

and that use we can make ol
them now as fast as we can get them.
Then
if no man in the country who object* to the

carrying the burdens of soldiers, let
them do that; if In digging trenches, let them
do that. But they do object to the war being
turned from its legitimate object, to the emancipation of black men.”
You here Insinuate that the emancipationist.insist upon making emancipation of black men
the main object of the war. Not many of them

I

try.

|

have

been

;

to use those instrumentalities at his discre- I
tion, according to the law* of war, in order
to suppress the insurrection.
In time of peace lie cannot take life, liber-

repel

executing

the

laws,

must be

the

Kentuckians

war.

said

inva-

ritory.

If you say it was unconstitutional for the
army to emancipate those already emancipated, why do you not object to it? Why do you

In

Maryland,

soldiers should

it

was

object to

the government using them as
As the slaveholders raised this retiellion, if tlie President has a right to use tile
army and Are upon them at all, lie must loosen
the bonds of many slaves, whether he desires

according to

In

ty.

so

doing

ter-

said the Union

not

he invades

private property.

The Constitution gives him the power. At
the same time it declares, that prieate proper-

en, tried, convicted and hanged for treason
the consequence would be the emancipation ol
a great many slaves.

shall not be so taken for public use, icithly ty
j oat *;Just compensation.”
It a part of the army shall lie so situated,
The President iu his letter to Mr. Greeley is

committed to the doctrine that he

lias com-

plete military

power to emancipate all the
slaves for the sake of saving the Union. We
think, from the extracts we have made from
your article, that you stand virtually committed to the same doctrine. Perhaps you may
say that you do not

deny the

power of

eman-

cipation through the army; that you simply
deny the power of tne President to proclaim
emancipation. It is true such a proclamation
can be made completely effectual
only through

the army. But then the army acts in obedito orders. The military power is manifested as much through orders, decrees and
ence

proclamations, as by the inarching of troops
and the firing of guns.
Whatever the President may think, or what
ever you may think, has the President tin
power he claims ?
By tile Constitution,
raise

Congress

has power “U

and

support armies; to provide am
maintain a navy; to provide for calling fortl
the militia to execute the laws of the Union
suppress

insurrection,

,

[and also]

to make ail laws which shall be ne

/

cessary for

and

repel

invasions

carrying

into execution the forego
powers, and all other powers vested hi

ing
[the] Constitution, in the government of tin
United States, or in any department thereof.
The slave-holders refused to
obey the laws
determined

to

overthrow the national govern

•In the Newburyport Herald of
18th, was «i
editorial article on the question of Sept.
emancipation, li
which the editor cliall nged refutation
of hi* po»i
tioii*. and this article was written and forwarded ii
response to that challenge, but was refused admis
The proclamation of President Lincoln dh
Bion.
not appear till a dav or two after the article reaehe*
the Herald office. It is published in tho
Press In
r**i»c*« of it* author, and several other ire n tie met
who appreciated its clear] v-defined, cloaelv roasouei
and well-fortified propositions —Ed. I'kksh

they

that

j

eanuot be fed

without

taking

the

J private

property of Union men, and they refuse to sell the food, the constitution authorizes the President to take as much as is neces-

I
j

sary.

i

STEAM AND

manner.

amf"533

& 335 Fore St.,

They did not, like the two characterized by
the prophet Nathan, live in one city [laughter;)
nor was the one rich and the other
poor; but
neither was far from the central regions of
this great State.
Both were in the full maturity of natural life;
both had been honored by marks ot popular
confidence: both had been educated by that
care known by fathers only of a father’s solicitude and a father's hope; both were blessed
w ith
ample wealth—the fruits of industrious
and enterprising progenitors, and both were
qualified bv circumstances and fortune to exercise an important influence upon public affairs in moments of peril. In this, their country's evil day, both left the State of their birth
and residence,ami their homes of comfort ami
plenty, about the same time, and went abroad.
One bid adieu to his wife and children, turned his back upon his broad anil fertile acres,
and his extensive business pursuits, and with
bis sons and assistants repaired to the theater
of strife and danger (cheers); while yet the
arm of Government was paralyzed by treaehery. and destitution reigned in the camp, and
ordered lot ward cargoes of subsistence for
famishing soldiers, and with bis own hands,
and by the aid of his sons, apportioned them
among the needy upon the rebellious bolder.
He gave, too, three sons to the cause of the
Constitution; he volunteered his own services
to the Government for the Held, in any capacity where he could be most serviceable in
crushing the rebellion (applause), was (entire-

ufiiiw

iai

uiiuci

n nau

IU

|nfl JH. Halt;

At the same time, it secures the owners

Redemption from Slavery. Rev. J. Stella Martin, one of the delegates of the Republi-

“just compensation.” So if the slaves are
wanted or if they stand in the way of the execution of the laws, in the light ofproperty,
they may be taken. The constitution gives

a

Marble
J.

R.
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ioxs, tic., ire.
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Exchange Street,

Portland.

Hair Mattre»es renovated.
Furniture reand \aruishcd. Chairs re-caned in an immanner.
Second-hand Furniture bought,

ET
paired
proved

Commission

Merchants,

AND DEALERS IX-

FLOUR AND PROVISIONS,

L.

MRS.

No,

ally

j
j

Importers

amt

A

CO.,

Wholesale Dealers in

them no information and is not
necessary,
So there are millions of slaves
unwillingly
at work to feed and assist the rebel
army. If

Foreign and Domestic Dry Goods,

any of these should lie taken as captives,
might be retained and emancipated.

Nos. 51 and .56 Middle Street, Portland*
Cieo W. Woodman,
Alfred Woodman.

The government w ould be under no

they

obliga-

■AMPACTIKERS AND JOBBERS OF CLOTHING,
Seth B.

Hersoy,

Charles

aug2Dd& wtf

Bailey.

Clapp's

Artificial Teeth inserted
canite base.
3m die woe

Merchants,

AND WHOLESALE

DEALERS

—

and Cabin

MO CL Toy'S

.:V
a

31.

YEATOX,

*#• Particular attention paid to procuring Freights,
and purchasing Cargoes and Charters for vessels.
d&w6m7
August 2. 18*52,

name

formed

a

NEW

transacting

VEGETABLES,

are

oval.

D.

BROWN,
No. 3 UNION

WHARF,

Where he will continue the

HERETOFORE.

AS

Portland, July 22, 18*32.

8m

head of

Widgery's Wharf,)

FKLEtt

EARKKh,

REMOVAL.
The subscriber

having removed his stock of

To his

L. II.

new

store

on

C10XSTANTLY
/

ed,

state or

manufactur-

SPit ES,
CUE AM TARTAR.
SALERA TCS,
SWEET HERRS. f-c., *c..
Packed in every variety of packages to suit dealers.

ZfC" Coffee and Spices ground for the trade at
short notice.
All goods warranted as represented.
J. GRANT.
aug4—3nn>o<lfc\v
__

373 Congress Street,
au*4dif

on

FAMILY

hand

a

Portland.

...

general assortment of

#

#300,000

they

John Patten,
Oltrer Mow.,
H F. Gannett,
J II McLellan,
Jas. 1. Patten,

WARREN SPARROW,
cwr. ml Eickaif. lb,
PORTLAND, ME.,
Agent of the following FuurC'Lasa Insurance Co's:
National Insurance Company,
Of Boston.
Cash Capital and Surplus, HOO.OOO.
■

Republic

Fire Insurance Company,
Ca.h Capital and Surplus, *312,000.
Relief Fire Insuraace Company.
Of New York.
Cash Capital and Surplus, S2CO.OOO.

Of

Equitable Fire and Marine Ins. Do.,

*- ■»

/i b b

PMflCT SICUKITY. which ought always to t>• tho
first consideration in effecting insurance, is here ottered to the public, at the Unrest rates
qf premium
adopted by sound and responsible companies.
Office in “Boyd’s Building," opposite Post Office.

n

Pure and Free Burning*

CUMBERLAND

COAL

June 23.

best

quality,

and

Proposal* for Subsistence,
PROPOSALS will be received by the
SEALED
undersigned
Augusta, Me., until the 13th day

The public are requested to call, as we are determined to give good bargains to those who pay cash.

tV

of

KENSKT,

charge.

A. W.

PORTER.

delivered iu auy part of the city, free
septi—8m

CHASE BROTHERS A CO.,

Widgery’s Wharf, Portland, Me.,

IMPORTERS,
AND

GENERAL COMMISSION MERCHANTS
sepS—3m
J. F.

KICHAKDSON,

DESIGNER

AND

MIDDLE

H AI

DYE!

market has been flooded for years with differX ent articles called Hair Dyes, which have never
saristied the expectations of purchasers
The xk
plus ultra has beeu reached at last in TODD’S
HAIR D\E, and the article has given entire satisfaction to every person who has used it. It contains
no injurious ingredients, and
gives the hair a beautiful rich browu or black color. Directions for using
—which are very
accompany each bottle.
One superiority of Todd's Lux Sofia Hair Dye over
all others is. you do not have to cleanse the hair or
wash it beiore or after using the dye, ami there is but
one kind to Ik* used, and that can be
put on the same
as oil aud water, without any trouble, unliko all other
that
have
two
or
three
different
kinds to be
dyes
applied every time used. This dye is peculiarly
adapted for coloring ladies’ hair, because you do not
have to wash out the dye after putting it on. Unlike
all other dyes, it will color long hair, which other
dyes cannot do. Give this new article a trial, as we
know you will use no other after once using this,
ty- For sale only at

rjlHE

simple—

TODD’S HAIR DRESSING ROOMS,
No. 74

E N GRAVE Rj
NO. 84}

Middle, corner

of

Exchange

STREET,

fonts

Pants, Vests, Jackets,

Cut. made and trimmed by

A. D. REEVES

YOU

»8

or

Photograph,

not fkil to call at No. 27 Market Square, where
A
DOthey tako
PERFECT LIKENESSES, and
war-

satisfaction, at pricer vhich defy competition.
N. B.—Large Ambrot.vpos only Fifteen Cents.

rant

TRASK A
27 Market

July 14th,

1862.

EXCHANGE

Portland, August 6.1862.

-WANT THE-

LEWIS,
Square, h’d. Preble St.
dtf

Photographic
!

floods A

Chemicals.

stock in this department is complete,
prising evory article used in the art.
M0RR180X k CO.,

OUR

June24dtfw3t

eom-

26. Market Square.

Photographic Frames.
CWA*E or oval—every kind called fbr. TbeM
L7 being manufactured by ounielve*. except I Ik M
Decee^rily iinpurted, we can cumiiete with anv market for low price*. At wholeaale or retail, al 26. Market Square.
MORRISON ft CO'S.
Pier and 71 an Ilf Tftrror*.
Oval. Square
Eliptlcal frame*, with
WITH
t.ilt linlah made
Rosewood, Black Walnut
to
or

or

Ladies’ Riding Habits, Ac.,

ty* Orders by mail or express promptly executod.
auKHeoddiulamw

Ambrotype

Street.

septl6tf

One Door East of Canal Dank.

IF

II'h'f.

TODD'S LEX SOLIS

Nos. 2, 4 A 6 Warren Murket, Portland.

Goods

Maine

juiaitr

Poultry, Vegetables, Country Produce, Ac.,
W. H.

at

oi October, 1*62. at 5 o’clock, 1\ M
for the following
articles of Subsistence Stores, to be delivered at (
E. D. Keyes, Augusta. Maine, from time to time amp
ana
in such quantities as may be required, of which timely notice will be given the successful bidder:
25 barrels Mess Pork,
46 barrels Moss Beet,
70 barrels Hour,
1'1,000 pounds Hard Bread,
50 bushels Beans,
2000 pou uds Rice,
lotto pounds Coffee (roasted and ground*,
75 pounds Black Tea,
8000 pounds Sugar, (coffee-crushed),
iti gallons Vinegar.
250 pounds Adamantine Candles,
H00 pounds Soap,
12 bushels Salt.
143 bushels Potatoes.
The Subsistence must be of the best quality, and bu
subjected to ins|iectioii.
The undersigned reserves the right to double the
amount on any or all the articles
by giving three
days’ notice to the successful bidder, and to reject
all bids if he deem them
unsatisfactory.
Endorse, "Proposals tor Subsistence.”
THOS. C. J. BAILY,
1st Lt. 17th Infantry, A. A. C. 8.
Head Quarters Vol. Recruiting Service.
oct9

Hard and Soft Wood.

of

dfcwtf

^s————

Also, for sale, best quality of Nova Scotia and other

Commercial St., head

Nenr York.

•-

LEHIGH,

LOCUST MOUXTAIX,
J OHX ’S,

Office,

C. Jameson.
HARDING. Prreldsnt.
E.’C. HYDE, Secretary.

OHce 74 Middle,

SPRIXG MOUXTAIX LEHIGH,
HAZEL TOX LEHIGH,

Coals
strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

G. E. R rattan
E. K. Harding.
J. P. More*
t'.rid Patten.

d3m
Jtatb, July 3. 1932.
FIRE INSURANCE.

WOOD,

%-

the

E. K.

FOR CASH,
DELIVERED To ANY TART OF THF. CITT.

/"»

DIRECTORS:
Wm, Drummond,
Sami I. Robinson,
Arthur Sewall,
Lewi. Blackmcr,
8. A. Houghton,

public.

Hemlock Boards.
100,000 feet rongh-edged Hemlock Fence Boards, at
84 per M feet. For sale bv
J. II HAMLEN,
Hobson’s Wharf.
augl5dA wtoctll

COLERA/XE

on

exceeding
$10,000 in any One Risk*

Lumber,

&

;

And that
are prepared to make insurance
mutual principle, against marine risks, not

ANSEL LOTHROP. Agent.
Portland, Sept. 80. 1*52.
d2m

DEALERS IE-

GROCERIES,

at Wholesale and Retail. Hi. old friend, and eu»tomcr. are invited to give him a call
(atigiJO 3m

THF.

SAW YER A W HITNEY.

MEATS OF ALL KINDSj

Best

No. 183 Fore Street* Portland,

Keeps constantly
prime

LiyiltS,

SPECIMEN LIMBS MA Y BE SEEN AT

FAMILY GROCERY STORE.
JOHN PCRIXTOX,

OFFICE UNDER THE SAGADAHOCK HOUSE
FRONT STREET.
Pro.id.nl and Director, of the Batb Mntaal
Marine In.urance I
ompany cire notice that thefr
Capital block amounts to

will be forwarded between this city,
John, N. B., aud all parts of the Provinces, with

COAL

w
**■*

BATH MUTUAL
.Karine Insurance
Company.

Turner's American Express,
PA RCELS, Packages, and all other
jj80e»
articles usually
sent
by Express
of the

Ktaraa

INSURANCE.

RUBBERS.

patronage

PROPRIETOR

Largest, most mitral House la th« city.
Railroad, .ud Steamboat..

dtf

despatch.
The subscriber solicits the

ME.,

iyHORSES AND CARRIAGES TO i.pt
JullS—Sm

FOR SMITHS’ USE.

W. II. KENNEY A CO.,

Grain,

to

E. SHAW A CO,
Ko. 88 MIDDLE STREET.
As usual, keep constantly supplied with fresh
Ml and fashionable BOOTS ami SHOES, in every variety and style for gentlemen’s aud laf
^^^dies wear, and invite all their old customers
and the public generally to give them a call whenever thev desire to replenish their “undcrstandiuss.”
E. 8. A Co. are agents for the Leavitt and Wilcox
A Gibbs SEWINg-MA( HINES.
aug*-8md

THr

Sheet Gutta Percha for Splints,
AND CRUTCHES,
FOR SALE.

DEALERS IN

and

[BANGOR.

68 Exchange Street.

SHOES^ &

HOUSE,

O. M. SHAW,

-ALSO.-

ALBERT WEBB A CO.,

Corn, Flour

BANGOR

BAILEY A NO YEN,

are

ARTIFICIAL

COFFEE,

on

Terms Moderate by Ike Week sr
Day*
Bath, Juue 23, 1962.
dtf

Letter, note. Cap and Record papers. Envelope#—
white and buff, Gold Pens, Steel Pens. Ac., Ac. Every article at lowest rates. Wk But for Cash ahd
Sell Cheap.

TITCOUfB,

PALMER’S

hatid, and for sale, at wholesale

market prices, in the crude
every description of

NOYES,

CHEAP

AGENT FOR-

PORTLAND, ME.
on

&

STATIONERY.

—

Apothecary,

STREET,

one of the healthiest
the coast of
Maine—deligbtfelthe Kennebec, twelve miles
from the sea, and affords one of the most
■
inviting retreats from the dust and turmoil of our
large cities.
Toe Sagadahoc* is one of the finest, most
spacious, and best appoiuted Hotels in the State, located
within thsee minutes walk of the
Depot, Steamboat
Post
Landing,
Office, Custom House, kc., being
* directly in the business centre of the City.
on

hr situated

We make to order every kind of Blank Book used
by Banks. Insurance and Railroad Companies, Hotels, Steamboats, Factories and Counting Houses.

II. WARREN LANCEV.
Portland, Sept. 20.
d&ntwU

Spice Mills,

THE City of Bath is

200,000

In Flour and Produce.

15 UNION

BOOKS I

Journals. Ledgers, Invoice, Sales, Memorandum,
Cash, Record, Dockets, Letters, Masonic
and Church Collectori Books.

THOS. LYNCH.

je23dtf

Respectfully notifies his friends and patrons, and
with thanks for past favors would hereby solicit their

13 &

ACCOUNT

Portland, Mr.

General Commission Business

Coffee and

SAGAD.1HOCK HOUSE,
AlfVetl Carp,
Proprietor,

M AND 68 EXCHANGE STREET, PORTLAND.

St.

GRANITE STORED.COMMERCIAL STREET,

GRANT’S

by

SEAVET.

BAILEY

-and-

LYNCH,

MEDICINES,

the above store

Manufactured and for Sale by

Q-rocers,

COMMISSION MERCHANTS,

—

octTdlw

usual.

BATH. MAINE.

JOHN LYNCH & CO,

JOHN

Wfumwi
id®
proprietorship or
this house, promises to spare no
pains to
accommodate its former patrons, as well as
hi-* old friends and the public
generally.
<_
Having bad an exj erienceof sixteen year*.
he thinks he can now “keep a hotel."
This house is one of the best in the city, and
vary
Pleasantly located on Congress, corner of Groan
Street.
Portland. Aug. 23, 1832.
d3wkw3m

and Families supplied with Medicines and
Cases renewed aud vials rerilled.
24. 1862.
eod8m

BOOTS,

HAHDWAHEl,

Union Wharf.

at

PORTLAND.

AMASA T. C. DODGE,

be in

Framing,

Portland. June 28. 1802.

LIME STREET, NEAR THE LOST OFFICE,

And have taken the store No. 1
Portlnud. Oct. 1, 18<J2.

June

invited to rive

Flour, Produce and Proviiion Buaineaa,

under the

a

neatly as

68 and

STORE,

BURTON have

copartnership

FILLEBROWN & BURTON.
For

FRUIT,

© m

C.

Notice.

FILLEBROWN and A. M

day

books.

septlO—8m

R

Long Wh’l,

JOSEPH HALS.

Copartnership

M.

Family Groceries,

(Opposite

•

BAKER,

’W'h.olesa.le

Portland, Me.

JB.this

dly

friends and the public

His
call.

Stores,

BLOCK,

Corner Commercial St. and

JOHN

For sale

HAS REMOVED TO

endtf

Ship

Tailor,

...

EXCHANGE STREET,

PORTLAND, Me.
MOODY.

and Picture

GENUINE HOMEOPATHIC

ESTABLISHMENT,

DEALER IN-

No. 5 Galt Block Commercial Street,

FRAXKLIN C

__1_

a*

localities

CORNER OF EXCHANGE t FEDERAL STS.,

IX

June 23.

ki. 14b.a

Binding

NAVY

Portland, Au*. 6.1862.

FLOUR, CORN AND PRODUCE,

AXDREW T. DOLE.

in

BT

him

CITV HOTEL,

Physicians

And Country Produce,

Commission

a

BLANJS

A. D. REEVES,

PROVISIONS,

GENERAL

li'w)

rr,

Book

Gold, Silver and Vol-

on

hope*

r.»

TAILORING

J.

MOODY,

Congress Street,

AND

Choice
A

A

Done

Orr OLD CITY HALL.-PORTLAND, ME

je23tf
DOLE

Block,

tomers and
by strict attention lo their sranta
to merit a continuance of the
patronage which be haa
hitherto received.
E. (, MAYO
Paasadmukeag, June 23.1962.
dAwtf

BOOKS, STATIONERY, PICTURES,
Pictnre Frame*, Piper Hannon Fanej CooJi, It., te.,

OSGOOD,

^BSdentist,
So. 8

COLESWORTHY,

Has removed his stock of

V ■ ll

respeetftilly an-

verv

nounce to hia numerous friends, and the
public generally, that during the temporary
--.compulsory suspension of his business be
lurmsheu this well-known house anew, and la
now better than ever
prepared to wait upon hia Cus-

Express

Market Square,

27

.THE subscriber would

Exchanok Street.

Next door above the British and American
Office, where he will accommodate all who may

SURGEON t MECHANICAL

Portland, Me.

faction.

PLUMMER.

|

TO No. 92 EXCHANGE STREET,

MnPPftTTta

DR. C. II.

Watch-Maker,
I

A.

Orders respectfully solicited bv 3In. Moffett, who
will pay personal attention to the same.
aul2dtf
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X. B.—All work being promptly and personattended to, is warranted to give thorough satis-

M.

Of every variety, quality and price, embracing all
•.•Terms SI per day. Stable con nested
styles of gold papers manufactured, towith house.
gether with a full stock of Satins, mediums and com- I
June
Bath,
28, 1963.
mon papers—the largest stock to be found in this
market, at lowest market prices. School Books of
CENTRAL
HOUSE,
every kind in use at wholcsal^prices.
lb. G. Mayo,
Proprietor.
IIALL L. DAWS,
PASSADCTMKEAG, MAINE.

S. II.

HT“ Remember the place,

J. CROSS,

Middle Street.

141

R,CE*

BATH HOTEL,

13y C.

Portland June 23. 1862.

IF

ARMY

PORTLAND, ME.
Q. Twitchell. ju*'31d6ra Ja’s P. Champlin.

^Boston. January, 19ffl.LEW,S

PAPERS

ROOM

63

Shirt*.

you want a cheap and perfect fitting shirt, please
leave your measure for Mrs. A. MOFFOTT’s celebrated Oval Yoked Shirts, made from the best cloths,
and good custom work, at the very lowest
prices.

Paints, Oils, Varnishes,

WOODMAN, TRIE

greatest

partita,

“o^nh.°.”Ty^f‘'Uet0b,! kfpt -SWSB

from the best For-

care

American Houses, and embraces every article needed for public offices,
Counting Houses and
private uses, and at lowest prices.

GENTLEMEN,

85 Commercial St., opp. Thomas Block,
John

i r,rl

eign and

Loniign, Bedsteads

|

might
proclamation, inviting them to come
within our lines and offering than protection.
| In their ca«e such a proclamation would give

PORTLAND, ME.

Shirt*,

RNITURE,

SPRIXO-BEDS, MATTRESSES,

II

STATIONERY
Is selected with the

Manufacturer of

P’U

Bobtom, Mass.,
T.8 the largest and best arranged Hotel in
the New England States: is
centrally loemted. aud easy of access from ail the route* of
[travel.
It contains the modern
improvei-ime.its, and every convenience for the com.
*‘‘d accommodation of the
travelling pnblia.
ltn- Sleeping room, sre
large and well ventilated:
the suits of rooms are well
arranged, and oninleCely
f"r
and large travelling

the various

Federal Sts.,

ad

a

je23tf

j

his

THOMPSON,

Grindstones.

I^VEKY

sue

style

we are enabled to offer to the trade and
customers better bargains in quality and prices,
than can be found in auy other establishment in the
State. Our stock of

Work.

prepared to receive orders for

Corner of Pearl

-and-

|

I

Me.

Marble Chimney Pieces, Monumental Work and

UPHOLSTERER

can

j

Portland,

Marble, Free Stone, Soap Stone,

Jc23dtf

PARKER,

of

886, W'ashingtox St., Bath.

YORK STREET, PORTLAND, ME.

HEAD OF MERRILL'S WHARF,
Convention lately held in this city, has
Commercial Siren,
Portland. Mr.
just purchased his sister ami her two children
____je23lf
from slavery. The girl was the
property of
WILLIAM
A.
PEARCE,
| the power. At the same time, if the slaves of Rev. John Dorson of Columbus, Gorgia, whose
unmarried son had seized upon Caroline (Mr.
V HI M B F. R,
any loyal men are taken and emancipated,
Martin's sister)as his mistress. She bore him
-MAKKIt OPwithout their consent, the Constitution secures
two children, a boy and a girl—both of whom
FORCE PUMPS AND WATER CLOSETS,
1 them a
are handsome quadroons.
The girl is now‘‘just compensation.”
No. 124 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.
sixteen
years old ami the boy nine. Mr. DorBut the Constitution regards the slaves as
son sold the girl and her two
his two
children,
Cold and Shoicer Hath*, Wash Bowls, Brass
Warm,
and
not
as
persons
property. As such they
and Silver Plated Cocks.
grandchildren, for two thousand dollars. But
may be taken and emancipated by the military
before parting with her, he writes the followDescription of Water Fixture for DwellJ ing Houses. Hotels, Public
Buildings, Ships, Ac.,
ing letter to Mr. Martin, showing a deep interpower of the government. There are some
arranged and set up in the best manner, and all orest in the “Christaiu girl" whom he had kept
white men that are Unionists in the rebellious
ders in town or country faithfully executed. All
for his son's mistress for sixteen years:
kinds of .lobbing
promptly attended to.
States. Some of these have been impressed
“From the beginning I have felt muchrelucConstantly on hand. Lead Pipes ami Sheet Lead,
and Beer Pumps of nil kinds.
into the army against their will. These
july29dly
may I tance in parting with Caroline, not only because she lias been a faithful servant, biit hebe taken as captives. Although prisoners
John w. rrmaixs a to.,
may
I
cause
feared
to
or
allow her to be
place her,
be exchanged, they may also be retained. Our
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
|
placed where her soul would be in danger.
government would not readily give up prisonThe city [Boston] from which you write,
ers, who had been impressed into the service
has always liecn known as the dun of social
raoanters and
of the enemy, and who were desirous of
infidels; and as I know
taking Caroline to beabolition
a Christian, I
DRUGS, DYE STUFFS. GLASS WARE,
have feared that
tbe oath of allegiance and who avowed their
I
God would hold me responsible for assisting
! desire to stand by the stars and
It
to pluudge her into moral and social ruin.
stripes.
FLUID, KEROSENE OIL, &c.,
would be under no obligation to
give them up May God save her! He alone can make her I 80 Commercial
Street, Thomas Block,
freedom
a
to
to the enemy.
On the other hand, without
blessing
her.—[Worcester TransPORTLAND. ME.
cript.
ju!29d&wly
waiting to take them, the President
is-

j

variety

AMERICAN HOUSE,

hand and made to order,
and finish. From our long

on

our

PRODUCK,

204 Congress Street,
«p5—Sin

Sugar Refinery,
F.

COUNTRY

dFf

experience,

CHOICE FAMILY GROCERIES,
AND

—

In 1825.

Established

Premium Blank Books
of every

DEALERS IX-

JOHN B. BROWN A SONS,

WILL I A in

PA PER HANGING

WAREHOUSE !

JOIIYSOY At CIIENERY,

PORTLAND, ME.

jnHdtf

—AND—

PROVISIONS, FRUIT, VEGETABLES,

GAS FITTING,

Works 0 Union St.,

MIDDLE STREET.

LARGE and Fashionable Stock of the above articles
may be round at this establishment, comprising every description for a traveling outfit.
d6in
J. R. DURAN.
July 80, 1862.

HOUSE."

rf'P««ftilly informs the
km- that
public
he haa leased the above Mona*.
*ed*r»> Street, Portland, and invitee
-1
c"mmunity to call and aee If
Ite knows how to
keep a hotel.'* Cleaa,
rooms, good beds, a well.wsVvided
a*ry
attaal
! live servants
and moderate charges are table,
the inrfnT!..
ments he holds out to those whose
-i—.
business orple^
are call then, to the "Forest
|
City.**
JONATHAN BLISS, I’ronrietor
”
Portland, Aug. 19. 1862.

BLANK BOOK AND STATIONERY,

MANUFACTORY,

No. 163

Retail.

or

PARTICULAR

their covert treason, as the hypocrite
Stole the livery of the court of heaveu,
To serve the devil in.
Their disgraceful and disloyal record stands
out as the doings of men too stolid in political*
depravity to be gifted with ordinary instincts,
and too regardless of the popular will to he
mindful of shame; and the defeat they experienced at the hands of the people, should serve
as a warning to trimmers and traitors and
parricides and ingrates, through all future time.
It is idle, my friends, to prosecute this war
against rebellion by halves. It is worse than
idle to send our sons to the field of blood and
leave politicians at home who are denouncing
Government, apologizing for rebellion,and are
inculcating, no matter how stealthily or covertly, cowardly and fatal propositions of peace.
Rebellion knows from spies and sympathizers
quite too near us,what is going on in our midst
as well as we do.
Is is struggling on in the
hope that this peace party may gain the ascendancy, when it expects to be forgiven for its
treason, have umrder washed from its bloody
hands, and be rewarded for its villainy by liberal propositions.

the President

ion men, and wherever lie finds it
uesessary to
go, in order to perform his constitutional du-

If iu the progress of the war all the
slaveholders should be slain in battle, or tak-

Cocks, Valves. Pipes and Connections, Whole-

when the President elect of the United States
sold or exchanged.
jul80d6m
had then recently reached the seat of government, where duty called him, by a circuitous
and an unusual route, and in disguise, to escape
the dagger of the assassin, and when our land
attention given to CUTTING and
was tilled with excitement and
consternation
MAKING BOYS’ GARMENTS, by
and alarm, when ’’shrieked the timid and stood
still the brave,” and the contidiug masses
A. D. REEVES,
Tailor,
looked about to see who were the men for the
98 EXCHANGE STREET.
crisis, among the citizens of the Empire State,
who had borne a part in public affairs and were
Portland, Aug. 6. 18*52.
j
dly
naturally looked up to as exemplars in such a
crisis, there were two whom subsequent events
TWITCIIELL A CHAUPLIN,

name

army through
Kentucky,
through Baltimore, through the farms of Un-

it or Dot.

AND EVERY DESCRIPTION OF MACHINERY,
Steam

few

Almut the same time the other individual
left his family and residence ol repose. hut not for the seat of war. (Laughter)
He hied himself away upon the double quick
in the opposite direction (laughter), and for
nearly half a year hid himself among the lakes
and rivers and romantic woodlands and inland
towns of Wisconsin, and his tongue was as silent oil the subject of denouncing the Rebellion as those of the murdered volunteers,
whose "ghosts walked uurevenged amongst us,"
(Sensation.) There we may suppose he basked and balanced, and watched and waited, and
turned and twisted (laughter), until Autumn,
when a small knot of defunct, defeated, desolate, ami despicable politicians, w ho had for
years hung upon the subsistence department
of the Democratic party in this State, came ro
his relief, by entering the field. (Laughter.)
They borrowed without leave the houored

march the

may

a

DURAN'S

Steam Engines, Steam Boilers,

designated,

go through Baltimore.
Time /ins changed all that. As the President
is bound by oath to put the rebellion down, he

laborers ?

!

“ELM
I

A

WINSLOW, Agent,

—

swept out

should not march his armies through their

the whole at once ?

meeting

H. POOR.

ly unsolicited by him) appointed a BrigadierGeueral of Volunteers, asecepted a commisYEA TON A HALE.
sion, and has since devoted bis time and enerand
means
to
his
Commission
gies
ample
country’s cause, j
Merchants,
and is at this hour doing service. This man's
SHIP BROKERS, CHANDLERS
name is James S.
Wadswoktii. (TremenAXD DEALERS IX
dous applause.)
hi reference to Horatio Seymour he said:

It is said there are Union men in the rebellious States, and that the President cannot
t ike their property.
Tuat was the position of
Kentucky and Maryland at the beginning of

liy the military power, how can you
show it would be imconslitutiou.il to emancipate others from time to time in the same way

not

the

lie may lie taken and confiscated
the laws of war.

j

slaves

or

come to

i

from them never goes back. It is all confiscated according to the laws of war. If the
negro slave is to lie regarded as property, then

emancipated during the war, aud you do not
object to the government using them. Were
they not emancipated by the military power ol
the government?
Was it constitutional tu
emancipate them in that manner or not? II

we

of the way.
lie may take from the enemy cannon,
rifles,
guns, swords, pistols, shot, shell, powder, balls,
horses, wagons, beef, pork, coni, flour, anytiling that is used to feed, nourish, and support tlie rebellion Whatever he may take

as

save

You admit tliat sdfcie slaves

employing the (
militia, according to

conclusion, that the
Constitution, by implication, authorizes him

from

life and property; as the
readiest, if not the only means of restoring the
authority of the government iu all the counto

measure

without

or property,
without any process of law. The Constitution authorizes it. This is what lie is constantly doing with the army. Everything that
stands in the way, and prevents the President

We agree with you. that the end
and purpose of the war are to put down tin
a

direction,

war, to suppress insurrection, or
sion. He may take life, liberty,

think.

emancipation,

1-_

or property, without due
process of law,
because the Constitution forbids it. In time
of war he inay use the army, the
navy, and
the militia, according to the law*
of war,
with all the arms, means, and implements of

useful iu

on

a

ty,

yocernrnent uting them as it wouhl any otla r
property on the plantation. If they can be

But we insist

in that

purpose,

laborers,

rebellion.

a.

er, as to the manner in which lie may employ
the army, the navy, and the militia, for that

to

we

Ill_I

army, the navy, and the
the late* of war; as the army, the navy, and
the militia, when employed according to the
law* of war, are the proper instrumentalities
for suppressing the rebellion; as no
express di- l
rections are given to the President, and no
limits placed upon bis judgment as acommand-

If this be so, then there is an end to
argument. In the present paper, I can only
consider this single objection.

and

1...

life without due process of law. We think
the foregoing provision forms no restraint
upon the President in time of war, but
only in
time of peace.

the army, the navy, and the militia,
under his sole direction for that purpose; as
he cannot put the rebellion down, and cause
the laws to be executed, nor make any move-

make it.

Horace Greeley.
You say: “Emancipation lias been taking
place ever since this war commenced.” And
again you say: “If they [the slaves] could Is
reached, we could only use them as servants

-.111

im/sn

all.—

placed

to state your

The President has

flvrvo

I

As the Constitution charges him to
put the
rcbelliou down, and see that the laws are executed ; as Congress and the Constitution have

objections tc
such a proclamation. Amongst other objections you insist, it would be unconstitutional—
that the President has no legitimate power to
on

If this provia state of war, then the
at

Institute

THOU

manufacturer or

the war;

HOTELS.

gg

-AT-

Boys, Boys, Boys.

of law.”

Presideut cannot fire upon the rebels

uritlwint (nut

compensation,”
[Constitution.
"Ifl could save the Union without freeing an>
I
would
do
aud
if
I
could do it hy fteeiuj;
it;
clave,
alt tile alavoa, I would do It.”
(President Lincoln.
Ill your article upon emancipation on tin

proeels
applicable to

Je24tf

Done in tile bent

Cooper

Carpet-Bags,

dispensary

CliAS. F. CROSMAN.

evenings since, Hon. Daniels. Dickinson made
a speech, and it will be seen by the
following
synopsis copied from the Tribune, that he tried
his hand at portrait painting. He said:
When the most atrocious conspiracy which
ever desecrated earth found
development in an
assault upon our National flag at Sumter, and
in efforts to massacre a half-starved garrison,
placed there in a time of profound peace according to uniform usage, for no other offense than
asserteng the supremacy of their country’s
Constitution, and giving to the breeze as emblematical thereof, the glorious Stars and
Stripes of their fathers—when the brave volunteers who were hurrying to the defense of our
nation’s capital, to save it from mob role and
rebellion and conflagration, were bleeding by
traitorous hands—when strong men trembled,
when women wept, and children instinctively
clung closer to the maternal bosom—when all
communication between the loyal States and
the capital was cut off by rebellious forces—

gress have placed the army, the navy, and the
militia, under the direction of the President,
to defend the Government, and put the insur-

evening.

paper

The Constitution

large and well selected stock of

a

At the great

-AHD-

Drugs, Chemicals, Fancy Goods, &c.,

And solicit a share of public patronage,
trusting
that by furuishitig the purest chemicals and host stock
of drugs the market affords, and a careful attention
in the
department, to merit the confidence
of the public.

EXCHANGE ST.

Trunks !
VALISES, POBTMAHTEAUS,

taken store, Ko. 75 Middle Street*
HAVE
(Fox Block,) and respectfully invite public attention to their

J. L.

BOOKS & STATIONERY.

Trunks !

CBOSMAJI A POOR,

lion. Daniel S. Dickinson in the Portrait
Business.

ths insurrec-

rebels have “levied war”

IDru.g Store!

sale

tion.

Press

ee or

suppressing

shortening

BUSINESS CARDS.

NO. 101.

^

nSTew

great economy of life and property.
Jabez C. Woodman.
Portland, Me., Sept. 22, 1802.

his guns to any point of the compass and take
the lives of the rebeis? The Constitution docs
not in terms say that he may. But unless he
can do that, the
army, the navy, and the mili-

vance.

f

and so

Constitution does not in terms say he may.
But unless he can do this, the, army, navy and
militia can render him no important service in
suppressing the insurrection. May he point

less than fift

Press

be the means of greatly

OCTOBER 18, 1862.

—

them to desert the enemy, and work for the
Union. Such a proclamation would, we think,

exe-

How shall he pertorm this duty?
How shall he suppress the insurrection? It

cuted.”

MORNING,

BUSINESS CARDS.

would not

army; has provided a navy; and
has authorized the calling forth of the militia

82$ EXCHANGE STREET,
FOX BLOCK, by

FOSTER, OILMAN Slid

N.

has raised

at No.

published

fs

SATURDAY

PORTLAND, ME.,

Tailor,
STREET.
dly

On Hand.
CONSTANT supply of best Extra Deep Gold
Leaf, and at low rates at
28 Market Sqcare.
Ollt Frame*.
PORTRAITS OR LANDSCAPES of any
siie or style desired—latest patterns and best

F)R

workmanship—made

to

MORRISON

order bv
A CO 26.

Market Square,

order, of any ai/e, efyle or deatgn, of new and
elegant pattern.; also cheap Looking Claaaee and
plate, re-ref in old f; amea. bv
MORRISON ft CO.. 26. Market Square.

PLEASURE

PARTIES!

veiling the Ialanda, .applied

with
at the ahorteat notice.
EXCCRSIONISTS
Order* aolicited.
atorea

ISO

Fare Street

wear

feet ef Etckaag*.

CALDERWOOD ft BECK KIT.
Portland, June 23.

dtf

WANTED.
HMAI.I. RENT, of flee or aix
part of the city.

a tkjhe^hmsiucss

room*,

near

Enquire *t

\mtmrnt****** i■*■■■*»■ rr

i

— ■—

DAILY PRESS. !

THE

roSnAxn,

maine.

Saturday Morning, Oct. IK, IsOL

will

ever more

was

unreasonable than

disturb the industrial economy either
of the North or of the South, whereas, the
not

direct ami inevitable effect of Slavery in the
South will be to drive increasing numbers of
black men into the North.

Slavery keeps up competition
cheap labor. Emaiivlpatou will destroy
compition, and leaves white labor in the North
without impediment.
ern

Emancipation, will briny no colored laborers to the North, but will drain ayreat many
out of it l
There are physical and social reasons for

Under the personal control of its reflned
princely proprietor, the Portland Adver-

and

The colored man is a creature of the
all his aptitudes fit him for a warm

tiser often

fittingly

not

sparkles

the head waiter in

temperate to his heat-loving constitution. His
skin is thirsty for the sun. He basks luxuriously in a heat that would scorch aud conIn shoit, be is fitted by
sume a white man.
bis nature for tropical latitudes, and is as mueh
out of place in our cold temperate zones as
are oranges, plantains, or
palm trees.
Nor does he willingly wander away from
warm latitudes.
It is only as the less of evils
that lie is persuaded to such exile. There can
be no more extraordinary testimony to the
block man’s love of liberty than that he sub-

is

a

from tile

one

with brilliants that would
a London fish-woman, or

ornament

St. Giles groggery. llere
pen of the editor,

polished

which constitutes the first

paragraph

in his

article of

leading

yesterday:
qiuiffi-nt’f/ro-blooded Editor of the
Daily Pm**, who in the Legislature last winter advanced the silly idea that there is no
stnli tiling as international law, has recently
argued, that because the war now conducted

some

civil war, between different States of the
same Federal Union, tlie parties, or the U.
S.
Government is not bound by the laws of civila

ized warfare!”
This is

perhaps tlie fourth or fifth time that
gentlemanly conductor of that journal has
Gulf of Me «:ico, aud a black man in the Arctic I seen lit to edify his readers by telling of the
negro-blood of tlie editor of the Press; and
regions, arc about equally misplaced.
to save him flu: trouble of repetition—as he
uses such language only for the sting he supanee to live in cold climates lias a physiologithe

A white bear in the

1

poses it to contain—we will assure him in all
frankness, that we would rather, a thousand

For the colored race do uot thrive

climates—they
are uot so robust; they
easily, and waste away.

do not

in cold

multiply; they
fall into consumption
This is clearly sliowu
in the statistics of negroes in New England
and New York. It is very plain, then, that
black men would never emigrate irom the

fold, he the relative, tlie brother,
child of

them, against

that drives

into an uncongenial
tinues, there will be

climate.
a

If

con-

they

to

come

is

methodical, iudnstrious, enterprising. He exacts from himself punctuality, diligence, and frugality; and In even severer

to

disabused of the idea that any flings of
or the negro's blood in our face by

false aud baseless statement, without so much
a solitary element of truth or fact
upon
which it could stand. The speech to which
he doubtless relers, was published, and its au-

thor, admitting the full force of the obligations
of international law in

him,

believe that lie Is better
treated in the South than in the North. He is
not ouly allowed to lollow any trade for which
he has aptitude, but be is encouraged to do it.

But, in tbe North, the black mail lias no
place assigned him in society. Tile Irishman,
how low or

beggarly, knows that his
child may rise to any position in society. Thefather may be a vulgar, brutal wretch. But
the child goes to the public school; he becomes
intelligent; he has a vigorous stock, and os
soon as he emerges Ironi his
own family, he
finds nothing which industry may earn, or
ability achieve, or genius deserve, that is withheld from him simply on account of race or
so

with the black man.

He

them, only by absolute inability, and the “requirements of a Christian humanity.” We
are content to stand
upon aud abide by this
proposition.
From

is,

our

Regular Correspondent.

Letter from the State Canitul.

for the most part, hindered in his efforts at

Augusta, Oct. 17,1862.

as ne

grows up in intelligence,
every step is marked with suffering. Except
within the circle of his own people, he is exclu-

euutimuii.

a war

government is restricted in its power to subdue

parentage.
But it is not

between

foreign
nations, contended that such law is inapplicable in a civil war in which the rightful and
constitutional government is exerting itself to
It is a family
suppress a domestic rebellion.
quarrel, in which foreign nations have no
rightful concern; with which they can interfere only at their own peril.
He also said—
and this is a sulticient reply to the last statement of the extract quoted from the Advertiser—that in dealing with rebels, the Federal

there is reason to

no matter

the basest

as

intolerable.

place assigned

to

a

true Southerner has a sympathy with a
black man's easy and shiftless ways. Provided

keeps

appeals

winter, advanced the silly idea that there
is uo such thing as international law.” If the
writer of this allegation knew anything of
wluil he was writing, he knew he was making

The

tbe

who

last

time has very little value. Less labor suffices,
upon tbe luxuriant soils of the tropics, for the
production of the necessaries of life. The heat

black man

liberty,

the maintenance of consti-

The extract at the head of this article says
that the editor of the I’ress, “in the legislature

lie exacts them from those who labor
for him. He has learned to value time. In
the North, “time is money.” In the South,

a

lor

■

measure

more

country's defence, who
foreign intervention

welcome

him, can in the slightest respect disturb us.
Indeed, considering the animus of all such
llings, we regard them as compliments—the
highest he can show us.

understand his nature ami necessities hotter than Northern men. A North-

labor

a war

to

the negro

men

of the climate makes

stop

ready

peril-

gentleman who controls liiat paper will be-

removed, the black man
slavery
prefer to live among Southern men.

ern man

of the soldier who is

enr

rightful authority of the government, or who
basely prostitutes intellect, heart, soul and
conscience to the most unholy,
because the
most unpatriotic aud treasonable, purposes.
With this emphatic declaration W’e trust the

were

Soutlieru

feel

aud the wickedest prejudices of the
human mind to stir up opposition against the

will never become Xorthencru.
would

justly
through their
transmitted by a traitorous
slick at nothing to accom-

his life in his

tutional

They haveja
great deal of Southern feeling. They may be
thankful for Northern kindness; but they are
identified in their ideas, their pride, their
whole method ot living, with the South, and
If only

children

passions

and austere climate of the

born and bred.

were

courses

ling

North. Their local attachments are known to
be strong.
They linger around the places
where

that the blood which

stands

iu the South, no inducements will incline the
stares to exchange the glowing air of the

frigid

our

revolt in the

great influx of freed

slavca into the Northern States. This is inevitable. But, if they are allowed their liberty

South for the

flu;

sire, who would
plish the purposes of his hellish ambition; who
would not hesitate to whisper mischief and

their tastes,

Slavery

decent man, than have
veins had beeu

South to the North, except under some extraordinary pressure. It is the dread and hate ot

slavery

or even

honest negro, who knows how to
tell the truth, to love his country, and to be a
an

—Recent

appointments.
Editors Press
Capt. Briukerhoff, U. S.
Asst. Quartermaster, for the State of Maine,
has received authority to purchase three hun-

physician could gain no considerable practice,
however skillful, and though a perfect gentleman, and regularly educated; he could scarcely gain admission into any medical society or

dred horses to fill up the losses in the Maiue
Cavalry. He will set about it next week.
Col. Mason of the 7th Regiment, said in his
remark on the reception of the rcmenaut ol his
command in Portland, that as much credit was

association.

In what parish, except among his own peodue to the men of his Regiment, as to the ofple, could an Alrican clergyman, though he ]
ficers, thereby showing a just and soldierlike
were as learned, eloquent, and pious
Cyprianas
appreciation of the heroism of the privates, as
or Origen, be tolerated ? Thus far, education
well as of the officers.
serves rather to heighten the black mail's susCol. Mason himself stands among the very
ceptibility to social iudignities than to aughighest officers in the army, for every qualifiment his power or increase his influence.
we

to the less

turn

es* ion

informed, laboring

They
great staple

the

which is

are

effectually

excluded from

industries

by

a

Col. Conner
his

prejudice

a

Maine

conduct at the

put into their hands, for one in which
excluded from all; from where they

up hill!
dissuades the black man from
The climate pinches him. Labor

run

Social prejudices exclude him
Tin* bitterest

position.

|>olitical

animos-

ities restrict, liis civil
Even

religion

and

rights to r. minimum.
philanthropy prefer to offer

him inducements to colonization rather than to

help him

where he is.

On the other

hand, should liberty he given
tile black man, there would be a demand for
liis labor in the Sautlugreater than ever before.
to

And upon a fair scale of wages, he would labor
with vastly greater fidelity. The first effect of
would be. to withdraw from field
labor a Tast number of women, who, instead

emnaelpHfion

burden, would
the apropriate duties of
jnbthers. Their places would have
of

being
home, in

beasts of

remain at
wives and
to be made

Antietain

Creek,
Regiment.” Truly

near

Press of

Every thing

from

highest

l meritorious

Skirmisher.

blacksmiths, ear)tenters, masons, coopers, to one where they may not even carry
the hod, or blow- the bellows, or push the
drudging saw! There is more danger that

disdains him.

an

William L. Haskell.—We noticed in the

may be

tbe North.

battle

gallant

the 7th is made up ol the best material.
Some cases of measles have appeared amuug
the men in Camp Keyes, but measures have
been taken to remove the men affected, so that
probably there will be no delay in moving the
troops. One Regiment will probably leave
the first of next week.
Luther P. Preach, of Corinth, has been appointed Chaplain of the 20th Regiment.

politicians would persuade the
ignorant, that black men will leave a climate
they love for one they dislike: a society where
they are at least tolerated, for one where they
ate haled; a section where all mechanical la-

water will

who deserves the

where he commanded the

obstacles that

are

Volunteers,

commendation for his

It is in the face of such almost insuperable

they

our

can

the part of
to be less upon

on

thoughts ought

clothed,”

are

sacrilice most and best to serve
Induced to make a synopsis from

and

her, we
the pa-

pers. of the recent “openings” at the
York establishments of fashion.

New

Ami first of lionnets. The shape has not
materially changed from last season; it is still
straight at the sides, higli in front, with coinpressed crown and curtain. The size is growing small by degrees, and promises to be beautifully less. Fine straws, trimmed witli velvet
and plumes, are considered distingue lor fall

For the

more

advanced

season

the ma-

plaiu; such as velvet, of a
(leather) color, or of thick,
black, purple, gray, or tesuire,

terials are rich and
violet blue or evir
corded silk of

laid over with white

plumes,

black

or

or
a

Mack lace, with white
lace scarf, or a curtain

of the same, or some contrasting material or
color. A novel feature is transparent crowns,

fronts, (introduced even into the
heaviest fabrics) which impart a lightness
and delicacy unusual to winter bonnets. Fancurtains,

or

cy hats of black ami white felt are universal
for children’s wear, tastefully trimmed witli
brightest colored velvet, or feathers of black

and white.
Out Dour Garments.
for shawls.

cipally

The demand is

prinlead, folcolors, as good as

India Cashmeres

lowed by imitations in rich

1

yesterday the death of another distinguished officer of the gallant Seventh, Capt.
Win. L. Haskell, w ho died at Chambersburg,
Penn., on the 1:1th Inst.
Those who learned with sadness the severity of his wounds in the late battle at Sharpsburg, will read with feelings of deeper grief
the melancholy history of their termination.
Notwithstanding that many have fallen in the
present struggle whose eulogies will be told
by a thousand lips, and whose remembered actions w ill go dow u to posterity a treasure, we
are sure that few in our own State will be held
in fonder remembrance by those who knew
A prompt, diligent
him, than Capt. Haskell.
and thorough scholar, a true, determined and
a
self-sacrificing patriot,
ready, zealous and
unflinching soldier, lie left a young, amiable
and devoted wile.and perilled all thrills country. The news ol his untimely death will cast
a gloom over the many who have associated
with him during his collegiate life.
Whether
as a soldier orjts a civilian, the death of young
II iskcll will long be estimated as a public loss
by a large circle of friends who liest knew his
worth.and will mingle their tears in sympathy
with the relatives who mourn his early loss.
•

AND

SELECTED.

“seeesh organs"
^“Significant.—To
quoting approvingly from the editorials of the
Portland Advertiser.—[il.illowell Gazette.

ZJtF“ During the past week the Penobscot
Musical Association has been holding an interesting session in Bangor.

Zff~ Twelve vessels laden with cotton,from
India, reached Liverpool, the 20th of Sepl ember.

ZW~ Mr. King, the Boston teronant is
a
balloon ascension from Bangor,

make

Wednesday

to
on

ZiT~ Kev. Win. L.

Hyde,

of

Henry
Hyde, Esq., of Bath, has been appointed Chaplain of a New York Regiment.
ZW We are promised regular correspondence from the Maine 25th
Regiment, which recently left this city for the seat of war.
JCy The Petersburg Express says the Union lorces about Suffolk
000.

are

son

estimated at 35,-

ZS^ An old lady—it must be Mrs. Partington—says she can’t understand why the rebels

vaccinate all the

large places.—[Bridgton

porter.

im-

ZiF™ The Belfast Journal says Rev. F. A.
Hod-don, pa-tor of the Universalist Society in
that

city, has been appointed Chaplain of the
24tli Regiment.
Thanksgiving.—A private dispatch from
Augusta, informs us that Thanksgiving in this
State, has been appointed for Thursday, Nov.

are

worn, witli braided trimming.
They
laid iu plaits at the back, shaped over the

trimming for cloaks ami which has a
good effect, is line broad black woolen braid,
laid in box plaits. The gored circular is a
beautiful pattern, either in light or dark cloth,
with a braided trimming upon each seam.
This trimming is not only (inexpensive, but is
retentive in position, and not liable to accident.
Soft velvet plush, and velvet beaver
will be worn by those who can afford it. The
saut en basques are still worn, but iongcr than
those of last spring. Mm. Demorest exhibited the “Gitalda,” and the “Keehelieu.” A
pretty style for a young girl was madeot fawn
colored cloth, bound with violet silk, studied
novel

with four rows of white silk.
It is

Dress Goods.

refreshing

that the de-

mand is less for novelties than lor those standard luxuries whose

value is scarcely imIndia cashmere shaw ls,

paired by time, such as
thick, rich silks, diamonds, and superb lacesi
which last acquire an added glory with every
shade of yellow which time, and a careful
washing in weak coffee, imparts to it. Plain

colors rule in dress, this season, with rich, durable fabrics, such as moires, Irish poplins, ot-

velours, and merinos, which form the
handsomest, and most serviceable walking
dresses. Less expensive, and more useful fabrics, are thibets of purple and dark green, or
other shades, and Aberplaids rank among the
choicest goods for winter walking wear, as al"
so liob ltoy, and the Klan Alpine, a dark blue
striped, with a bluish green, and black, and
checkered with red. As to colors, the new
cut'r (leather) or "bore,” (wood) or gray, marble, blue, green, or black, will be most in favor
in silks or worsteds, for rich, or walking dresses.
For ball dresses, plain, rich silks.
Long,
wide sashes, tied behind, are pretty for young
girls.
Making up. The principal novelty for ordinary wear is the fancy jacket, or vest, which
Is made in infinite variety. They are worn
toinun

with Garibuldi shirts of the same material
the dress.

A skirt

trimmed with

jacket

or

rows

as

shirt of drub merino is

of scarlet woolen braid;
being of scarlet cash-

in this case

mere, trimmed with plaid buttons. Skirts are
finished around the bottom only with braid, or

pattern in braid work. They are worn full
and long behind, and are laid in fine, single

a

folds, placed thickly together, instead of large
box plaits. Sleeves are puffed, and worn loose
at the wrists; some of the leg-of-mutton style,
but very few are flowing.
The use of the sewing machine has introduced a system of tucking, used to beautify
children’s clothing, and under garments ol
every description.
back hair to form

broad, smooth ring, which
the neck, while the front is
a

descends upon
raised in puU's and waves from the side of the
face.

Wreaths are still in favor, composed of
bleached and varnished leaves of Indian corn,
twisted

braided

together, with moss rose
buds; also the red thorr.berry, with green
leaves; also a head dress of black velvet, of
diadem shape, embroidered with flowers in
jet.
or

Laces and Ornaments.
worn,

particularly

worn

iu full

Laces

rich threads.

are

much

Lace scarfs

dress,

knotted around the
waist, or clasped upon the shoulder, and
tied under the arm.
They are costly and

are

by

our

Fall in the Price of Gold.—Gold sold

shoulder and arm, but without sleeves, and
mostly confined to sack or paletot shapes. A

the

25th Maine

jyThe

seen

taste.

most

recherche.
The most novel feature iu decorations of

description, is the use
only iu ornaments by itself,

steel,

every

made of

not

but used in the

in New York

Wednesday

at

day

it sold for 130 3-8.
bitten in the speculation.

Yester-

137 5-8.

.Somebody

lias got

ZW™ The editor of the Farmington Patriot
has been

presented with a big cabbage head.
With an additional head in the sanctum peril ap- that paper will be improved.
Tile rmtatoe business is now nuitelivein our city—buyers lor shipment having
commenced in earnest on the new crop. Prices
are low, ruling from 30 to 33
qgnts lor good

ly

Jacksons.—[Bangor Whig.

j f?' The llalloweU Gazette says the Kennebec and Portland Railroad company are now

erecting a

new

street,

the North end.

at

bridge in

that

city

Water

over

It will be

a

sub-

stantial structure.
The Louisville Journal says that by
the time the rebels get out of Kentucky they
will probably llnd that for every horse, mule,
or bull, cow, heifer, sheep, or
hog they have
taken, they have lost a man.
Fatal Accident.—John Qulnley of Lyndon, fell from liis barn ou Thursday last, and

much injured that he survived but a
hours. He was a man about 53 years of
age, and formerly resided in Saugerville, Pisw as so

lew

cataquis County—[Aroostook Pioneer.

[ tr’ A young man about eighteen years
old, son of Ephraim Staples of Elliot, Me.,
fell in the dry dock at Portsmouth Navy Yard,
on Tuesday
afternoon, striking upon his head,
and iuilicting an injury to the brain which it
is thought may prove fatal.

From the 13th Kegiment,
The follow ing are extracts from a letter from
a private, in the 13th Maine Kegiment, dated
Ship Island, Miss.. Sept. 28th, 1882.
Our Kegiment was paid otf, on the 8th of
July last. Most of the men had allotted the
greater part of their pay; many of them the
whole. Nothwitiisluudiug over two months
have elapsed, said money lias not been transmitted to their families, though it is greatly
needed. At the time we were paid, there was
due us six mouths pay, four of which were
paid; there is now due us over four months
pay which we are greatly iu need of; but the
prospect is very small for our getting it at
present. 1 hope the Portland press will give this
matter an airing, lor the sake of Portland’s
sous iu tills Kegiment.
It seems hard that
while our city ami state are paying large
houiil ies to new men, that those who went
without bounty, should be left to worry and
their families to sutler, while such large bounties are lavished on tiiose, who only rush iu
now to avoid the draft.
Our Kegiment lues been hardly used in other respects, having beeu left to do the fatigue
duty for all the troops iu litis department. It
is now' divided into three parts; Col. Kust,
Lieut. Col. Hazcltiuc, burgeon Bates and
Adj’t Wilson, with Co. 1), Lieut. Varney, and
Co. P, Capt. March, respectively commanding,
are at this post; Co. C, Capt. Buck, and K,
Capt. Swan are at Fort Macomb; Major Grot es
with the six remaining companies is at Fort
St. Phillip.
The companies at this post have had a large
amount of guard duty tu do, having so many
prisoners from New Orleans; it takes about all
the uteu that one company can muster, to do
the guard duty each alternate day.
W. R. M.

Frederick, Md, Oct. 18.—Midnight.
Latest advices from opposite Shepanl-town
report that a reconnoiteririg party under Gen.
Humphrey, which crossed tiie Potomac this
morning,

were

met

near

Shepardslown by

a

«

force which opened upon them an artillery lire.
As our forces had no artillery, they retired
across the river, having accomplished the object of the reconnoisanee, and ascertained that
the rebels were still in the same force at this

point.
Reconnoisanee of Qen. Humphrey’s Division.
Rebel Force in our Front—Gen. Fremont—Resistance to the Draft—Narrow

Escape.

3.000 .do.b 20 12S
52.50) American Gold.
134

New York, Oct. 17.

A Frederick

dispatch gives the following as
engaged in the occuputon of CharlesHancock’s division, formerly
commanded by Gen. Richardson, with a deour force
town:
General

of

Washington County have examined the
and declared Ignatius Sargent (Republielected
can)
County Treasurer, by a majority
of six votes, and James C. Adams, (Republican) Register of Deeds, by a majority of 43.
Bo we learn from the Macitias Union.
ers

votes

iif“The editor of the Augusta Age evidently is opposed to the emancipation of the
slaves, liecause it w ill cost more to feed them
than they are worth. If that rule had always
been acted upon by the Creator, it is doubtful if the people of Augusta would ever have
enjoyed the illuminations of his brilliant geuius.

Commissioners.—The following

persons
to take

appointed Commissioners
depositions, Ac., in their respective regiments,
viz:—Col. Wm. W. Virgin and Enos T. Luce,
23d Regiment; Col. Francis Fessenden, 23th
Regiment; Col. liufus P. Tapley, 27th Regiment; Col. Ephraim W. Woodman, 28th Reghave been

iment.

Pike, of the Age, styles the writer of
“X-pounder of the Constitution.” If
we were required, under
oath, to classify
“Daniel” among the Xs, we should, style him
this

an

A-sponger, lor, troin boyhood he has contrived, no matler what parly was in power, to

ail

sponge his living out of the
quor out of hit friendt!

State, and

his li-

fff™ The prizes for sharp-shooting, offered
by the Sagadahoc Agricultural Fair, were
awarded, 1st, $U),to C. IV. King of Brunswick,
and the gd. $5, to Paul Hall. Prizes of $t>, $4,
were aw irded respectively,to Misses
$:! aud
E. A. Campbell,Brunswick. Julia Anabelle and
Martha E. Hebbard, Topsham, ami Frances

Bradley, Brunswick,
equestrians.
G.

as

the four best female

Cheekv.—The editor of
east

a

paper,

sneerer at

bitter

a

parlizau

nearly every

certain down
in

polities, aud

movement

of the Gov-

put down rebellion, made a gross
attack upon the Pilgrim Fathers, aud having
been severely but justly handled by a correspondent of this paper,—a gentleman as much
ernment to

his

superior

culture, education, historical
all the qualities that make up an

in

research, and

intelligent

American citizen, as a noble Arabian steed is the superior of a Shetland poay,
or a

mule,—who exposed his gross
of the tacts of history, he, the said

Mexican

ignorance
editor,

in his

paper with

a ven-

omous reply, made up of the merest
guardism aud offensive personalities, in

black-

comes

out

ow u

which
he refers to the ‘’blockhead historian of tile
Portland Press,” stigmatizing him as a “cow-

ard,” and intimating
Press “had

that the editor of the

hand in

getting it up,” and then
he has the consummate impudence to ask us
to copy it as an act of justice to him!
That
it cheek. The correspondent of the Press
vindicated the fair fame and good name of our
Pilgrim ancestors, whose reputation is public
property, and whose good name should be cherished by every true New Englander. In doing this he incidentally trod upon a worm that
was gorging itself upon the green leaves with
a

which memory wreathes the graves of those
old worthies—who were not perfect, it is true,
but

high-minded, conscientious, and true to
their convictions of duty—and now the grub
asks us to enter into his defence!

We shall

do

no such thing.
He commands the columns
of one paper; he cannot make ours the channel through which to vent his offensive personalities. Nor shall we re-open our columns

_ill

having

Mails for Aspinwall,
and California, leave New York on the 1st,
21st of each month.

Steamers,

an

antagonist.

man,

B.

O O W E L, L,

recently

NEWS.

NEW AND SEASONABLE

GOODS,

and at AS LOW PRICES as the same quality and
stvle can be purchased, at any other place in the

city.

fcFNo trouble to show goods: eall and
purchasing elsewhere.

before

«*e

ocl8

Trusses ! Trusses ! Trusses !

THOS. G. LORING,
Apotheoar y,
AND-

PRACTICAL TRUSS FITTER,
Devotes

Littlejohn.

New

York, by

undersigned have this day formed
THE
of
nership under the firm

lor

Goold &
for the purpose of

him.

office.*2 00 j
Each subsequent sitting at office,.50 j
City Patients, first Examination at residence,... 2 50
Each subsequent visit at residence,. 1 00
August Id, 1862.—tf
First Examination at

Diseases of the Vrinaiy Organ*.
C. MOTT, M. D., Operating and Consulting
and Physician, attends exclusively to Diseases of the Urinary and tieuital Organs, and Female
( oinpluiuts oi all kinds, and the more obscure diseases oft be Pelvic Vicoia, as Piles, Kuptuies, Hydrocc.e, Varicocele, Fistula. Early Decline of Manhood,
Ac. Dr. M. keeps himself posted in all the improvements in the cuie of Disease, made in this country
or Europe, and spares no expense that his patients
may have the best medical and surgical treatment
the world affords.
Advice prek.
£JP*Oflice 86

ty*J.
Surgeon

Court street, BOSTON. Hours tioin 10 A. M. to 2
P. M
and 6 to 8 P. M
M rs. M., who is thoroughly versed in the afflictive
mil adies of her sex, can be consulted bv ladies.
Patients furnished with board and experienced
nurses.
oct3cod6m

Quarters Cami* Abraham Lincoln, I

1
Portland. Oct. 6th, 18(52.
All absent members of the different Regiments in
this encampment, are hereby ordered to report themselves to their respective commanders forthwith.
Towns that are still deficient in filling up tfceir
quota must make up their deficiency at once.
Per order Commaiidaur,
E. 8. Morris, Post Adjt.
ami

|

FOREIGN IMPORTS
At London 1st inst, shins Eshmeralda. York; Continental, Johnson; Free Trade, Storer, and Ludoga,
Holmes, disg.

on

Goold.

the

BUSINESS,

SAIL-MAKING

formerly occupied by

Wm.

No. 11? Commercial Street,
Head of Long Wharf, where they
execute

all orders

promptly

Portlaud, Oct. 18, 19*52.

Xl

and

to

are
prepared
taithfully.

WILLIAM GOOLD.
A. 11. WAITE.
ocl8 dJw#

Flour, Oil, *U|;ar, Teas. Ar.
BARRELS Indian* Family Flour.
**

W k

500
GOO

Ohio Lxtia
1* rtJmnd Kerosene Oil.
Lard and Whale Oil.
Mecca Lubricating do.—a vary
superior article tor Machinery.
150
Clushed, Granulatedaud I’owdered Sugar*
Coffie ('rushed do.
lOO **
IIlids. Muscovado
do.
8000 ( asks Nail*.
GOO Hall Chest* Oo. Tea.
800 Boxes Tobacco.
For sa •* bv
HERSEY, FLETCHER & CO..
ISO Commercial, coruer Union Street.
ocl8 3wd& w
•*

*•

,

|

Liverpool;

qUIMBY, would give notice Qiat he ha
returned to Portland, and can be found at his Room,
No. 13 International House, Tuesday, August
12th, where he will attend to all wishing to cousul

Copart-

AVaite,

carrying

and have taken the loft

Wparaiso.

Churchill, and bug Alice Maud.
BALTIMORE—Cld 14lli, ship Sobiuo, Woodward,
London: sch ttcean Ranger. Lewis. Portland.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 13tu, sch Henry l'aysou,
Crowell, Boston.
Ar 15th. b i; Speedaway, Atherton. New York.
Cld 13Hi, brig J D Lincoln. Webber, Portland; sch
Ueurv Pay son. Crowell, New York.
NEW YoKK—Ar 1 >iIt. -hip Columbia. Brvant. fra
baik Lucy Ellen. Soule. Cardiff 35 days;
brig Autumn. Diusmore. Lingan CH; sch* A S Salter. Full, from Port Ewcn tor Warehatu;
ltra/os,
Clark. Rondout for Boston.
Cld 15th. sch Dazzle. Smith. E'.izabefhport; Edwin,
Mitchell. Eastport; Ame.ia. Lou d. Maclhas.
PROVIDENCE—Ar 14th, sch Marmora, Smith, fra
Bangor lor Pawtucket.
Ar 16th. schs Maine. Brown, Calais: Hattie Annah,
Orcutt, Bangor; Forest, Conery, Rockland; Yarmouth. Busu. Boston; Florida, llowes, Dennis;! aro.ine. Dyer, New Bedford.
l'AWTLCKET—Ar loth, sch Fakir, Barber, from
New York.
NEWPORT—Ar 15th. schs Commerce, Muller. An
Calais for Providence; Pioneer, HaskeL, Elizabethport for Boston; Catharine Beals, Flowdr*. N York
tor Belfast;
Hampden Belie. A.exander, Elizabethport tor Boston; Eudora. Loid. Port Ewcu lor do;
Jos P Ames, Chickinan. Bangor lor Fall River; E
Arcularius, Ha-keil, New 3 ork Jor Portland; 1‘hebe
Ehzabetti, Smith, do for Boston.
In port 15th. the above, and brig* John Hathaway,
and John Pierce, to toad tor t uba; Abl er Taylor,
Tuplev. Bangor for Providence, and s<d loth.
FALL RIVER—Ar 15th, sch Luther S Chase. Murphy, Norwich.
NEW BEDFORD—Sai’ed 15th, sch* 1* M Bonuey,
Nicrkeson, tor New York; Ecdpse, Smith, Baugor;
Cru*ado. tor Nantucket.
DANVERS—Ar 12'h. schs Boxer. Sutton, Bangor:
Pearl, Ingraham. Rock.and.
SALEM—lu port 15th. brig Wilwsukie, Dennis,
from Philadelphia for Portland; schs Moro, Teague,
from Bangor tor New bediord, and 35 otheis tor
South and East.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, ship Fairfield, Hull, Newcastle
Eng; barks lie*per. Perkins, France; Elizabeth Leavitt. Percivai, Newcastle E; sch* Hiram Well*, and
Henrietta, Brown, t a am; Sp oudid, Mitchell, and
Freedom. Crocker, Machia*; Polly i fa isa, Sargent, Treineut; Magnoiia, Candage, Bluehill; MF
Farnum, Leach, Penobscot; FJoreo. Ivall, Ellsworth;
Brilliant, 3lavo. and Sarah Hall, Pierce, Bangor;
Napoieou. Webber, and E.izaboth, Wasseu, do; Win
Ted. McLiunis, Buck-port.
Cld 16th, shin Wandering Jew. Smart, London;
barlkYivid Light. Blanchard, lor Philadelphia; brig*
Jessie Rlivna*, Pendleton, Portland, to load lor Cuha; J W’ Drisko. Drisko, Philadelphia; schs T B
Harris, and E Nickerson, Baxter, do; Grace Lirdler,
C.ark, do; Caroline, Hall, New York: Harriet Neal,
Zicov a, Murch, Ellsworth; Kate
Haughton. Lubec
Wa.ker, Luliiver. Baugor.
CALAIS—Ar9th, brig B Young. Cook, Boston;
sell Leo Davis, .Iordan, Boston
Ar 10th, schs Amy Wooster, fin Philadelphia; G D
King. McGregor. New York
Ar lltli, sch Rocket, l)ix, Boston.
Slil 5»th, bark Mary C I'orter, Finney, New York;
brig Lizzie Barnard, Barnard, do; sch* Lyra. Low.
New Haven; Redondo, Seavy, Boston; Franklin,
Allen. New York.
Sid Util, sch Balance, Low, Philadelphia; George
Gilman, and Boisev & E i/a, Boston.
BANGOR-Sid idth. sch* Mais llill, and Aid. for
New York; Saxon, li Crosby, Llobe, Lau el, Julia &
Marv, and Frances Ellen, for Boston; Mary Eii/a,
for Proviucetown ; l’ierce, tor Weymouth; Tarry
Not, for Salem.
LAKDINEU—Ar 11th, sch Jacob Raymond, Long,
Providence.
Sid lltli, schs Cherub. Bailey, and Leader, Barton,
New York; Henrietta, Blanchard, Boston.

a

name

NEW ORLEANS—Towed to tea 24th u!t, lark E

DR. P. P.

quer" such

Street,

pubiie that having purchased the

And taken the store
occupied br him, (129
Middle Street.) are prepared to furuish Mr. Gowei)*s
former customers, as well as tbeir own friends and
the public, with

FORTS.
SAN F RAN CISCO—Ar 15th, ship Criterion, Sherman. Bo-ton May 10.
Sid loth in*t.(by tel) ship Christopher Hall. Free-

superiortv of
COKEY'S “PREBLE’* SPRING BED
over all ot hers, is the fact that the demand for this
Spring Bed is quadruple that of any other kiud.
October 1, 1812.
tf

Drs.

GOODS,
stock of

S.

DOMESTIC

almost indis-

LOCKE k KIMBALL, Dentists, No. 117
^
Middle Street, Portland, Me.
augl5—ly

reply to his offensive article. In fact,
former correspondent must think very
meanly of himself if he would "stoop to con-

Would inform the

Boston in the bark Nonpareil ua the loth iust.
The new -hip Thomas Dunham, to be lauuched at
Bath to-day, of 1050 tons, has bccu sold tor 960,000
cash.
Me A2 schooner Wat Eagle. 180 tons, built at
Boolhbay iu 1858, has been so.d for 9JOJO.

evidence of ihe

C'^Consumption

SON,

and Domestic

l'JO Middle

MEMORANDA.
Capt. 8. H. Morrison, late of the sliip Charlotte A
Morrisou, destroyed by the at Algoa Bay. arrived at

it...

our

any

bv
Sch Dannie Westbrook,
11 Bullard k Co.

pensable article, uot only of comfort ami necessity,
with every family, while the united testimony o
Physicians has placed their healthfulness beyond
question.
No invalid should be without one.

Head

A

personal atteution to the application of
Sch Georgie Deering. Pinkhaiii, Cardenas, by Isaac
j TKliiEi to Adults and Children.
Emery.
SHOULDER BRACES and ELASTIC STOCKScb’Belle, (Br) Brown. Hillsboro N B, master.
INGS coustautly ou hand
Sell Martha Greenough, (Br) Stoddaid, Uansport
ocl8
N S, master.
CTTIw Poor liberally considered.
Sch Plymouth. (Br) Smith. Parsboro NS, master
Sch James tf Donahue, Coney, Port M dwav NS,
Notice.
Copartnership
l amer k Johnson.

prescribe

an

DRY

CLEARED.

THE
inform
the public that he is in no way av-oemteti or connected With ASY OTHER KELLEY OR OPPICK in Boston, Fort and, or elsewhere, and that Dr. H. L.
DA VI8 is the ONLY person authorized by him to
his Medicines in the above places. Therefore persons should be on their guard against Medicine- put porting to be his, or like bis, as his genuine
Medicines are onlv to bo bail as above.
J. CLAWSON KELLEY,
Originator and Founder of the Analytical
System and Practice of Medicine,
oct loth. 1962.
eod2w*

As

LOVELL

Foreign

Friday. October IT.
ARRIVED.
Mary Artnah, Mathews, from Cardiff.
Bug Datieu, Henry, Boston, to load lor Cuba.
Sch Swordfish. (Br) liiltz, Walton NS.
Sch Armagh. (Br) Coulon, Walton NS.
Sch Julia, Andersen. St John NB.
Sch Maine, ll.inks. North llaveu.
Sch Sterling, Stoddaid, Windsor NS for Boston.
Sell lla'i fljivrr, liav. Mi! budge tor New York.
Sch Jane k Eli/a. Richards, < a ai- for New ila\eu.
Sch Richmond, liuker, Richmond for Boston.
Sell October. Ihoiyi, Gardiner for Boston.
S earner New Engiaud, Field. St John NB via Eaatport for Boston.
Steamer Lewiston, Knight, Boston.

Caution*
undersigned would most respecffblly

an

C.

Panama,
11th, aud

Bark

business of a good physician.
No. 271 Tremont
Street is the only p'ace —Sunday Eretiinq Exprr.n*.
Dr. li. L. Davis mav be consulted at his office ill
this city at No. 8 C.ap’s Block, ou the second ThuisoctlO eod2w*
day and Friday of each mouth.

A Good Spring Bed has become

f* G4.I_

—DEALERS IN—

roar of poktlaxd.

Kel-

.1,.,,..,

H.

Havaaa.

MARINE

possecsioii

.1

«...

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

MIXIATIRE ALMANAC.
Saturdav.October 18
SUN.
HIGH WATER.
|
Rises. .6.16 | Sets.. 5 14 | Morn’g 6.15 | Eveu’g 6.43

NOTICES,

.til...

I.w

from Belfast 1 for Madras.
Sept 22. no lat. 4c, ship E Sherman, llichborn, fa
Liverpool for New York.
Sept 28. lat 49. Ion 20, ship Anna F Schmidt.Twombly. from London for Boston.
Oct 6. lat 43, Ion 58. ship Ann E Hooper, from Baltimore for Liverpool.
Oct 8. lat 43 Ion 65. ship Sarah Marsh, Stowers, fm
Boston for Kio Janeiro.
Oct 12. lat 48 64. Ion 62 14. ship John A Parks. Kicb,
from Newport E for New York.

Steamship Eagle .-ails from New York for Havana
diret, Nov. 5th.

Impos-

tlx.

carrying

For

271 Tremont .Street. He is the only person in Boston
authorized to sell the true medicines made bv Dr.
Kelley. All persons who state otliei wise are
ters. and not entitled to credit. No pennons are iu
of any receipt* or copies of receipts of Dr.
Kelley'* medicines, and no living man or woman can
legally or otherwise make them. The afflicted should
be particular to consult Dr. Davis, at No. 271, where
they will meet a gentleman aud a skillful phvticiau,
who will furnish the real medicines, from Dr. Kelley's Imbratory. Dr. Kelley cautiot s the public and
the afflicted azainst all who p etend to have hi* modcii.es, and against u I so called doctors, who try to inLi'I

I'nnU

17

For Californio.

ley is widely known, a;.U paifiru arlv in the New
England ai.d Middie Slates. Nearly thirty-live year*
y**a.s a'o he coni met iced the practice of medicine.—
He is the founder of the analytical
practice and ongii.al inventor of the medicines used in that
practice.
Dr. If. L. Davit, the associate of Dr. Kellev, ha*
charge of and is proprietor of the Boston Office, No.

w

Gont

SPOKEN.

Jura.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct. 18
Saxotiia.New York .Hamburg ...Oct. 18
Persia .New York.. Liverpool.Oct. 22
City of New York.New York. .Liverpool.Oct. 25
Hibernian.Quebec.Liverpool.Oct. 25
Hansa.New York. Bremen.Oct. 25
Asia.Boston .Liverpool.Oct. 29
Bavaria.New York .Hamburg.Nov 1
North American.. Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 1
Kangaroo .New York.. Liverpool.Nov 1
Austra’u-iau. New York.. Liverpool.Nov 6
Edinburg.New York..Liverpool.Nov 8
Now York —...New York. Bremen.Nov 8
Norwegian.Quebec.Liverpool.Nov 8
Arabia..Boston.Liverpool.Nov 12

Death of Gen. James.
Sag Harbor, N. Y., Oct. 17.
Gen. C. T. James, who was wounded yesterday by the careless explosion of a shell, died
here this morning,
lie was llliy-eight years
of age.

I,lit,

.In

July 10. lat 31 20 8, Ion 45 20 W, ship Pleiades (of
Bath) VV'inslow. from Kio Janairo July 4 for Callao.
Aug 2*5. no lat. 4c. ship Mary Russell, Thompson,

TO DEPART.

Omaha, Neb., Oct. 16.
Daily, republican, has been re-elected
to
delegate
Congress, by an increased majority.

inro flu.

At

Sarah l‘ark, Vaughan, for Mauimaiu.
Sailed from Montevideo Aug 15, Kate Sweet land,
Thorndike. Loudou.
Cronstadt, Sept 28. The Am ship Emperor, Blanchard. from Maulmain for this port with teak wood,
went ou shore in the C able Giound in tbu night of
the 28th ult. She makes no water, and arrangements
have been made to send a steamer to her asistanee.

City of Wasliing'u.New York. Liverpool.Oct. 18

S. G.

Davis —Dr. J. Clawson

Ar at Bordeaux 30th ult, Sarah Sheafe. Berry, fm
T rieste.
Ar at Cadiz 22d ult. Mary Cobb, Low, New York;
Cld at Marseilles 30th ult, Elvira. Snow, Sulina.
Ar at Kio Janeiro Aug 25. Criterion, Coombs.Newport E.

York.Southampton.New
Norwegian.Liverpool.Quebec.Oct

as

and

Ar at Antwerp 2d inst. Lncknow. from New York;
Helen K Cooper, Lepharn, Callao; John Fraser, Her-

bert, do.

9
11
15
New
York...Oct 16
16
Arabia.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 18
Oct 25
Scotia.Liverpool.New York

Louisville Ky., Oct. 10.

Dus. Kellev

Ar at Flushing 3d inst. Ellen Hood, Kilby,
Akyab.
Ar in the Scheldt 2d inst, H B Weight, Park, from

Akyab.

.Liverpool.Quebec.Oct
Australasian.Liverpool.New York. Oct
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York...Oct

Surrender of Nashville Demanded and Refused.

SPECIAL

aAL ,/iverl^!
•

for Boston.
In the Downs. Southern Chief, Higgins, from Lonion for Havana.
Sailed from Portsmouth 3d inst, Khine, Moore, fm
Loudon for New York.
Arat Falmouth 2d. Charlotte W White, (iriffln.
Bassain for Amsterdam; Samuel C Grant, Hinckley.
Kangoon; 3d. Sabine. Salter, do.
Sailed 3d, M L Frank. Haskell, (from Akvab) Liverpool; Clias H Lord. Smith, (from Kangoon) London: Delphiue, Nickels, Liverpool.
Ar at Plymouth 3d. Brill, Crowell, New York,
lu kingroad 2d, Crawford, Browu, for New York;
Sld 2d, Sebastopol, Auld. Cardiff.
At Bristol 2d, Golden Era, Snow, for Bermuda.
Sailed from Newport 2d, E A Lauder, Crosby, for
New York.
Ar at CardifT2d, Bosphorus. Gill. Liverpool.
Passed Dumont Head 20th ult. Harvest, Loriug,
from Sundorlaud for Singapore.

North American.

the enrollment for the draft by Irish residents
of Luzerne County, Penn., it became necessary ou Wednesday to call out the military force
ill the town of Blakely, and lire on the insurFour or live were killed, aud forcible
gents.
opposition is put down.
Gen. Coucoran has declined the nomination
for Congress.
He will accept of no office until the rebellion is put down.
It is also said that Gen. Sickles has also declined the Congressional nomination.
There was a narrow escape from another
terrible school house calamity yesterday.—
School No. 20, South Fourth Street, Williamsburgh, took fire. Great confusion prevailed,
but the teachers aud others succeeded in getting most of the children out uninjured. A
number, however, were thrown down and
trampled upon, and three or more considerably
injured, one, it is feared, fatally.

Catarrh, and all diseases of
the Throat and Lungs, successfully treated by Inhalation.
By C. Mouse, M. D.,
Corner Smith and Cougress 8ts.
aulS '62 cod

to

[Per steamship Asia, at Boston.]
Uavalier, Jordan, Bangor;
«»•>
ampbell, Morse, from Kangoou; Napoleon,
Ibuinpson. do via Faluiuutb; 4tb, Liuio Oakford,
L’eck, New York.
Sailed 1st inst, Linda, Turner, Bahia 2d America
Salter. New York; SL Tilley, C ook, and
Antioch,
Gardner, do; Edd>stone, Dyer, GalJe; John* Albert
fteecher, Boston.
Hot lor loading 2d inst. Orient. Hill, and F B Cubing. Maloney, New York; John Patten, Emmons,
Singapore; 3d, Sierra Nevada. Foster; Guy Msnuerug, Dollard, and J Foster Jr, Megill, New York.
Ar at London 4th, Margaret Evans, Warner, New
fork; J W Andrews, Philadelphia.
Cld 2d. E Wilder Farley, Nicnols, New York: 3d,
Free Trader. Storer, do (and sld 4th); Partheiioti,
Ifobiuson, Trieste; Windermere, Kardiug, for New
fork; 4th, Marshfield, Torrey, do.
Kilt outward. Transit. Patten, for Kangoon.
Sailed from Gravesend 3d, Potomac. Weeks, for
Akyab: 4th. Fanny Mctlenrv, Choate. Philadelphia.
Ar at Deal 2d, Sparkling sea, Treat, from Loudou
Ar

tachment from the 1st, 2d, 5th and (1th U. S.
UlItlED.
airy, anil Oth Now York, and 3d Indiana
cavalry, and Gen. Dana's brigade of General
In Centre Bridgtou Oct lltli, Edwiu A. Fogg to
Howard's (late Sedgwick’s) division, and the
Miss Myra H. Dresser.
lir»t Minn, regiment from General Gorman's
In ltridgiou Uct 12tli, Alexander Griswold to Miss
Henrietta J. l.ibby. all of B.
brigade. Dana’s brigade was under the comIn Raymond Oct 14th, B F Knapp of So. Bridgtou,
mand of Col. Lee. Capt. Tompkins’ U. I. batto
Mrs. Ann Osgood of Standish.
tery was also engaged.
Iu Norway Oct 12th, Joseph S. Holt of Paris, to
The Times’ special dated Charlestown, Va.,
Miss Jane A. Saunders of N.
10th, 8 I*. M. says, Gen. McClellan and staff
advanced boldly to the front ot the village.
DIED.
The rebel pickets were to be seen ou the next
hill.
In this city Oct 16th, Mrs. Martha, wife ol E. 11.
Lee is at Winchester with a large force, and
Bowers, aged 58 years 1 month 12 days.
Jackson at Hunker Hill with another large
In this city Oct 16th, Mrs. Sarah, wife of W. II.
force.
Richards, aged 50 years 8 mouths.
In
Stuart’s cavalry are on the Shenandoah. A
Cape Elizabeth Oct 15th, of disease contracted
at war. Merrill S. Spaulding, of Co. E, 7th Me.
large rebel force is at Lees town, six miles while
4 mouths.
( Reg., aged 27 years
away.
Iu Gray Oct 24th. Mrs. Lois, wife of the late Abram
1 learn from the people that Jell*. Davis has
8o
PerJoy. aged
years 5 mouths.
Iu South Bridgtou Sept 8th. Mary Lizzie, daughter
issued a proclamation that all Union officers
of
C.
II.
aud
Ellen
M. Choate, aged 1 year 6 mouths
held and captured, shall be put to hard labor,
27 days.
if Lincoln's proclamation is carried out.
Gen. McClellan has not yet returned. There
I M PORTS.
is a furious storm raging.
The Times has a special dispatch dated CenCARDIFF—Bark Mary Armah—716 tons coal, to
terville, which says that the rebel Gen. Stuart
Jos L Farmer: 20 bbls tar, to order.
was ceitainly at Leesburg on Monday, the
WALTON NS—Br sch SwordJbh—136 tons plaster,
correspondent having beeu within sight of his master.
Br sch Arrnangh—100 tons plaster, master.
camp fires.
ST JOHN NB—Sch Julia— 2400 box shooks, to X J
Our pickets were driven in last night from
Miiler.
the direction of Leesburg. Lieut. Kearney
returned on Tuesday evening from a reconuoiSAILING OF CU BAN STEAMSHIPS.
sanee and reports four hundred rebel
cavalry
at Hristow’s Station, and the rebels are
running
Mails are forwarded by every steamer iu the regutrains between Warreuton and Warrenton
; lar lines. The steamers ’for or from Liverjiool call at
Junction.
Queenstown, except the Canadian line, which call at
A small rebel force appeared on Wednesday ! Londonderry.
1U AlituV K.
on the bridge at the Bull Run battle field.
City of New York. Liverpool.Quebec.Oct 1
>>
iuc
nui;s
.I'umgiou utspaicii says vjren.
iluusa.Southampton.New York ..Oct 1
Fremont expects soon to arrive in Washington
lliberniau.Liverpool.Quebec.Oct 2
Asia.Liverpool.Boston.Oct 4
preliminary toiiis assignment to an important
Bavaria.Southampton.New York...Oct 8
command southwest.
Kangaroo.Liverpool.New York.. Oct 8
A serious resistance
been made to

cav

(Special dispatch to New York Herald.)—
Official dispatches were received here from
Nashville to-day, that the rebels were in large
force near that city on the 11th. They sent a
flag of truce demanding the surrender of the
town.
Gen. Negley declared the federal force
gious daily”—the World—and it would leave a j was ample for the defence of the place. Gov.
luminous mark.
Harris, Muj. Gen. J. K. Anderson and Brigadier Gen. Forrest are iu command of the reThe Portsmouth Journal says that Dr.
bels.
Nat. Batchelor of Epping, recently released
Political.
from Fort Constitution, is the “Hrsl martyr in
Philadelphia, Oct. 17.
New Hampshire to the liberty of tulkiny seThe election of Mr. Thayer (Union), in the
cession and cursing the government under
fifth district, is conceded, by seventy-nine mawhich he lives.
jority. Mr. Myers (Union) is elected iu the
third district.
Washington
County—The Commission-

|

|

20.(SW.do.1344
!
10.000 .do.
133
2.500 .do.131 I
5.000 .do.123
I
1.000 Ogdensbnrg First Mortgage Bonds. 1*0 | !
5 Boston and Maine Railroad.*..11s

It would be ref.eshiug to receive an occasional copy of the old New Y'ork Day Book,
—the special organ of treason and slavery.
Dark as it was, rub it upon the present “reli-

of dress and cloak

trimmings,
and even shoe ornaments. Steel jewelry ranks
high among the most exquisite works of art.
Black silk slippers are embroidered ou the
front with steel flowers. Walking hoots are
decorated w ith three tiny steel buckles, hiidou
small flat bows of black velvet, an idea for
which w e are indebted to the Empress Eu* *
genie.

PAPERS.

Large

next.

Regiment, as will be
dispatches, arrived at New York
yesterday morning, and immediately proceeded to Washington.

For cloaks the novelties have not yet been
exposed, but those of tine ladies’ cloth will be

EVE.\I\C;

NOTICES.

Ar at Falmouth 1st inat,
ship Caledonia, Horton,
Lkyab for Bremen.
Sailed from Dublin 29th nit,
brig Fannie Lincoln,
Phvbiciaji and Scboeojt.—H. A. LAMB, M. D..
] fivers, Now York.
Arat Queenstown 39th ult,
Office, corner of Congress anil Chestnut Streets, 1
ship Britania. Patton.
Antwerp.
Portland, Me.
At Buenos Ayres Aug 26. shins
Messenger. Hooper
Particular attention paid to Surgery,
1 or
including
Antwerp. !dg; Cumberland, Waite; Johu Spear
diseases of the eye and ear.
looker; Matilda, Nichols, and Ceres. Wait unc’augT—d*>m
•ark L D < arrer. Damon, for New York;
La'piata*
{ rowel), unc; Ocean 4avoritc.
Tibbetts, uuc.
Dentistry —Dr. JOSIAH HEALD, No. 241 ConAt Kio Janeiro 6th ult, ships Europa, Keed. for
gross Street, first door east of 1st Parish Church, j ] iast Indies; Uncle Joe, Sewall, unc:
Screamer
Portland, Me.
I
ones, (or Snow) from Newport E. ar 2d ; Ocean
augTdly
1 toss, Watson, from New York for Sau Francisco,
n distress; barks Forest Belle,
Percival, fm Boston
or Shanghae, do; Sarah Park,
BROKERS' BOARD.
Vaughan, for East
“dies- brig* Panola, Wass, for New York; Hannah,
.Sale or Stocks.—Borrow, Oct. 17,1862.
Mummer, (or (.rant) for Bahia; Josephine, Wood,
inc; Thos Dennison,
1.500 Uuited States Coupon Sixes(1881).1(H
Hathaway, unc.
Ar at Port au Prince 14th ult. sch Electric
15,500 Uuited States 7 3-10 Treasury Notes.1051
Light,
nth cargo badlv damaged
60.000 .do.1051
by salt water.
In port 7tit inst, hark Chautielear.
11.000 U. .S. Certificates of Indebted new*. 091
Potter, for New
lork; sch* Electric
1.000 United States Demand Notes.128}
Light, Smith, fordo; A Hinks,
8.650 .do.128
! Alder non, from Boston.

see

those of tine wool checks, and deservedly so, for it is seldom that garments at
so low a price arc found iu
sucli excellent

especially

SPECIAL.

-TO THE-

Gen. Sickles ha* hecn nominated for
in Ben Wood’s district.

27 th.

genuine for all useful purposes. For the
transition season shawls are deeided’y in favor,

BY TELEGRAPH

Congress,

the

manufacture

General W. T. Smith: “I cannot omit to mention Major Thomas \V. Hyde, 7th Regiment,

and to

their side.

are

gallant

very highly commended for
conduct on that iil-lated Peninsuwas

permitted to make the following exrelating to Maj. Hyde, from a letter recently received by the Governor, from Major

mingle
with white shipmates without prejudice- To
a very limited exteut, they can labor in
agriculture with white men. But, besides these,
there is scarcely anjt trade or calling in which
white laborers will permit black men to toil by

bors

com-

I am

mechanical trade in which white men
will allow blacks to labor by their side. Black

sailors,

brave and

tract

single

allowed to be

a

la.

thousand times more effectual tiiau
could be a statutory law. There is hardly a

men are

which go to make up

petent commander, while last summer, Lieut.

classes of black men, what chance is permitted
them?

that

fueling

More horses—Field officers of the Regiment

ded from the practice of the learned professions. A black lawyer would starve. A black

If

to Wear”

lady reader?, must have
thN (Sill, notwithstand-

upon the distracted and riven state of
beloved country, and how and what we

our

_..

cal basis.

our

■RHanaBana4(anaaHBaiaaaBaaana||

OK I C INAL

more

“The

is

presume

we

ing the war, and the

or

A Goin from the Advertiser.

tropics, and

mits to live in Canada.

As

wear.

with North-

a

and the Admiuistratipn will lie embarrassed
in carrying out its beneficent plans.

are

fear

no

politicians are zealously diffusing among the unreflecting portion of
Northern laborers. Anil it Will be a good and
wi«e task for every good patriot to reason with
his neighbors whose prejudices have been excite. 1, and to show them that Emancipation,
while it is an act of sublime National Justice,

unprincipled men shall succeed in inflaming the
passions of the laboring men in tlie North, aud
to the hatred of race, shall add the blind fury
ol selflshness, i. good cause will lie impeded,

Even the temperate zones

the “wherewithal we shall be

eiircrt r.stance tends to show

that which evil-minded

a

is so much probability in such statements as to
demand examination aud refutation. For if

climate.

tries of the North.

tied

systematic attempt making, Dir
political reasons, to produce the Impression upon the laboring classes in the North, and particularly upon the Irish, that If slaves are
emancipated, they will come into competlon
with them; and, by glutting the labor market,
will reduce the price of labor, and Interfere
with their wages. To unthinking men, there

this.

“something

Every single

The J'rao Koutuora Laborers.
There is

n

Fall and Winter Fashions.

good. This would tend to draw laborers from
the North. The black man, Ibr the most part,
This is far betcan give only unskilful labor.
ter tilted to the rude husbandry of the South
than for the mechanical and agricultural indus-

j

~

LIVERPOOL SALT,
TO ARRIVE.

OUU

HHL)S., per bark ••Aberdeen.” expected
DANA fc CO.
daily

October 18.

ed3t

Mutual Life Insurance.

|
I

New York Life lu.urnnce
Established in 1845—Net

Capital

C'oinp'y,
over

TWO MILLIONS AND A QUARTER.
IS

Company
paid
organization to
1111Widow*,
Orphans and C reditor* of the Assured,
has

since its

upwards of
Twelve Hundred Thousand Dollars.
!
It is
Lile C

one of the Oldest, Sf\fest and most Successful
ompanies in the United States, and affords to

Strict

Economy—Care in its Risks, and Sitfe Investments, characterise its management.

j Demons wi.-hiug to participate in the benefit* of Life
Insurance, advantages not excelled, and in some rej spects not equalled by any other in this country.
I

I

(

It is a purely mutual company, all its profits being
divided among its member* annually.
In addition to all the various forms of Wholm
Like, Short Tkrm, Endowment and Annuity
policies w hich it issue*, wre invite special attention to
a new feature in Life Insurance Introduced by this
C ompany some two years since, viz: tin' issuing of

Life Policies

not

subject

to

Forfeiture,

! and upon w hich the premiums cease at the end of ten
years, w hereby under day and aft eircumstemcrs the
money paid cannot be lost, but the original design of
the assured be attained, either in whole or in part, in
exact proportion to the amount of
premium paid.
No better evidence is needed of the prosperity and
of this Company than the /bet shown by tho
receutly published official reports, viz: that

success

IT ISSCKD A LARGER X I'M HER OF LIFE
POLICIES DC R1X0 THE YEAR 1861. THAN
AXY

OTHER

COMP AX Y

IX

THE

CXI TED STATES.
Further information will be cheerfhlly
application by mail or otherwise to

furnished

on

WARREN SPARROW,
(SKSEUAI. Aum

FOR THE

STATE

OF

MaIHH.

Office No. 7 4 Middle st.,opposite Po'totlue.
oc!7 dfcw
ror»l»ud, Oct. 17, 1S63.

MATTERS ABOUT

TOWN.

BY TELEGBAPH.

Supreme Judicial Court.
In consequence of the continued illness o!
Judge Davis, no session of the Court will lx
held to-day. Judge Walton will come in at
10 o'clock Monday morning, at which time
the business

of the Court

No. 143—Mary S. Mayali

dan, Executor,
afternoon

Portland

assigned
opening of

Daily Press.

The Bebels intend

FROM WASHINGTON.

Ichabod G, Jorfor trial Monday

Headquarters Army

Secretary

up and was

Changes

to drunken-

and disturbance of the peace. He paid
line of $3 and costs, and was ordered to "go

and

Chase again

his Post.

at

Assignments in the Army.

Washington, Oct. 17.
Accounts received from other than newspaper sources, show that since the battle of
Antietam there is less indications in
Europe
than previously to recognize the Southern
Confederacy, and that the result of that engagement. so far as the government of the U.
S. is concerned, has decidedly had a beneficial

J. O'Donnell, Esq., nppeared for the defendant.

and sin no more.”

Scene.—Capt

Win. II. Sav-

age, of Co. A, 17th Maine
time the regiment left this

the

Regiment,
city, was confined influence.
to his bed by sickness.
He has now recovered, i
Military indications and privately known
and is about to join his company. Capt. Sav- I facts are greatly at variance with the current
at

reports that tile army of the l'otoiuac is preto go into winter
quarters.
rin* Agricultural Department has received

Supci iufendcut of the State street
Sabbath School, and the members of the school
determined to make him a suitable present
age was

| paring

gratifying intelligence from

various sections of
On Thursday evening the tqpchers and schol- j the country, of the success attending the cnllure
of
cotton; those from .Southern Illinois
ars, with many members of the Parish, gath- |
I are especially encouraging.
ered in the Chapel of the Church. Dr. I. T.
Secretary Chase has been detained at home
Dana, iu behalf of the school, presented for a week by physical iudruiity, but to-day he
attended
a Cabinet meeting, and also resumed
Capt S. with a beautiful sword, belt, 4c., acthe transaction of business at the
Treasury
tile
with some

companying

gift

marks,

to

finding

manner.

patriotic reSavage responded in a

which < 'apt

Tennessee

according

well deserved, on account of the interest Capt
S. has taken in the advancement and improvement of the Sabbath School.

department.

money site could really call her own, that she
has received since she first went into army

1

her entire com-

assigned

I) WVhlllT

(

r.f'

t..

don

leave of absence for 20 days, to enable him to
report oil the subject of a ship canal from the
Mississippi river to Lake Michigan. Lt. Comclusively devoted to the sick and wounded.
mander Seinmes has been detached from the
steamer \Vamsutta anti ordered to
report to
Break Down.—The team of a countryHear Admiral Dupont for command,
James C. Orr of Wheeling, has been
man, loaded with goods, broke down yester- j
apday ou Congress street, by the breaking of a pointed Collector, and John Parkinson ol MarAssessor for the iirst district of Virginia,
shall,
lineli pin.
Fish, flour and dry goods were and A. (i. Leonard of
Parkersburg, Assessor
mixed up iu a heterogeneous mess, and it refor the 2d district of that State.
no
little
time
and
to
quired
patience
separate
so

that her

time could be

own

ex-

j

the mass.

Auothcr team

goods

placed upon it,
rejoicing.

on

m

were

his way

provided,

was

the

_

His

a special train of
expected that the 27th
Regiment, Col. Tapley, will escort the 23d
into the city.

for Boston.

of the Grain Elevator

on

Galt's wharf is almut

finished, and the superstructure is fast going
up. It is the most substantial piece of work
to be found iu this city, as every one must ac-

y

who takes

look at it.

a

It will be remembered that Geo. Fran-

cis Train—“ Chain

Lightning,”

some

one

lias

him, lectures in the New City Hall this
evening. Of course there will be a rush. See
called

advertisement.

y The

1st

Baptist Society

have invited

the 27th Regiment to attend service with tliein
to-morrow morning, at 10 1-2. The pastor,
Rev. Dr.

priate

Shaiier,

will

preach

sermon

a

appro-

for the occasion.

tT-A public meeting in behalf of the Sanitary Commission will be held at the new City
Hall, Sunday evening, at half-past 7 o'clock.
Several popular speakers will address the
meeting.
yit is rumored that the steamer Daniel
Webster is to be sold, uud that another, smallwill be built to

er, steamer

port aud Belfast, touching

ply between
at

this

other ports on

the route.

jy”Augustus Robinson,

No. 51

Exchange

street, has received Godey’s Lady’s Book for
November; also Harper's Weekly aud Leslie's
Illustrated Newspapers for next week.

y-T weuty soldiers belonging to the 7th
Maine liegiment, arrived iu the cars from
Boston last evening.
'J hey proceeded to the
camp.

fcF “The
Boston in

and Treatment

Opinion

at

the South.

o( the Proclamation.

It is

The Grain Elevator.—The foundation

knowledge

Sufferings

Rebel

and at 8 o’clock will take
cars

27th Maine

special

Regiment will

train at H o'clock

leave fur

Washington, Oct. 17.
Gen. Prentiss to-night was
complimented
with a serenade. He
graphically described
the scenes through which he and his fellow
soldiers, taken prisoners at Shiloh, passed in

tile laud ol Dixie, lie said he had cause to
| use harsh language when speaking of the demons ol the South, whose conduct towards
our
troops was characterized by murder and
barbarity. Col. Jordan, Assistant A dj 111 ;u it
General to lieauregard, was the
only rebel
Irom whom he received the least
particle of
So
courtesy.
help him Heaven those w ho jmrsecutod his comrades should never
escape retaliation in full at tiis bauds. The negroes are
the best Union men in the South. This is what
you arc lighting lor, said a voice in the crowd.
Yes, replied Prentiss, for the freedom of every
man on earth.
Among the returning Shiloh
prisoners there were not llfty with sullicient
clothing to completely cover their nakedness.
Nothing in tile way of clothing was furnished
them by the rebels, besides they were
supplied
with the most disgusting Ibod.
After fully describing the unkind and otfensivc treatment they received, lie
inquired of
bis many listeners, including ladies, w hat
they
now thought of this boastful
chivalry. The
people of the South are determined. There
is a perfect vigor of terror and
every seutiinent for peace or
compromise is instantly stiHe said lie found Union men there
tlcd.^
bearing arms against our government, but
they were compelled to do so at the bidding
ol their masters.
The white race to-day in
the South are in a worse condition than were
the blacks before the war commenced.
The
rebel government lias more men in arms than
the North think it lias.
They tight well—their
cause is
desperate—they do not ask for transami
for
comfortable
portation
supplies—-they
are
compelled to take the field w ith or w ithout
lixiil. lt was time we should
go to work with,out gloves.
\\\. punished them more at Antieiam than many ol us suppose. Tin*
prisoners had
opportunities of seeing the large
numbers of wounded who were carried South
on tire trains, besides the
As to the Libby prison, it was a
palace compared to the ones in which they were conlined. Combs were searce and small
guards
;

stringier*.

v»tu. a

nupeu

halting

were

wuulu tie

until vve crush the rebellion. Hang
j the leaders and grant amnesty to the deluded
morning.
victims ol Jell l)a\is. Some one in the crowd
syw e are imlehted to the Eastern and inquired, what do they think of Lincoln’s
Turner's Colonial Expresses for Provincial | emancipation proclamation?
Many of the
i officers with whom he conversed
blosphempapers by steamer New Brunswick.
| ously condemned it, saving it was damnable,
and never could be enforced. But he
(PrenjynJodey’s Lady's Book for November lias tiss) responded to them—If
you say you can
been received at the bookstore of Hall I,.
never lx- conquered, ami that
are
bound
you
to whip us, w hat harm can the
Davis, No. 53 Exchange street.
proclamation
do you. lie would declare
everywhere that
CyMrs. A. P. Thompson will speak in the proclamation would do more to end the
rebellion Ilian all the battles fought. He was
Sons of Temperance Hall to-morrow at 3 and
applauded throughout his remarks. Col. Mul7 P. M. Free social meeting at 10 1-2 A. M.
ligan and others addressed tile meeting.
a

:y There will be

no

Monday

services at St.

no

Steph-

Western Troops moving towards
Arkansas.

en’s Church to-morrow.

Ey Rev. Hugh Smith Carpenter will preach

in State

street

Church to-morrow.

!
■

*y The estate cf the late David P. Broderick, lias been sold at auction in Sail FrancisThe total amount realized upon the landed property was upwards of $170,000.
co.

Concentration of Rebel
Enemy threatening

TroopB

an

at

Attack

Pocahontas.
on

Helena.

York Regi-

old fashioned abolitionists. Their tune from
morning till night is nigger! nigger!! nigger!!!
[Rockland Free Press.

By We
te,e

fruit,

were once
at

Chairman of

Cattle

a

Commit-

judge quite

as

a

well

on

committee of one.—
friends wish their apa

It any of our
farming
ples tested they can send them

quires about
rily.

a

uioug.

It re-

bushel to test them satisfacto-

jy The Hartford Post says there is a
strong desire felt and expressed in Hayti and
Jamaica, that the contraband negroes in the

hands of the United States Government should
bn sent to increase the labor material in those

countries.

FROM KENTUCKY.

The Rebels still Retreating.

The Obstructions

to

the

Enemy's

Retreat.

Show,

and our report
gave excellent satisfaction to those who competed for the premiums. We think we can
on

Stock Market.
New York. Oct. 17.
Second
The Stock market is a little lower;
Chicago & Rock Island 82; Cleveland It Toledo 71;
Galena & Chicago 85}; Cleveland* Pittsburg 384;
Illinois Central Scrip 81}; Michigan Southern 43};
Michigan Southern guaranteed 81} Michigan Cen-

tral

68;

ill

tlif>

linrlvtr

and other articles,

Louisville,

Oct. 17.
The Journal discredits all the
reports of

recent

tight

at

a

Big Hill.

One hundred federal

cavalry
occupied Lexington to-day.
Bragg, on Tuesday, with 40,000 men, was at
Oral) Orchard, intending to
camp a few miles
below. He is rapidly
retreating toward Mount
Kirby Smith was going out of Kentucky on
the road to Manchester, Clay
county, thence
by the road whereon Bragg is retreating, toward Cumberland Gap.
It is reported that the mountaineers are falling trees and otherwise filling up the roads
over which the rebels must
pass iu order to
leave the State.

..:_i

..

SANTE FE.

Kansas City, Oct. 17.
The Sante Fe maii, with dates to the 10th,

Rebel Prisoners bound for Dixie

there

There

Engagement

near

by

the rebels are

but two hundred suits of United
States uniforms on hand, being the balance of
a lot which had been sent for distribution

Suffolk.

New York, Oct. 17.
special dispatch from Cincinnati to the
Express says:—i;j Democrats are certainly
elected to Congress out of 1!>. The Democratic State ticket is elected by from 10,000 to
15,000.
In Indiana the Democratic State ticket is
elected by from 10,000 to 15,000 majority, with
a
Democratic majority in the Legislalarge^Five
ture.
Democratic Congressmen are certainly elected, with an equal chance for three
more.
^ oorhies is elected by 2500
majority.
PHILADELPHIA. Oct. 17.
In Lancaster county the Republican
majority on State ticket is 4059. In the 14th District,
Miller, Democrat, has 450 majority.
A

meeting

of the return

.i.l.i.i

Harrisburg to the Philadelphia
Press says the men icho piloted the rebels safely through Pennsylvania during the recent
raid, tvere Pennsylvania Breckinridge democrats, and notorious rascals.

Iowa Election.

Chicago, Oct. 17,
Tlie returns of the Iowa election come in
slow. The Democrats acknowledge the election of live Republican members to Congress.
Mr. Mahoney, democrat, in the third
district,
is beaten by 3000.
The Turf.
New

York,

Oct. 17.

The trot to-day on Fashion course was won
by Gen. Butler against Rockingham. Butler
woti

the last three heats.

Pennsylvania,

says that a Republican member
of the present Congress, who has just closed
an arduous campaign, and been re-elected,
writes us

privately

the

night before

election

as

follows:
“We have sent in all over eleven thousand
volunteers from my district, and all our political loss, on a elose aualysis, is
and five thousand.”

between

Homicide

in Knox.—The Belfast Age gives
of the drowning of a little child of
by its mother, in the town of Knox.
She is a married woman named Knowlton.and
belonged in Dainariscotta. While in Knox on
a visit she tried twice to drown her child in a
pond, and succeeded the second time. She
w;is at first
discharged in the belief of her insanity, but other circumstances arising to
throw doubt upon it, she was again arrested,
and tlie case is now before the Grand Jury.
account
two years

Hon.

Joseph

Holt

was

invited by the

Union State Committee of New York to address the people in behalf of the Wadsworth
and Tremaine ticket, and he said in his reply:

“Were it in my power

nothing

to

leave Washington,

would gratify me more thau to co-opwith the Committee in the great work of
patriotism in which they are engaged.”
erate

TJF.OS leare

"

Neatly

facilities for manufacturing,

W

A

can

largest

furnish the

can

m Ll

P,

All the

n

A

If you want

an

05 and after Oct. 8th, the Steaaaf
Webster, (apt. A. Wood,
_Daniel
1
will, till further notice, leave Railroad
Ilf'' ■* l-—
toot
State
Whart,
street,
every Monday, Wednesday
j
den, Belfast, gear* port, B nek sport,
llampdeu and Bangor.

Fall

and

CASEY'S U. S.

Spring Beds,

or

In India Ink, Water,
to

or

which he is
notice.

tysick

Oil Colors.

important changes

making

or

deceased

short

FLOUR

MANHOOD-How Lost! How Reitortd!
Just published, in

received, at

A

Bsea I# Tkeamads ef Sagcrrrs,**
seal, in a plain envelope, to any address,
on receipt of six cents, or two postage
stamps, by Dr. CH J. C. K LINE. 127 Bowkrt. Nbw
York. Post Or kick. Box, 4686.
••A

June 23.

isimdAw

HORSE FOR SALE.
of the best family horses in the county; dark
bay, sound and kind, fearless of locomotives and
car*, aud a superior roadster. Enquire at No. 6 Central Wharf.
Oct. 11—dlw

ONE

Excise Tax.
First Collection District. Assessor's Office,
I
City Building, Portland, October 1st, 1881. J
XTOTICK is hereby given that the lists, valuation*
IN aud enumeration*, inode and taken within the
C ounty of Cumberland under the
authority of the
act of Congress approved bv the President of the
UKited States, July l*t, 1862*, and known as the Excise Act. may be examim-d at my office in Portland,
in said countv, on and after the fifteenth day of October. A. D. iS62. and ou the thirty-first dav of said
October, at the office aforesaid, appeals will be ro-

AGENCY.
I'ny,

And Pension!!.
F¥1 HE undersigned is prepared to obtain from the
X United States Government. 9100Bounty Money,
Back Pay. Ac., for heirs of Officers or Soldiers dying
in the U. S. service.

oC!7tf

CLOThT

SAIL

Invalid

CORDAGE, AC.,

For sale by

I.E MESURIER Sc
St. Peter
Oct.

CHAMPION,
Street,QUEBEC.

J.

D.

CHENEY,

g^MELODEON
Harmonium

.Tlanufhcturer,

-J. D. C.

You

has received
first premiums
for best instruments than any other maker in
NB
the State.
more

LIT*

Repairing and Tuning

attended to.

promptly and person*

wly7

Water

hereby

invited to

supply yourteire,

Near

The best of reference can be given. Please send
for a Circular.
H. M. EATON A SON.
Kent’s Hill, Oct. 13, 1862.
ocl7 o2w

City Building.

WILL

Wanted.
YOUNG MAN, a College graduate, desires pm*
ploy me ut as a TEACHER, or otherwise. Ian
gi\e the best of reference*. Addiess Box 2106, Post
othce, Portland.
ocl7 dAwSw

Sept. 19th,

ocl6 tf

SAM’L DANA, Cant 17th Inf.
Musteriug and Disbursing Officer.
1962.

Freewill Baptist Mission Society.
ANNNAL MEETING of the Freewill
tist Foreign Mission Society will be held
THE
Freewill
in
on

Bap*
at

HoIhsm's.
1

D. P. HARRIMAN, Recording Secretary.
October 7—law3w

S. D.

MERRILL,

CHANCE.

—

STOCK

I propose to sell my

OF

i SD Fixtures, for no other reason than that I eaa
not attend to it. having another branch of bnsiwhich require* all my personal attention. My
stock is good aud uot large, most of It

!

ness

I hare as good a run of custom as auv establishin the citv, and the locality the very best.—
Terms easy and detei mined to sell. Addr* ss Box
2170, Portland P O.
sepi28tf
ment

A.

D.

REEVES*.
The

NEW

YORK

With

s

large and

TllltOt'4.11 TICKETS
NEW YORK. PHILADELPHIA. BALTI-

MORE and WASHINGTON, anti to all parts of
I the WEST ami SOUTH and NORTH WEST. via. all
the most popular routes anti at the lowest Boston
rates, for sale by
W. 1). LITTLE, Agent.
dtf

Office 31

Exchange

Also

prepared

St.

for

sale by

j. f.

WEEKS A CO.

BOSTON,,

selected Stock of

a

ftsll Assortment of

rortlandApt

Cloths,

to make them up at short
Call and See.

notice.

EXCHANGE STREET.

At-Tyj.lis

24.

lfe*

*

'VdTf

Gilt, Bose wood. Black Walnut and
Oak Moulding*.
prices, in i)tuntitiee to suit tha

lowest cash

ATtrade.
order
by

Ship Moulding,

made and finisbedRo

MORKISON CO..
Market

Vermont Butter.
O FC TUBS Prime,

AND
well

—

Cloths, Casaimeres and Veating*!

And ia

t.KoBGE S. HUNT.
eorner Long Wharf anil Commercial street.
*ept2t>—d8w.

Got. 2.

Tailor,

bas jcst BrrrKSSD from

early importation.

TO

—

MILLINEHT GOODS

Military

A HHDS Muscovado Molasses,
tJU 9> do Clayed
2,“t
For sale bv

the

.South Berwick,
Baptist Meeting House,
Wednesday, the 22*1 inst., at one o’clock P. M.

RARE

dtf

or eight Shook maker* immediately to work
Dressed Shook, to whom steady employment will
be given, aud the highest prices paid.
A. P. MORSE.
Apply to
*ei>»>— dAwlra
Boston. Mass.

at

WOODMAN, TRUE A CO.

A

on

Debility,
patronizing

Inquire

personally attended to

JOHN BOMD.

augtdly

Worth More than rent!

Six

25 GOOD COAT MAKERS.

1. D. MERRILL.

—

Quackery!

immediately,

up in the best manner.
All orders in city or country

*epl9dtf

Wanted.

W auled

CF“ All kinds of fixtures for hot and eold water

I la

Office of the Vnited States flustering aud Disbursing Officer,
he found in H. N. Jo*e’s building, Lime
Street, adjoining the l'o t office.

A

1

Closets, Urinals, Force and Suction Pumps,
Boilers, Wash Bowls, Silver Plated f Brass
Cocks, of all kinds constantly on hand.

set

with

Cor. Exchange dr Federal St*., Portlnnd.

Boarding School

Kent’s Hill, Readlield, Me.,
Boys, located
will commence Monday, Nov. 10th, 18*12,and continue
twenty weeks.

EARNESTLY cautiou all young men suffering
from Nervous
Ac., against endangering
their health by
any of the advertising
quacks. You can fully recover by the methods used
by the Advertiser, and by hundreds ol others, axd
IN NO OTHER way.
Read a letter which 1 will rend
you if you will send me a postpaid envelope bearing
your address. Direct to
EDWARD U. TRAVER,
ocl6dAw3m
Lock Box, Boston. Mass.

Bath

B. Hall.
Sec’v of State,
Hon. Nathan Dane.
State Treasurer.

AT LORING’S DRUG STORE,

WINTER SESSION.
Eaton

No. 27 Union Street, Portland, Me.

MEERSCHAUM PIPES, FRIER-WOOD
PIPES, HOXDOTA PIPES, CIGARS, CIGAR
MATCHES, TOBACCO FOXES AXD RUBHER
AXD
POUCHES,
K1LUCXIXICK
SMOKIXG TOBACCO,

Futon Boarding School.
Winter Session of the
f|MIE
A for
at

PLUMBERS,

FIXE

•

ally

are

sts.

1. D. .HERKILL A CO„

To the OHirer*! and Soldiers at
Camp Abraham Lincoln:

135J MIDDLE STREET.

,b7

Portland. Oct. 11—dlw

Joseph

Hon.

arm.

For sale by WILLIAM SPARROW.
Brown V Block, Union street.

REFLUESCF*

Lot M Morrill.
U. S. Senate,
Hon. James G. Blaine,
sep20dA wl4tf
Hon.

>n»

Hyacinth Tulips, Crocus Narcissus,

Augusta, Me.

(Office No. 9 State Hou*e.)

in

~

SETH E. BEED1

11—«ni

rr'ilnn

DUTCH FLOWER BULBS.

Procured for widow* or children of Officer* aud Soldiers who have died while iu the service of the UoA
ted State*.
Prise Money, Pension*. Bounty and Hack Pay
looted for Seamen and their heir*.
IfNi) Ant each Peaaloa obteiial, Five Dollars.
All Claim* against the Government will rec«
prompt attention.
Poet Office address

ALSO OX HAND

BOLT ROPE

Pensions,

Pensions

Of various descriptions.
ALL FROM A O Non. 1 TO 6.

nu>

excessive valuation* or enutneratiunss
the Asst*taut Assessors of the several assessment districts wit Ian said countv.
NAtU L 0. MAILS 11 ALL,
Oct. 11-tf
Amwr.
neoufl or

Established for Officers aud Soldier*, wouuded or
disabled bv sickness contracted while in the service
of the United State*, iu the liue of duty.

(A substitute for Cotton.)

Envelope.

LECTURE ON THE NATURE, TREATMDfT
'AND RADICAL C'UUEol
spermatorrhoea or
Seminal Weaku****, Involuntary Emissions, Sexual
Debility, and Impediments to Marriage generally.
Nervousness, C ousnmptlon, Epilepsv and Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, resulting from SelfAbuse. Ac.-By ROB I J. CULVEKWELL, M. D.,
Author of the Gkekh Book. Ac..

i*<*ived and d«-finiiitn>d hv

DUPONT'S PERFUMES.

sealed

sent under
postpaid,

9100 Bounty floury. Back

No. 7f> Fox Block,
The celebrated HASHEESH CANDY,and MADAM

a

FEICB six CENTS.

Tea. 8
Porter,.6

CLAIM

DAVIE.

J. p.

oet7dAwtf

f.y Open every Sunday from 8 to 1, and from 2 to
6 o'clock.
jul2l»dtf

WAR

PROVISIONS

C. D. BROWN.

DRINKS.

SOMETHING NEW.

&

No. 3 Union Wharf, Portland.

BOILED.
( old Pr’d Corned Beef, 18
Beef’s Tongue*.18
Mutton Chop,.18

Draught'Ale.5

Wholesale Dealers ia

And

Proprietor.

Coffee.8

J. V. F. Hl itMI V.M.

Have

saloox.

PUDDINGS.

their residence.
The largest collection (of lictures of the various
kinds) in the city may be seen at his Reception Room,
9*5 Middle Street, up one short flight of stairs, opposite Casco Rank.
Rooms free to all for examination of Specimens.

octTtf

Produce Commission Merchants

BEL ISHES.
PASTE T.
Custard Pie,.6 Tomatoes.6
Cucumbers,.8
Pie,.6
Apple
Squash Pie.8 Onions.8
Mince Pie.6 Squash,.6

persons' picture takeu at

WN~&1)A VIS,

BRO

of the

’Cartes cle Visit©,**
prepared to make satisfactory at

IIAUMUN.

dAntf

FIRM.

Mutton, with
Caper Sauce.25
Boiledliam.19

Boiled

K

Portland, June 20th.

Street

EXTRA DISHES.

copying old Daguerreo-

The subscriber has made some
iu his Rooms, which facilitate the

proaocote all claim, atminat the Government with
*r.d dcapatch. and on rrry touonabla
making no charge nntil the c'aim i, obtained
FHEKMAN BRADFORD,

promptnrwa

Z

BII.I. OF FARE:
ORDER.
ROAST.
Roast Beef,.25 Beef Steak,.25
Roast Lamb.18 Ham and Eggs.25
Roast Chicken.21 Fried Mackerel,.15
Broiled Chicken,.37
Codfish.15
**
Halibut,.16

size,

Bangor,
C. C. EATON.

torma,

|

AMOS SMITH,

PHOTO GRAPHS
Special attention paid
types, Ainbrotvpcs. &c.

I

PORTLAND.

LIKENESSES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION,

"

dtf

BRADFORD & HARMON,
Excbakve Street. Portland, Hr.
Haring devotfd onr attention exclusively to tb« Penaion bueineee for the last twei.tr
year,, Rod having r
reliable Agency in Washington, wt xre tuiblMT to

14 and 16 Exchange Street,

J. U. P. BURNHAM gives no-w
^
Itice that he has remitted business at
his
former
No
iW
Middle
place.
I
^t..£s?il|nj
where he is prepared to execute

44

dtf

DiNri^a

PHOTOGRAPHS.

44

No. M

tlETROPOLITAV

Jt. B.—SHIP FUBSrmtF. made to order.
October lit, 18®.
tf

'*

Searsport,
Bucksport.
Wmterport,
Hampden,

j 'OOR service in the present war. obtained for Soldier!
J. and Sailors, their Widows aud Heirs, from the Uatted States Government, on application in oersen
by letter to

TACTICSj

Exchange

53

Sept. 27.1S«2.

u.ual.

44

**

2 00
2 50
2 50
8 00
8 00
8 00
800

PENSIONS, BOUNTY MONEY,
Back Pay, *c„

genteel hat try tha

Array Regulations.

&c.

"

'*

_

HAI.L L. DAVIS,

Rosewood and Oilt Mirrors.

"

"

Oet. 8th.

NEW EDITION OF

The Best of Extension Tables, Ac.

From Minature to Life

Camden,
Be*ftr*f.

44

New Works !

At this establishment may be found an extensive as
sortment of Elegant and Plain Furniture, of the
most desirable styles, comprising Rich and
Medium Priced Drawiug Room, Parlor
and Chamber Furniture, of every description Feather Reds and Mattresses of all kinds, Common
Furniture, Chairs, Looking Glasses, Ac.

w

**

'*

•

for

Wii.t’erport,

Leaves Bangor same morning* at 4 o'clock.
h are from Portland to Koekland,
82 00

SHAW’S,

fitting

easy

AGAIN.

j

sepi5—8w

price and quality.

to

ROtTE

j

AMIDON HAT.

rphol.trr? Work Attrpdrd

WINTER WEAR,

Middle Street.

130

Goods,

—

BANGhOR.
THE

open

AT

WORK,

TO

He mo,t respectfully «oliett« a thare of public pat.
ronage.
«ep2Si«<iAit4w

TF Cl

leading style*

wear now

be found' Elsewhere in the State.

Spiral

ADArTCD

"

Purchasers for Cash may rest assured that goods
bought at this house will be made perfectly satisfac-

to. y in

Desirable

—

ON

—-a. 3—a.

(Or made, at short notice, to any pattern customers
may direct,)
Than

large additions of

and

Orders,

Promptly Executed

assortment of

CUSTOM-MADE

Block*

COUPONS,

and

good workmen and thoroughly seasoned stock,
he

made

New

__•

BY STEAM POWER,
With

iMS/ss.?*-"-*,o

Having

—AT THE—

With increased

GOODS,
Inform the public that he ha, r»,,,e -'*■ •?«“>«

to

TEMPLE STREET.

Press Oflioo.

52 and 54 Exchange Street,

oalor

No. 1 Codman

PRINTING,

stand,

four

an

DRY

AND ALL OTHER KINDS OP

9

Mj

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

AND

Town ."Vote* and

STEAMERS

UNBLEACHED CANVAS, WITH RED STRIPE,

tar**

months to three years. This will doubtless
result in the conversion of many drafted militia into volunteers for three years.
The draft passed oil* yesterday in every
county of the State excep't Philadelphia, and
produced, so far a* heard from, no undue excitement. Six hundred and ninety men were
drafted in this county yesterday.

WITH

PRICE Si

n.IRRETT,

otall

to Let.

Corporation. Bonds,

Maine only, but of other States, with articles
Furniture suited to their various wants.

At the old

A.

FALL AND
TOWN

lowly,

AND
Not of
of

V. Sown

<

MERCHANT SHIPS,

A young son of Mr. D. Ilaradeu of this

I

the

try, from having been stationed at Carlisle
barracks at different times previous to the re-

From California.
O. J. Smith having argued in the
Sax Francisco, Oct. 17.
Advertiser that the slaves ought not to be
Steamer Orizaba, from Panama, lias arrived.
emancipated because Providence designed the
Business is unchanged. Mining stocks connegro as an inferior race to the white man, the
tinue declining. Ophir shares *2350.
New York Tribune aptly replies that “Human
Passenger statistics show that within nine ) rights do not depend on the equality ol men
months 17,000 people have arrived by sea at
or races, but are wholly
independont of them.
San Francisco in excess of departures. These,
Mr. F. O. J. Smith has more talent than a main addition to a large number of overland imjority of Ills townsmen, but that gives him no
migrants, make the increase of population superiority of legal rights; most of those
more tills year than since 1852.
townsmen are honester than F. O. J., yet his
Tlie overland immigration to Oregon and
equal human rights are unaffected by that cirWashoe this year will amount to about 5000.
cumstance.”
Tlie rear of immigration, some 500
is
wagons,
The New York Tribune, speaking of
expected at Walla Walla on tlie 15th of this
the effect of volunteering on the election in
month.

vania.

dwellings of

LOW

REMOVA l*

Commercial Street, head of Hobson’s Wharf.
Inquire of J. H. 11AMLEN,
Office on Hobson’s Wharf.
•Pp4tf

COREY,

PUBLIC HOUSES,

THE

bellion.

is

Harrisburg, Pa., Oct 17.
Curtin, upon application to the War
Department to-day, lias been authorized to
permit drafted militia to become volunteers by
changing their term of service from nine

WALTER

VERY

Corner of Congre*. and Preble
Street*.
October 2. 18G2.
4w

MW

OF

BLI1CHED FLAX DICK, WITH BLUE STRIPES,

hbrse turned on to the school common, and
just as he was about helping over the plank
sidewalk, the buckle of the stirrup broke, thus
disengaging the boy. who must have been instantly killed ifhe had struck the sidewalk.
His back was badly lacerated, but he was not
otherwise injured.—[Belfast Age.

OF THE SEASON,

AT

utes’ walk of the Post office. Rent not to
exceed from 9150 to 175
per annum.
Address Box 42. Post Office, or
apply at the Counting Room of the Daily Press,Fox Block.
Portland, June 23.
distf

FURNITURE HOUSE

Their names

city, had a narrow escape from being instantly killed on Saturday la-1 week. He was riding a horse, and he was thrown off, his foot
catching in the stirrup. He was dragged some
forty rods, the horse going at a fast speed. The

Oboico Styles

ANTED—Convenient tenements for the
accommodation of two small families, in
respectable localities, aud within ten min-

twenty-five years has the well known

are Logan, Wilson, .Sillies and Brinn.
It is
also staled that Gen. Stuart and several of his
officers arc familiar with that section of coun-

judges to-day,

Order Respecting Drafted Men in Pennsyl-

than

e

—Axr>-

TENEMENTS WANTED.
more

Fabric

premises.

KIMBALL.

C. P.

THE

The Rebki.Guides in Pennsylvania.—

considerable excitement was created by an
attempt to prevent the counting of the vote in
the 3d congressional district, hut on the issue
ot a writ of mandamus by Judge
Thompson,
the vote
was^ counted, and Leonard Myers, republican, declared elected by 39 majority.
Bukuxgtos, Iowa, Oct. 17.
Sufficient returns are received to determine
that all but six of the Republican Congressmen
The Republican State ticket
by about 10,000 majority.

YEARS.

CROSMAN 8r POOR

A letter from

Yew

To Let.
commodious Chamber in the northerly corner of the new brick block, orner of Lime and
Milk Streets, directly faciug the market. Kent ow.
Enquire at office of
OCEAN INSURANCE CO.,
dtf
No. 27 Exchange St.
Sept. 15, 1862.

i.

ed.

the

yourselves.

Cooper's Shop

ON

were

•

TIIE ELECTIONS.

a

TICKETS—Twrwty-Fivk Tewth, for sale at W
Store, and at the door.
Doors open at 7, to commence at 7J o’clock.
ocl6 3t

Paine’s Music

greatly exaggerated.—

among the hospital patients,besides about fllty
Fortbess Moxnok. Oct. 16.
The mail steamer Louisiana, from Baltimore
articles of condemned clothing; hut even
this morning, brought down 112secesh
pris- these latter the rebels were glad to exchange
oners troin Fort
McHenry. They are mostly for their own still worse ones.
sick and wounded, and have
They destroyfaith
in
strong
their being aide to achieve success.
They ed four hundred ami sixty-eight boxes of conleave this evening on the steamboat Commofiderale ammunition, which had been predore for Aiken's lauding.
viously captured by our forces from Gen.
The gunners at the water battery have been
treet’s train; but this was almost worthLongs
the
exercising
guns to-day, and trying the
less. This property might all have been saved
range at Black Water River.
There are rumors of an engagement beyond J if the railroad
company had been aide to lurSuffolk ou Tuesday last, between our troops
nish cars for its removal. The quartermaster
and the rebels.
A lieutenant and three men
j
belonging lo the 11th Pennsylvania cavalry secured the safety of his papers, horses and
were killed.
We have no further particulars.
mules. There were probably seven hundred
Tile clerk of the market at Norfolk has been
muskets, two hundred sabres, four hundred
removed and a Union man substituted.
pistols, and a lot ol accoutrements belonging

At

facis.

The Property Destroyed at ChamBKRSliURO.—Albert S. Aslmiead, Acting Assistant Quartermaster at
Chauibershurg. Pa.,
says the reports of public property destroyed

FROM FORTRESS MONROE.

THEY HAVE ALL THE

DWELLING-HOUSE. No. 56 Froe
8treet, is to be Jet, aud possession given
immediately. Tim premises may be examined at any time. For further particular* apply to
J AMES f rR|k*i# *' '•“
*
V"
tf
^1 •
August 9th, 1862.

AND NOW,

has arrived. The Sante Fe Gazette of the 4th
furnishes the following: On the 8th of July
last, a party of nine men started from the Pine
Alto mines, in Arizona, for California. When
they arrived within two miles of Apache Pass, reply:
13 miles from the mines, they were attacked
You inquire whether potters are liable to
by the Apache Indians and all murdered.—
tax as manufacturers, and also as to whether
When the bodies were found by Gen. Carletheir agents, each and severally, are liable to
ton’s command, there was evidence to satisfy
liceuse us commercial brokers.
them that one of the victims had been burned
If I properly understand y >ur business as
at tile stake.
The massacre is supposed to
explained by you, you w ill lie required to take
have taken place on the 13lh of July, and the
out license as manufacture!s of
remains were found and buried on the 27th of
pottery ware,
which license authorizes you to sell the same
the same month. Apache Pass is the great
on the premises where manufactured.
Goods
thoroughfare to California, and has to be trav- J sold at the
manufactory may be delivered by
ellcd by all person-, going by the southern
means of your teams, w ithout
liceuse.
pedler's
route, in consequence of the water which is
II, however, you send out loads of your prodthere obtained. Gen. Carleton lias established
ucts to be sold from the wagons,
a post which commands the
you must
spring in the Pass, take
pedler's license for each team so engaged.
and garrisoned it with a sufficient force to
A clerk or agent employed by you exclusively,
keep the Indians from the water and make
may travel for the purpose of soliciting orders
them abandon the locality. All is quiet along
without license as a commercial broker. The
the route from Sante Fe.
tax ol 3 jier cent, must lie paid
The new schedule time from Kansas City to
monthly, at
your manufactory, on the amount of products
Sante Fe is ten days, leaving Kansas City on
sold
or removed for consummation or sale.
Fridays and reaching Sante Fe on Tuesdays.

-FOR-

lVoufte to Let.

REPUBLICS,

i-

2. Stone cutters, workers in marble, Ac., are
required to take license a* manufacturers.
3. A dealer, whose occupation or business it
is to sell to those who buy to sell again, is a
wholesale dealer; one w ho sells to consumers generally, is a retail dealer.
4. Neither builders of houses or ships are
required to take license.
5. In establishments where leattier undergoes the process of tanning, as well as currying. it is my opinion that otdy one license is
needed, as long as the business is carried on
by I lie same party, upon the same premises.
Cider and vinegar are regarded as manufactures, and follow the law in that respect.
To oue firm he has returned the following

on

CO,

FALL AND WINTER.

NUTTER.
Union street.

JONES.

L.

&■

STOCK OF NEW DRESS GOODS

Double Tenement. No

Please call and examine for
d8w
Aug. 30.

AND—

wherein the shams of England and the Bankruptcy
fully presented by indisputable

For

ROBINSON

INVITE ATTENTION’ TO THEIR

THE
Cumberland and Parris Street*.

of Britain will be

3 5

C. W.

FOR SALE.
undersigned offer* for sale, cheap, the Dwelling House, he now occupies, on the corner ot

MONARCHIES,

classed under the head

cense.

Massacre of Nine Men by the Indians.

entered and

Vernon.

are

..I.

Apply

Furnished the mansions of the wealthy and the

Bakeries, brick-kilns, saw and grist mills,
printing establishments, lime-kilns, and other
establishments, in which are made and produced bread, bricks, boards or other lumber,
flour and meal, books, lime,printer's iuk, maps,
«f /!...»I....

17 Waterville Street,
THE
to ELIZABETH

Mr. Train will deliver an address illustrated by reminiscences, personal experiences and statistics on

LIVE

of
EDW
43

of the

oct9eod8w

ROTTEN

DRY GOODS.

House for Sale.
Westerly Half

Saturday Evening,Oct. 18,1862.

1.

Some anxiety was felt on board the Saxon
for tlie safety of the steamer Matanzas, which
sailed from New Orleans some days prior to
the Saxon, in company with a Spanish steamer.
The latter returned disabled and nothing lias
been heard of the Matanzas. She had a number of passengers and a large amount of specie
for New York.

Humored

Oct 1.5—eod3w

Erie 59} ; Hudr-on
York Central 1(17};

Commissioner Boutwell, in reply to letters of
inquiry, has given the following decisions:

Inquire

the rioht tenant.
—AT THE—

23};Reading 78$;

Decisions of the Tax Commissioner.

nl’ Mi.Kilo

FROM

87$ ;
Erie

Harlem

preferred 86}; New
Pacific Mail 128; U. S. G’s, 1881,
coupons 1041; L.8.
demand notes 127; American Gold 15*1; Missouri
6*8 54}; Tennessee 6’s 65}.

New Orleans continues healthy.
Vera Cruz dates of the 1st mention the arrival of Gen. Forey with troops from
France,
and his assumption as commander there.
The rebel steamer Blanche was chased ashore
some six miles from Moro Castle, her crew
leaving and setting heron lire. She was totally
destroyed with her cargo of cotton.
It was rumored in Havana that the rebei
steamer 290 and thirteen other war vessel were

Gov.

By That incurable disease which Parson
Brownlow speaks of—“nigger on the brain”—
is far worse among the hunker democrats, than

Beef—steady.

night.

|

GEO. FRANCIS TRAIN,

—

l’ork—opened steady and c’oscd easier mess 13 76
@ 14 Of*, closing at 13 75 @ 13 87; prime 12 50; prime
mess 13 00 @13 50.
Sugais—more active; New Orleans 9} a 12}, the
latter lor clarified; Muscovado 9} u> 10; English Island 9j| 0,9}; Rorto Rico 9} <• 10}.w
Coffee—firm; Rio 27.
Molasses— firm; New Orleans 46, by auction 38} @
46; Porto Rico 45 @ 48; Barbadoes at 43.
Freights to Liverpool—dull; cotton nominal; flour
nominal; grain 11 ^ 12 in bulk and ships bags.
Wool—domestic fleeces more active and firmer,
sale 200,000 pounds at 58 @ 65.

Rebel Steamer.

FOR SALE & TO LET. 1
:=^=--

TO LET.
THE House No. 12 Maple street,
(being 3d
house from Pleasant sheet,( in thorough repair, water tank in attic to eubply bathing
room and wash-bowl, set in chamber,
large
_brick cistern in cellar, gas all over the house,
Ox* or the most
every convenience desirable.
PLEA ax XT STREETS OP THE ciTT—very desirable distance tor a business man. Will re let Low to

Hurrah for the Union!

7 25.

cl

heavy and unsettled and closed
2 @4c lower, sales 195,100;
Chicago spring 121 @
1 27; Milwaukee club 125 * 132; Iowa amber 1 32
@
1 34; Winter Red Western 1 35} @ 1 42; Amber State
144; Amber Michigan 1 40 « 145; White Michigan
1 47@ 1 04; White Genes see 1 50 @ 1 55.
Corn—opened firm and closed lc lower; Mixed
Western 68@ 69; for shipping, chseflv inside price;
62 a. 66 for eastern ; Yellow Western 71 @ 72.

The steamer Saxon, from New Orleans 4th
via Havana 10th Inst., arrived here at 1.30 to-

elected.
also elected

St. Louis, Oct. 17.
Advices received at Headquarters state that
Geu. Schofield, with the advance
guard of his
—[Bridgtou Keporter.
army, lias lelt Cassvillc, moving southward
towards the Arkansas line.
Scouts
sent forByuy the looks of some ol our exchanges ward had
penetrated as far as Cross Hollow,
we should judge they had
adopted the rule of but bad been driven back by the enemy.
From blast Arkansas intelligence is received
publishing nothing interesting unless paid for,
that the rebel force, about 7,000, lias been conand that patronage in this line is
very poor.
centrated under McBride at Pocahontas.
By The New Bedford Standard estimates
Gen. Carr, in command at Helena,
reports
the loss on the whalers destroyed
Holmes
and Hindman with a considerable
by the Al:
on
force
the
west
side
of
the
abama at $130,000, exclusive of their
river, threatening
cargoes,
In attack Him—their
object being to do so
&c. The insurance in New Bedford offices I
before he could lie reinforced. Gen. Carr.
amounts to $32,000.
; however, lias sufficient force to make his
posiBlf Col. Staples of the 3d Maine Regiment | tion safe.
Keports from Paris, Monroe county, give
is acting Brigade General of the 1st Brigade,
news ol
Stnneman's Division, at Conrad’s Ferry. The
many bushwackers surrendering, and
brigade is composed of the 3d and 4tii Maine, asking for mercy. They are immediately
iu
placed confinement.
one
and four New

Pennsylvania

a

|

Wheat—opened

New York, Oct. 17.

are

BIT" Every department of society is involved in the general calamity occasioned
by
the war. Even the Reporter has lost a Little.

ments.

New York, October 17.
Cotton—dull; sales 750 bales at 60@61 lor middling uplands.
Flour—sales 15,000 bbls; State and Western opened
firmer and closed heavy and declining;
Superfiue
State 6 40 @ 6 60; Extra State 6 80 @ 7 00; Round
Hoop Ohio 7 40« 7 66; Superfine Western 6 40ti7 60;
Extra Western 6 90 @ 7 30; Southern
opened firmer
and
closep heavy, sales 95o bbls: Mixed to good 6 95
@ 7 3*); fancy and Extra 6 60 a 9 00; f'anuda opened firmer and closed la avv, hales 150 bbls; extra
6 85

AMUSEMENTS.

CITY HALL.POHTLA1W),

New York Market.

Serenade to Gen. Prentiss.

and the driver went I

The 23d Maine.—This regiment will march
from Camp Abralnm Lincoln this morning,

J

Fears of the Loss of Steamer Matanzas.

to the command of the

Seventeen Held ollieers, including Generals
Prentiss and Crittenden, and 300 line
officers,
recently released prisoners of war from the
South, have been granted leave of absence for
30 days.
Brig. Gen. Rufus King lias returned to
Washington from his sick leave of absence,
ami been ordered to report to Gen. McClellan
for duty.
Capt. C. W. Wadsworth, additional A. D. C.
to Gen. Fremont, lias been ordered to
report
for duty to Brig. Gen. Reynolds. Col.
Joseph

I

The Steamer Alabnmn at Mobile.

river, and,
just issued, Maj.

cook for and wait

to a servant to

The Burning of

west of the Tennessee
to the otlicia! order

(Jen. Grant is

Ej^—We are gratified to learn that Mrs.
Goddard received, as the result of her lecture,
at the Citv Hall oil Thursday
evening, the
sum of $88.
Tlie admission fee was hut ten
cents. Mrs. G. informs us that this is the first j

pensatiou
upon Iter,

Potomac,

FROM NEW O It LEANS.

Department.
The department of Tennessee will include
Cairo. Port Henry and Fort Donelsou, Northern Mississippi and
portions of Kentucky and

Rev. Mr. Walker, pastor of
the Church, then presented him with a handsome Bible.
The gills were appropriate and

hospital service, having given

of

when Gen. Hancock
advanced his division to Charlestown, Gen.
Woodbury's division crossed the Potomac at
Shepardstown ford, taking the road leading to
Smithfield, a small village half way between
Charlestown and Bunker Hill. Gen. Woodbury encamped last night between Leestown
and Kearneysville, about seven miles from
Smithtleld. His troops met with but slight
resistance during the day from the enemy’s
mounted pickets. This morning lie advanced
his cavalry to wand Smithtleld, six miles from
Bunker Hill, w here he met the cavalry belonging to Hancock’s devision. Before reaching
this point the enemy was lound to be in very
|arge force. The reconnoisance here ended,
its object being to ascertain where the main
body of the rebel army was.
There is no doubt that the rebel Generals
intend to give buttle at or near their present
location. The indications are that they will
not have to wait long betbre
they again meet
tile army of the Potomac.
_

ness

A Pleasant

Battle.

Yesterday afternoon

Ol’B FOREIGN RELATIONS.

Samuel Stewart, for assault and battery on
John Malm, was lined $3 and costs. He paid

a

give

October 17.—P. M.

the Court.

discharged.
Roger Flaherty pleaded guilty

to

commence.

Court—Oct. 17.

Municipal

25th Maine—Release of Gem. Davis.
New York, Oct 17.
The 25th Maine regiment arrived here this
morning and proceeded to Washington.
Gen. Jetf. C. Davis, on tlie 14th inst.., received an order {rom the War Department, releasing him from arrest under which lie has been
couflned since the killing of Gen. Nelson.
There are reasons for believing that Davis will
be at the head of his command in the Held
again before long. He appeared on the streets
of Louisville on Tuesday for the tirst time
since Nelson’s death.

POSITION OF TIIE REBEL ARMY.

TO THE

vs.

is

the

at

will

The Federal Reconnoisance.

Square.

Old Trames Uc-Gilt,

And

renewed i>v
MORKISON a CO.

1

MISCELLANY.

THE MARKETS.

“Chalk Your Bobbins.”

Portland Wholesale Prices Current.

Every one knows that old Sir Robert Peel,
father ol'the late Prime Minister of England,
and graudfutlicr of the present Baronet, made

his money liy cotton spinning. In the early part of his career his business was not remarkably extensive, but suddenly he made a
tremendous start, and soon distanced all his
rivals. He grew immensely rich, as we all
know, but we do not ail know the lucky accident to which he was indebted for his enormous wealth.
in the early days of the cotton spinning
machinery, a great deal of trouble used to be
caused by filaments of cotton adhering to the
bobbins, or tapes, which then formed portions
of looms. These filaments accumulating soon
clogged the wheels and other parts of the machinery, and rendered it necessary that they
should lie cleared, which involved frequent
stoppages and much loss of time.
The great desideratum was to find out some
plan of preventing this clogging by the cotton,
and Sir Robert, or Mr. Peel as hi* was then,

spent

vast sums

in experiments. He employed

of the ablest men in the kingdom—among them James Watt—who suggested various corrections, but
spite of all they could do
the inconvenience remained—the cotton would
ad'iere to tile bobbin-, and the evil appeared
to be insurmountable.
or course, these delays seriously affected the
wages of the operatives, who, on Saturdays,
generally came short in prop irtiou to the
stoppages during the previous d tys. It was
noticed, however, that one man always drew
his full pay—his work was always accomplished—ill fact his loom never had to stop while
every other in the. factory was idle. Mr. Peel
was informed of this, and knew there must lie
a secret somewhere.
It was important that it
should lie discovert! if possible.
The man was watched, but all to no purpose!
his fellow workmen tried to “pump” him, but
tliey could'nt; at ia-t. Mr. Peel sent for the
mail into his private office.
He was a rough looking Lancashire man—
unable to read or write—little lietter indeed
than a mere animal. He entered the “presence”
pulling his forelock, and shuffling on the
ground with his great clumsy wooden shoes.
“Dick,” said Mr. Peel, Ferguson, the overlooker. tells ine that your bobbins are always
clean—is that so?”
“Ee's Master, ’t he.”
“Well, Dick, how do you manage it—have
you any objection to let me know ?”
“Why, Ma-ter Pill, ’t be a soart o’ secret
lolke, ye see, and if oi told, t’others’d know
’s inoch as oi,” replied Dick, with a cunning
some

grin.
•■nr

omipcn

TV.iab

1*11 tviirn cnmofViinrr

IT

tell me—ami if you can make all the looms in
the factory work as smoothly a- yours.”
“Ev’ry one ’on 'em. Measter Pill.”
“Well, what shall I give you? Name your
price. Dick, and let me have your secret,”
Dick grinned, scratched his great, shock
head, and shuffled for a few minutes, while
Mr. Peel anxiously awaited his reply.
The
cotton lord thought his servant would probably ask a hundred pounds or so. which he
would most willingly have given him. Presently Dick said:
“Well. Master Pill. Pil tell 'ee all about it, if
you'll gi ine-a quart o’ liecr a day as long
as Pm in the Mills—you’ll save that ten.
Mr. Peel rather thought he should, and
quickly agreed to the terms.”
“You shall have it. Dick, and half a gallon
every Sunday into the bargain.”
“Well then,” said Dick, first looking cautiously round to see that no one was near—
“this be it”—and putting his lips close to Mr.
Peel's ear, he whispered:
“Chalk your Bobbins?”
That indeed was the great secret. Dick had
been in the habit of furtively chalking his bobbins, which simple contrivance had effectually
prevented the adherence of the cotton. As the
bobbins were white, the chalking had escaped

detection.

Expressly

corrected for the Press to

October 15.

An additional duty q
Ilop*.
10 pc is levied on all mer Duty 6c \y lb.
chanui.se not imported di First Sort, 1802...14 @15
rect from the place qf pro
I roii.
duct ion or growth.
Duty Pig and Stamp 96,
A when.
liar not exceeding #50 ^
ton value #17
Duty. 10 pc ad val.
ton, exPearl p lb.5J7$ 6,
ton #18,
ceeding $50
Pot ..6 jUf 7
less than $ inch thick or
more than 7 inches wide,
Applm.
Green p bt»l.S1J{5) 2
rounds less than 1 inch
Sliced ptb.5 \® 6t
or more than 4 inches in
Coren p lb .4 i® 6
diameter, and squares
C n con*d p lb.2 ;® 3
less than 1 inch or more
than 4 inches square $20,
Krcnilt
Railroad $12 50, Hotter
Duty 3 * Pc.
Pilot p 100 1b*. ff5 % 5i
aud Plate $25 l> ton,
Ship.%4 41 Sheet 2 a 21c 4> lb and
Craekeru per bbl. 3®J 3]
$3 @5 p toil.
Cracker*, p 100 35 ®40c Common
K idler.
Refined 3i@
Swede.5 <@05}
Duty 4c p lb.
Family p lb.19 <r?21c
G]
Store.14 (®16 Cast Steel.IS d 19
t.erniau Steel
Bran*.
12jet 121
Marrow it bush£2 10®23H English Ulia.Steel.15 « 15}
Pea.2 25®2 62
@ 9
Blue Pod.2 12®2 37 Sheet Iron,
5 (@ 51
Sheet Iron,Russia 16 @18
('amllf*.
Duty: Sperm and Il’arHc. do Rus im’t. .ll}@12}
Stearins 5c, Tallow 2Jc Lard,
Barrel. p lb .10a 10}
P lb.
Mould p fh. ...•. .lSetaiSj Kegs, p lb.10j@llc
I <cn (tier.
Sp*rm .2ti o.3o
Cherae.
Duty 80 pc ad ral.
4c
lb.
New
Duty:
p
York, light. 2<> a22c
Vermont p tb
9® 9i do. mil. wts.. 23 @25
do. heavy
New York.9.®
23 @25
do. slaughter. .26 @28
Coal —(Hetall.)
Amer. Calfskins .68 @75
Duty From Hr.
es free, otherforeign Hi- Sl’ter Wax Leatli.lG @171
tumenous S81 10, all othI .rad.
er kinds 60c p ton.
Duty Pig 11c p lb.
Cumberl’d p ton.99la}
Ain. Pig p 1001b $7} ® 8
VVhiteaah.8\®
Foreign Pig.7}@ 8
Sheet and Pipe_9 @ 9}
Lehigh.8»®
Franklin. 8j®
l.imr.
Coffee.
Duty 10 Pc ad ral.
Hock and. cask.. .65 @70c
Duty: 5c p lb.
Java p tb .28 S3 ic
I.u hi ber —From vard.
St. Domingo.23 «24 Clear Pine, No. l.#38 @
do.
Kio .28j®24)
No. 2 34 @
M»c)ia.none.
do.
No.3 24 @
do.
No. 4 14 @
Cordage.
Duty: Tarred2?c, Manil- Shipping Lumber. 12 @14
la 21, ad other 31 P lb. Spruce.10 @12
American p lb .13 fll8J Hemlock.8 @10
Russia .151 a l-> Box Sh'ks.fcash) 45 @50c
Manilla
Hr® 13 rinpb’ds, S ext .#13 @15
do.
P
...80 @32
Boltrope, Husain 151.® 16
Manilla. 12)0.13 Shingles, l ed. ext 2}@ 3
do.
do.
C rmenti
No. 1.2 @ 2}
do. ext. Pine 2(@
p bbl. SI 3 Val 35
3}
Laths, Snruce-115a 1 20
Drugs nml Dye-.
Duty: p tt>—OH Cinna- do. Pino.11a' 11
mon 82, Oil Almrmds and Hod Onk Staves .20 @35
Otto of Host 81 50, Oil
Bergamot, Cassia and & Heads, city 28232 75
Cloves 81, Hydriodnte Sugar do. city. .25032 70
Potash be,Cant har ides. do. do. c'try.l 2531 50
Mistic,Ipecac, Bhnharh, Country BifTMo).
Hhd.Shooks... 1 5031 62
Cardamons, Oil Lemon,
Anise and Orange, Io- S’ash.14531 50
dine bOc, Tofu and Crude Hoops.S25 (ft28
CamphorS kJ, Betined do. tii»ckmr*aok Tim4 >c. Tartaric Acid 2>c.
ber, t» tun.8 (^10
(Yearn Tartar, Citric
M oltisios.
Acid, Shellac, < 'opal. Da- Duty 6c p gal.
mn and Hums used for Cienfugn*.
like purposes 1 ic. Aloes. Cuba c aved.31 332
do. tart. 26 «27
Verdigris, Chlorate of do.
Potash, Carh. Mlbnesia do. Musco\ado 33 ,«35
6c, Boracic Acid. Yellow New Orleans.
Prussiate Potash and Portland Syrup, hhds. 24
Ped do. 10c. Liouorice.
do.
bbls.. 26
Ovatic Acid and Sugar
Vails.
of I.ead 4c. Aspha/tum Duly: tittle. Wrought2c,
and Bi-Chro. Potash 3t\
Assorted 8c p lb.
Sago 1 )c, Epsom Salts, Cask.3 47(33 60
Liquorice Boot, Bi-f'arh. Naval Starrs.
Soda, Caust c Soda lc: Duty : Turpentine, Rosin,
Castor OH 50c P gat..
Pitch, 7<tr 20 pc ad ra1..
Morphine $2 p oz.. Al- Spirits Turpentiue 15c
um 6-kJ p cwt.. Copperas
P gal.
50c p e*c/.. Muriatic Ac- 1 ar (in kegs)p gal.80c2£l
id lu pc ad val.. Spong- Pitch (Coal Tar). S4*(i
Ass ifietida. Isin- Rosin.18«20
es,
glass. F or Su’phur.Sen- Iiirpentine Pfal.t45&260
na, Arrowroot, (linseng
Oakum.
20 pc. Bleaching Pow- Duty: Free.
ders 33c p cwt., Sago American.8}2) 9$
50c p art.. Sal Soda and
Oil.
So<lu Ash $c p lb, Crude Dutu Sperm, Whale and
Brimstone 83 and Boll
other Fish Oils of fordo. 86 p ton, Alcohol 40c
eign jfisheries 20 pc ad
P ffulcal.. Linseed, Hemps ted
Alum p lb.3$ft 4c
and llartesetd 23c p gal.,
Aloes.15 a25
Olive 23c,
Sa/cul 60c,
Arrow Hoot. ..**.17 a-40
Palm, Seal and CocoaBorax.22 a 25
nut 10c p gal.
Brimstone (roll).. 4* a* 5 Portland heiosene
Bi-Carb. Soda.6 (ft 6i
llluminat'g Oil 60 (255c
..

| Twine.
p lb.
Duty •' 35 pc ad rat.
Hyson.75c®?1 Cotton Mail.60
.40
Young llyson-75 </ 1 Max
Oolong .60 £75 •*
Pairing.45
Souchong.45 £50 iHemp
....26
Toburco.
; 1 ndia.14
Tea*.
20c

Duty:

®.55c
£50

a

at

RAILROADS.
KB&ftEBEC

UNION FOREVER I

®

£14 J

Traces unmanufnc.\ Varninh.
tured 25. all other kinds Furniture.S2 ® 3
36 pc ad vat.
.Coach.3 £ 4
6’s& IP’s best br’ds.68 ®75c bumar.8 £ 3i
do.
medium. .62 £66
Wool,
do.
common 55 £58 Duty: Costing 18c p !b
half tbs best br'ds 66 a 78
and under 5 pc, over 18c
do. mod. good.60 £63 1 to 24c p lb 3c, over 24c
do. common .56 «58
9c p lb.
Natural Leaf, lbs SI a 0 Fleece.45 (5;55c
Fancy, in Foil.1J£ 2 Lambs.45 £53

9}

....

Commenced

RALLY TO THE FLAG!

LairM

from

Farmington.

Headquarters

Leave Portland for Bath and Augusta at LOOP. M.,
connectiug at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
trains for stations on that road ; and at Augusta with
the Somerset k Kennebec Railroad for YVaterv ille,
Kendall's Mills and Skowhegan, and at Kendall’s
Mills with the Penobscot k Kennebec Road for PittaHold, Newport and Bangor; arriving same night.

!

Monday Morning aud Saturday Keening Trains.
On Monday trains leave Augusta at 5.90 A. 31., and
Bath at 6.90 A. 31., for Portland, connecting with the
8.45 A. M. train for Lowell and Boston.
Leave Portland on Saturdays, at 8.15 P. M., on arrival of train from Boston, for Bath aud Augusta.

Provinc-

...

.....

••

a

Stages leave Path daily (Sundays excepted) at 3.00
P. 31., on arrival of train from Portland and Boston,
for Wiacasset, Dainariscotta, Waldohoro’, Rockland
and Tlmmaston.
Stages leave Augusta daily (Sundays excepted), for
Belfast, on arrival of traiu from Portland and Boston.
Tickets sold in Boston for all the stations on the
Kennebec & Portland, Androscoggin, and Somerset
& Kennebec Roads.
FreigHt trains run daily between Auguste and Portland.
B. H. CL'SHMAN,
Manager and Superintendent.
Augusta. April, 1862.
june23dtf

103 Middle Street.
NILITARY
Of every

they

EOU SALE

GOODS,

description,

BURLEIGH'S.

AT

ANDROSCOGGIN

Summer
Is

Clothing

selling, regardless

of

CSFEgjgj-gaTH On and alter Monday, May 5, 1862,
<^^SWtrains will leave Portland rorLcwistuu
taunn.gtou via Brunswick, at 1 P. 31.
Leave Farmington for Lewiston, Bath and Portland, via Brunswick, at 9.15 A. 31.

Cost,

anu

BVRLEIGHJS.

AT

presented.

MILITARY

Leave Lewiston for Bath aud Portland via Brunswick at 11.45 A. 31.
Freight trains daily between Portland and Lewiston.

October 9,18^52.
STATE

STAGE CONNECTIONS.

UNIFORMS,

Stage leaves Strickland’s Ferry Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays, for Livermore, Canton, Peru
and Dixtield ; returning
opposite da* s.
Stage leaves North .lav for East Dixtield. Dixtield,
and Weld, on Tuesdavs, Thursdays aud Saturdays;

For

officers, made to order, from the best material,
with dispatch, and at low prices.

returning opposite days.
Stage leav es Farmington
I’llHlanii anil It In rrH.ilil

ETHER SHEFLEY,
WM. D SEWALL,
X. M. WHITMORE,

CUSTOM

WORK,

Rath, in the

County of

THE

Phillips.

largest

and best

selected stock of

READY-MADE

Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland. Detroit,
Toledo. St. Paul* La Crorhe. St. Louis,
New Orleans, or any part of the
WEST, SOUTH OR NORTH WEST,

Gentlemen's Furnishing Goods,
-Ever offered in

Maine,

BY THE

be obtained at-

can

ERIE

BURLEIGH’S,
All of which will be sold
isfaction to the

purchaser.

provided with

LITTLE. Agent,
Office 31 Exchange Street.

You

AND TRIMMING GOODS

eau save

money

by securing tickets at this

June 23.

Are unlimited in

jFj^^been
^^^T^ered

a

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY.

Buyers will do well to look at our stock before purchasing elsewhere, as it was bought before the great
rise on goods.

Notice to Wood and Lumber Jlerc bants.

Portland, July 22. 1802.

dBm

Family (Groceries.
E. G. PENNELL A CO.,
^»<>.

Congress

3 »0

they

Street,

above,
keep
HAVE
fresh and prime assortment of every kind of
taken store

and intend to

a*

FAMILY

a

summer.

C. .1. BRYDt.ES, Managing Director.
Montreal, August 1. 18*2.
a6dtf

OROCEKIES,

Teas, Coffees, Sugars, Spices, Pickles, Ac.,
Having made ariangcinents with some of our best
dairies, we also intend to keep supplied with the
Such

a*

CHOICEST

IT

IT

II .V

Y,

BUTTER,

found in the market; also,

To be

Poultry, Vegetables, Eggs,

&c.

Eclectic Medical
delicacy.

CONSULTATIONS.—Dr. Hughe* has
for a number of years confined his attention to
diseases of a certain class. During his practice he
has treated thousands of cases, and in no instance
has he met with a failure. The remedies are mild,
and there is no interruption of business or
change of
diet. Dr. Hughes is in constant attendance from 8
in the morning until 10 at night, at his office, 5 Temstreet. Charges moderate, and a cure guaranteed
iu all cast's.
Separate rooms, so that no one will be
seen but the Dr. himself.
His remedies cure disease
when all other remedies fail: cures without
dieting
or restriction in the habits of the
patient; cures without the disgusting and sickening effects of most other
remedies; cure* new cases in a few hours; cures without the dreadful consequent effects of mercurr, hut
is sure to aunihilate the rank and poisonous taint
that the blood is sure to absorb, unless the
proper
remedy is used. The ingredients are entirely vegetable, and no injurious effect, either constitutionally or
locallv, can be caused by using them.
YOUNG MEN, who are troubled with seminal
weakness, generally caused
bad habits in vouth,
the effects of which are pain and dizziness in the
head, forgetfulness, sometimes a riuging in the ear*,
weak eyes, etc., terminating in consumption or insanity if neglected, are speedily and
permanently

ple

cured.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will be
returned If desired.
No. 5

Portland

Jull—dft w3in3

Eclectic Medical

a

Temple Street, which they will tiud arranged for
their
accommodation.
Dr. U.’i Eclectic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in
regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their acfiou is specific and
certain of
relief in a short time.
LADIES will fina it invaluable in all cases of obstructions after all other remedies have been tried in
vain. It is purely vegetable, containing
nothing in
the least injurious to the health, and may be takeu
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the country with full directions,

.1

by addressing
No. 6 Temple Street,

corner

t>R. HUGHES.
Middle, Portland.

of

JUNCTION OF FREE AND MIDDLE STS.,

Fine Chemicals, Pure Drugs,
GENUINE MEDICINES,
SXGLISII. FRENCH AND AMERICAN PERF11KEY,
AND FANCY
i APOTHECARIES

i
!

|

using the

am
am very

three of them at five dollars each, aud do most cheerftillv recommend them to the pub'ic.
Dr. N. R. BOUTELL.
Waterville, May, 1801.

j
I

!

-ALSO-

VARNISHES, PAINTS, OILS,

;

I

AXD

A

lady of experience

|

Augusta, April 16, 1S62.

AI STAPLES,

A. N.

WILLIAMS.

j^

Testimonials similar to the above have been re!
Ceived from the proprietors of the following public
housesi
Penobsot Exchange, Bangor.

|

j*

And all other articles
Taint establishment.

LARD OIL,

usually kept

iu

Drug

a

ET- State Agent for DAVIS k KIDD'S MAG*
9BTO-ELECTR1C MACHINES.
eod&wtoetl

T IT B

B E S T

.COFFINS
—AND—

To be fouud iu this city, of every description, finished and trimmed

|

In tlie ^^eatest

Style,

Alt* AT-

C.

II.

And will be sold

BLAKE'S,

cheaper

than at

the

anv

uther

city.

Dr.

August

a

#dlw

on

the moot libera

82) EXCHANGE STRUTT,

mi tne eouiiting-rooin of the
Daily Preee
Maine State Preee. head of flrat
flight of ataira,
will be promptly attended to.

IT" The office

le

lupplied with

wv

FAST PRESSES ARE STEAM POWER
And Ha

capacity and fkeflltiee for doing work in good
to any in the City or 8tate.

atyle are equal

R A. FOSTER * CO.
dtf

THE PORTLAND DAILY PEE8S

SUMMER MEDICINE,

STEAM

POWER

Langley’s

BOOT AND HERB BITTERS.
COMPOSED or Sar,»|:arlll». Wild Cherry, Yellow
U Dock, Prickley Ash, Thoroughwort, Rhubarb,
Maud lake. l>at:de!iou, kc., all of which are so compounded as to act in concert, and assist Nature in
eradicating disease.

The effect of this medicine is most wonderftil—it
upon the bowels and blood, by removing
all obstructions from the internal organs, stimulating
them into healthy action, renovating the fountains ol
life, purifying the blood, cleansing it from all humors
and causing it to course through every part of the
body; restoring the invalid to health and usefulness.
They cure and eradicate from tbesystoni, Liver Complaint, that main wheel of so many diseases, Jaundance in its worst toims, all Billions Diseases and
tbul stomach, Dyspepsia. Costive! ess, all kinds of Humors, Indigestion, Headache. Dizziness, Piles. Heartburn, Weakness, Pains in the side and bowels. Flatulency. Loss of appetite, and a torpid or diseased Liver, a disordered stomach or bad blood, to which all
are more or less subject in
and Summer.
More than 2*>,UU0
persons have been cured bv this
medicine. It is highly recommended by Physicians
everywhere. Trv ft and vou will never regret it.
Sold bv sll dealers in Medicine everrwhere at only
23 and 3# cents per bottle. Ordeis addressed to
acts

Book and Job

Spring

CO., Boston.

Printing Office,

No. 8*1 EXCHANGE STREET,

directly

of (lie

St.

Fox Blook,

Second Floor,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

The Proprietor, of the Poanian Daily Pane
reapectftillv invite attention to their facilitiee for executing, in beautiful atyle. every deecrlption of

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING!

Day*

ORDER.

-C. H. B. also manufacture*)-

of

Book and

IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

ENGLISH, FRENCH AXD GERMAN,

FANCY

Book,

can

Card &

ON E of the following find-class, powerful Steamer#: HIBERNIAN. NORTH

sLT^

American, Norwegian, jura,
ttBoBil BOHEMIAN. ANGLO SAXON, NOVA St oil AN—will sail from Quebec every Saturday morning, for Liverpool, via Londonderry.
Passengers leave Portland per Grand Trunk Trains
with United States mails, every Friday. at 1 15 P. M.,
connecting with Steamer at vouchee every Saturday
morning.
Passage to Liverpool. Londonderry or Glasgow:
Third Class, $85. First Class, $77 to $92—according
to accommodation,—which includes tickets on Grand
Trunk Railway.
Prepaid and ret nrn tickets issued at red ucod rates.
Excursion tickets to the World's Fair, out and
back. $186.
Apply to Edroonstone. Allan ft Co Montreal, or to
J. L. FARMER,
No. 10 EXCHANGE ST., PORTLAND.
June 23, 1862.
dtf

I

PRINTED AT SHORTEST NOTICE.

DII.L-IIEADS RULED AND CUT IN
THE

NEATEST MANNER.

IANI-CBECKS, NOTES, AW DLLS OF LAMM

TAGS riKRCED WITH HOLES k GLUTEN ED
WHEN DESIRED.

Polioien Printed and Pound for
Insurance Companies.

Deeds, law Briefs, Equity Cases,
The

splendid

and

ffcst

Steamship

as follows:
Leave Browns Wharf. Portland, every WEDNESDAY, at 4 P. M and leave Pier 9 North River. New
York, every SA ITKDAY. at 3 o'clock, P. M.
This vessel is titled up with tine accommodations for
passe Mgers, making this the most speedy, safe and
comfortable route for travellers between New Y'ork
anti Maine. Passage $6.00, including 1- are and State

And other

forwarded by this line to and from Montreal,
Cuebec, Bangor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and St.

LAW

DOCUMENTS executed with

Diapatch.

Bronze, Colored, and all other kinds of

Printing,

Rooms.

Goods

Executed in taste to snH the most fhstidious.

requested to send their freight to tho
steamer before 3 P. M., ou the day that she leaves
Portland.
are

For freight or passage apply to
EMERY' ft FOX. Browns Wharf, Portland.
ROM WELL ft CO., No. 86 West Street,
H. B.
New Y'ork.
June 23. 1862.
dtf

WEDDING AND ADDRESS CARDS
Our Styles

SHOP

are

unsurpassed.

BILLS, PROGRAMMES,

13o»tOn.

be found at the above

ALL SORTS Or HAND BILLS.

JAMES P. SLEEPER,
FURNISIIING

place.

wlv

Fancy Printing,

NEATLY EXECUTED

Inquire

Variety,

AMD

Cony res* Streets,

UANKIELD.

1* J. Forristall
Jane 23.

demanded in thie State.

Bminefli Cards of Every
Style and Cost.

NOTIONS,

STATIONERY, TOYS, kr.,

ADDISON W.

to do any work

Weekly Mail Line.

GOODS,

2S and 30 Federal and 106

j

adequate

Billet* A Circular* in Every Variety of Type,

Pocket and Table Cutlery,
YANKEE

la

OCEAN STEAMSHIP CO’S

Shippers

(Successor to P. J. Forristall and Mills k Forestall,

j

Fancy Types,

Sailing.

John.

A. W. B A N FI E L D,

j

Their Establishment is famished with all the
ap.
proved modern machinery, and their assortment of

JOHN, FALL

Steamer “New Brunswick/*
jtsanmr*
apt. E B. Winchester, and Steamer
>t.w Eugland,” ( apt. E. Field, will
lea v e lor East port and St.John
every Monday and
as heretoThursday, (instead of Tuesday and
fore), commencing Oct. 2U.
The Steamer "New 10pu«wick" will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot Mate Street, every Monday at 3 P. M.
Returning, haves St. John every Thursday at 8 A. M
Steamer “New England" will leave Railroad
Wharf, foot State street, every Thursday at 3 1*. M.
Returning, leaves St. John every Moi.dav at 8 A. M.
Cf* Positively no freight received after 4 o'clock
P. M. ou the day of sailing.
Thiough tickets are sold by this line, counectiug at
Etufport with stage coaches lor Markin*, and with
steamer t<ueen for Hobbinatnn, Calais. St. Stephen*
Slid St. Anilmr*. and at the latter
over
rail.
wav
for Canterbury;
Woodstock and
Moulton
Stations.
We also ticket through
per steamers ami railways
for Windsor. Halifax, iHgbij, Fredericton, Sussex,
Moncton, Shediac, Prince Edwards Island, Pictou,
North Shore <f New Brunswick, Mirimichi, aud
Bay de CkaJevr.
dtf
C. C. EATON, Agent.
Sept. 24.18*12.

place in

show-cases, desks, axd drawer-work.
Of even description, including Taylor's Sklfi Scpihirtino Drawer, the best kind r\er made.
ty* All orders for Impairing Furniture, Yarnishi mg. Upholstering. Chair Seating. Glazing, Ac.,
promptly attended to.
ju!31tf

iuIlid&wGm

run

to

and

“CHESAPEAKE," Captain Sidney
Crowell, will until further notice run

FURNISHED TO

ROBES

waSteS
to

ENTRAJfCE

Secured,

No. 30 UNION STREET.

CLOCKS, WATCHES AND JEWELRY,

stationary Engiue.
B ake's Bakery, Cot grow Street.
VMAN
30.

promptly attended

Work,

BY THE Y8E or THE

and

CASKETS,

Franklin House, Bangor.
Skow began House. Skowhogan.
Lewiston House, Lt-yvistou.
Winthrop House. Winthrop.
Elmwood House, Waterville.

Litchfield Corner House.
Stoddard House. Farmington.
Revere House. Vassa’horo.
Hallowed House, Hallowed.
Chit a House. China.
Franklin House. Amrusta.
Cnsbi’oc House, Augusta.
Abbott’.-S.-v- .d Farniii •.•fen.
Eaton Boys’ Boarding School, Kent's Hill.

Will be

Job

July 17.1861.

MONTREAL

1

Having tested the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom.”
j
I can cheerfully recommend it to all who are in need
of such an article; and I believe it to be superior to
i anything of the kind now in use.
I
Waterville. April 12,1862.
Rev. E. HAWES.

Fancy

terme.

one of their
iu constant atteud-

Health nmi Strength

m

pleasure

The Bed Bottom I bought of you fullv merits my
expectations, and is fully up to vour high recommendations. ! w ould cheerfully recommend it to all who
desire to improve their sleepingnpai fluents.

Plain and

jull—3m

DYE-STUFFS,

KEROSE.VE OIL,

Mr. D. K. Frohock has furnished the beds in my
house with the ‘‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” and
I take pleasure in recoin molding this artic'e as the
most convenient, economical and comfortable tiling
of the kind with which 1 am acquainted.
A. II
ABBOTT,
Principal of Family School, Little Blue, Farmington.
I have had the unspeakable
of sleeping on
one of the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottoms” for the
last three weeks, at d must say it tar surpasses anything 1 hud anticipated. >iv wife, who is feeble, has
hud no good r»**t for six months till occupy ing one of
these beds. She would not part with if on anv account.
Rev. JOHN ALLEN.
Farmington, Feb. 28,1852.

FOREICX

I.VSTRUME.V

IS,
TRUSSES, SUPPORTERS, RRACES,
ELASTIC STOCKIXUS, tfc.

[From Hon. Lot M. Morrill.]
Having u*ed Anderson* Spring Bed Bottom, I can
eheerfullv recommend it as an excellent article.
LOT M. MORRILL.
Augusta. Aug. 6. 1862.
Having become fully satisfied of the benefit of the
“Anderson Spring Bed Bottom,” 1 hav e purchased

GOODS.

CLASS WARE,

Sl/ltHICAL

LEECHES,

I'rrttirUlAP

[From Hon.Jnsiah 11. Drummond.]
‘Anderson Spring Bed Bottom/ and
much pleased w ith it.
JOSIAH H. DRUMMOND.
Portland, July 23, 1862.
I

I

Directly orer th. Magnetic Telegraph OMee. Feerth
Story, where all rarietiee of

Friday

-DEALER IN-

We have introduced several of the justly celebrated “Anderson .Hpi lug Bed Bottom” to our sleeping
apartments. We give this spring bed bottom a decided preference over any ar.d all otheie we have ever
used. Our guests speak of them in the highest terms.
We recommend their use to all hotel keepers who desire the comfort of their guests.
w. d McLaughlin & son,
Franklin House, Bangor, Me.
May 12, I860.

THE

PRESS,

CORNER or MIDDLE AND EXCHANGE
ST*.,
FOX BLOCK,

B.—LADIES desiring may consult

N.

THE

:

l)A YB

DAILY

producing

(

Commercial House. Portland. June IB. 1862.
Having introduced the “Anderson Spring Bed Bottom” into inv house, after trial. 1 pronounce it to be
an easy and healthy bed.
I am using several kinds
of spring bod bottoms, but consider the Anderson
fully equal if not better than the best.
\

Cueo Bank,

v'raerv ivu

particularly invites all Ladies who
DR.needHUGHES
medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No.
5

ARRANGEMENT.

happily

n..

over

Infirmary.

TO THE LADIES.

EASTPORT, CALAIS*

more valued the more it is used.
This invention is a step in advance of all others in
the Spring Btd department, cmbiaciug a little more
of their excelrencie*. and vet
overcoming all
their defects. It is flexible as hair, and yet so recuperative as to bring itself into ptace with great facility. It is adapted to the invalid, the aged and old.
and all who linger in suffering and weakness. They
are made of good mateiial warranted
stroug and durable, and not liable to get out of order.

••

the office

Middle),

(corner of

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

GENERAL AGENT.

SARAH

Hai been removed from
to the office of the

STEAMBOATS.

FTohock,

TESTIMONIALS

CUSHING,

DR. J. B. HUGHES,

WEARY.

Under United State* Hotel, Portland.
flllllS desirable mechanical arrangement has uow
X been in use a sufficient length of time to slew
that it gives entire satisfaction and actually is the

..

Sr

Address

Temple Street,

stamp for C ircular.

Patent granted October, 1882.

—

E stablishmen-t

by

june21d4in

ANDERSON’S
SPRING BED BOTTOM!

«•

pointing

PRIVATE

respectfully

K.

job

BOOK

Infirmary.

Established for the treatment of those diseases in
both sexes, requiring Experience, Skill, Honor and

We
invite a share of public patronage,
and promise to give eutire satisfaction to those who
purchase of in*.
eud'Vv
Sept. 11, 1802.

xD.

THE

FOSTER

DIC. IIIGIIES’

GEO. C. GOODWIN &

car 1000 d07. Eggs wanted Immediately.

FOR THE

REMOVAL!

d&wfiuiT

I^KOM

Street,

cured by

BUY ME AND I LL DO YOU GOOD I”

November 1st, 18*2. to Mav 1st. IMS. the
rates of freight on all
descriptions of lumber
and timber will be advanced 26 per ceut.
No tire wood will be conveved bet ween October 1st,
1M2, and May 1st, 18C3
An advance iu the lates of tire wood will take place
next summer, but in consequence of changes in the
arrangement for conducting the wood business. which
are about to be made, the Company will not be able
to take die wood from certain
places on the line, so
that should any parties make contracts for tire wood
to be carried on the railway during the next season,
they must understand that
wjlldosoat their own
risk, and that the Company will uot ffeel themselves
bound to carry it.
Due notice will be given of the rate* of freight, and
from what stations tire wood can be carried next

JOSIAH BURLEIGH.

was

hopeless.

GREAT SPRING AND

163 Nliddle

boy who

BOYNTON,

No. M9 CoiiKress Slreet, Portland.

own sex.
anee.

dawtf

quantity, qnality or price, and will
be sold very low, at wholesale or retail, for cash.

JOHN

■

Niagara Falls.

and

W. D.

ofl.ee.

IOUI8A

..

Buffalo, Dunkirk,

Thia road is broad guaue and is
New and Splendid Sleeping Cars.

OUR STOCK OF CLOTHS

LYDIA

Ij^LEANOR

Via

to warraut entire sat-

by

At a Court of Probate held at Portland, within
and for the County ol Cumberland, on the fii*t
Tuesday of October, in the yearof our Lord eighteen hundred and sixtv-two,
ANTHOINE.' widow* of Daniel W. Anthoine late of Windhuiu. in said County, deceased, having presented her petition for an allowance out of the peisonal Estate of which he died possessed
It tea* Ordered, that the said Petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by causing notice to be
nublished three weeks successively in the Maine State
Press, printed at Portland, that tfiev mav appear at a
Probate Court to be held at said Portland, on the
tiist Tuesday of November next, at ten of the clock
in the forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
w hy the same should not be gianted.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
A true copy, Attest.

*•

so as

of

PRINTING.

especial

IIA I L W A Y.

rJ^Ticket* sold in Portland at lowest Boston rates

hereby

..

n

To

AND-

Pursuant to the foregoing Warrant to me directed,
notify the holders of bonds mentioned and
referred to hi tlie foiegoing abdication and warrant. to meet at thedepot in Brunswick aforesaid, on
Wednesday, the tilth day of November next, at ten
of t lie clock in the foreuoou, for the put pose* in said
WM. D. SEWALL.
application set forth.
Bath, Oct. 10, lb-CL
dtuovo

.w

n

Fridays.
daily, lor strong,
* Avon

THROUGH TICKETS

CLOTHING,

holding

..V

New
Vineyard,
.I

Passengers for this route will take the curs at the
Portland, Ssro A Portsmouth, or Kennebec A Portland Depots, in Portland.
S. IV. EATON. Sup’t.
Farmington May 6, 18*3.
june23dtf
The

ase

CURED.

Of Scrofulous Ophthalmia, as the following facts will
show
ipum. 'TUir n T-nfr time the bov’s eve-lids had
entirely closed. His case was considalmost
The bov was put uuder tho care ot Dr. B., and after groat patience and perseverance, with his electrical treatment
and with other curatives, he was able to lift his eyelids, when it was discovered that a false membrane
had formed and covered the entire eyes. This was
removed by DE Boynton, and the boy’s eye-sight is
now entirely restored, and his eyes stronger than evThis should be known to all persons w ho
er before.
are similarly afflicted.
Although I understand that
the Doctor has for many years, in his operations on
these delicate organs—the eye and ear, met with eminent success, he has not deemed it lu'cossary to keep
blazing before the public his surgical skill in this particular part of his profession, but has been silently
performing cures, many of them of a remarkable
character.”
Certificates from numerous of his patients
will testify to his successful operations, all of w'hich
rnay he seen at his office.

ry”»eim

Sagadahoc. Esquire:
foiegoing application hav ing been picsented
to me, lequcsting me t% issue a wan ant directed
to one of said applicants, to call a meeting «»t' the
bond-holders theiein mentioned, said application is
hciebv math* a part of this wat rant, and you are directed to notify a meeting of the bond-holdets theiein mentioned, at the time, and for the purposes, and
at the place, thcreiu set ibrth, by publish! ig a notice
of said meeting, seven days at least before the time
of
the same, in each of the following newspapers, viz: the Portland Daih Press, published at
Portland,in the County of Cumbciland, the Sentinel
and Tunes, published at Bath, in the Countv of Sagadahoc. and the Kennebec Journal, published at Augusta, in the County of Kennebec.
Given under mv hand at Brunswick, in the Coitntv
of Cumberland, this tenth day of October, A. D. 18d2.
WM. G. BARROWS, Justice of the 1 eace.
I

New

nn

Farmington

Stages

and

Cumberland, ss.—To Wm. D. Sewall,above-named,
oi

.or

on Mondays and
days, returning
Nave

to tit.

OF MAINE.

RAILROAD.

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

by

~

sagacious

BTAGE CONNECTIONS.

UVUl.VAUllS.

STATE OF MAINE.
To WILLIAM C». BARROWS, one of the Justices
of the Trace lor tlie County of Cumberland, resident in the town of Brunswick, in said County
ArOl are hereby requested to call a meeting of the
1 ho'de.s ot bot.ds ol the Kennebec 5c To lland
Rai road Company, secuied b its mortgage made to
trustees the eiu-i.atned, pursuant to a vote of said
passed at its annual meeting ho den on
Oct. 7, 1862.
liaving become, by viitue of a foieclosuie of the right of ledemption of said rnoitgage,
membeis of a company incorporated by statute, chapter filly-one and section tiftv-aeven—and the undersigned a»e llnee members of' said last named company—to lie holden at the Depot in said town of Brunswick, on Wednesday the lirth day of November next,
at ten of the clock in the forenoon, to act upon the
following articles:—
First, to organize said company and to choose a
clerk, diiectois treasurer, and other oikeers.
Second, to adopt a code of by-laws.
Third, to determine how future meetings shall be
called.
Fourth, to adopt measure* to procure a dual settlement with the sard Trustees, and a conveyance fiom
them ol all title aid interest acquired
them by
viitue ol said mortgage and its forec osure.
F{fth, to authorize the directors, or other persons,
to compromise, or pay, or moeure
delay of payment,
of ail prior demauds, bonds, and c'aims, against the
Kennebec and Cortland Railroad Company.
Sixth. io authorize the diiectois, or other persons,
to make arrangements with the trustee* in possession
oi mo* mii.loan, lespecung ns iuiure use.
Serenth, to act ou any other matter that may be

1862.

trains will leave daily, (Sunav s excepted) as follows:
gTHr"‘
Augusta ior Bath, Portland and Boston, at 11.15 A.
M., connecting at Brunswick with the Androscoggin
Railroad for Lewiston, Livermore Falls, Wilton and

GREAT EXCITEMENT

AT

April 14/5,

Passenger

NEW RECRUITS WANTED!

legal notices.

Company,

A Remarkable C

DR. II. J.

Norway.&}.«.

..

BLINDUE8S

_

...

Spring.8
Engl

MEDICAL._

AND PORTLAND R. R.

BUMMER ARRANGEMENT.

Tin.
Zinc.
Duty: Pig 15c, Plates 25 Dut y: In blocks or pigs
l>c ad vat.
IJc, »n sheets 2c p lb,
Hanca. cash
3<*c®
manufactures of 30 pc
.Straits, cash. 34 fa 851 ad cat.
riates-Char.I.f' Sll1 a12 rigs and slabs.5f® 51
do.
I.X. .13? a 14 Sheet Mosslmann.
a 10
Coke.9J£10 SlieaUung.90 £
Wood.
Kfchnnxe.
Hard, retail.S6VS) 7 London—60 d. 1 37V®1 42
Soft,
.4)£ 6 Laris../412$-«490

...

■■———■—■—■■—■I————■

£

Sulphur.6 (a 6$ Machine.75 <g,
Sal Soda.3 ft 4 Clarhie
man, and saw
Camphor.14<v «150 Sperm Winter.. 1652170 i
He
at
once paglance.
Cream Tartar.35 ft40 Whale, ref. Wiut 83 (ft85 :
tented the invention—had “chalking” machido.
Crude.75 a 78 !1
Lojwood ex.10$.a 12
Majncsia.2k a3> Grand Hank and
nery contrived, and soon took the lead in the
cotton spinning department.
This was the j Jtidiro, M'la. line.81$ a 1$ Bay Chaleur 819$ 221 $
foundation of his princely fortune. It is hut ; Madder.16c alk8 Shore.18 a 19
w3wl7*
EUGENE HUMPHREY, Register.
Linseed.81 (21 n3
Onium.87$ ft
Boiled .l'4al‘»7
right to add that he pensoined off Dick hand- Him barb.1 uOft
Alcohol.70
«*;78
Lard Oil.90 a95
somely.
At a Court or Trobatk held at Portland, within
Fluid.03
Olive Oil.160a 1 75
and for the County of Cumberland, on the tiist
Camphenc.2 6O«270 Castor Oil.16531 75
New Discoveries at Pompeii,
Tuesday of October, in the j ear of our Lord eighSaltpetre.10 (ft20 Neats foot Oil_1 Ooal 12
teen hundred m d sixtv-two',
A visit to Maples at this time is particularly
Vitriol.12 &
OnisusL. DYER, niece and heir-at-law of Gnsgratifying as it enables one to be among the | l>rrwo«ds.
P bbl.82 g 2J
J avusG. Churchill, foimetly of Portland, in said
Free.
llrst to examine the recent important discover- I Duty:
P bush.75jg/60c ! County, having piesei.tcd her’petition
lepiesenting
Bar wood.2$ ft
Pa inis.
! that said Gustav us G. Churchill was ast beoid from
ies made at Pompeii. If no account has reachBrazil Wood.13 (<§
Duty: On White L- ad dry 1 bv any nu mber of his family or re'a’ivein November,
ed you the following will doubtless be read j
Cariwood.4$ ft 4? or ground In oil and Red
A. D. 1864. more than seven veais ago, and piaving
1- ustic, Cuba.2ft 2$
with interest.
Lead 82 40 p 100 lbs.
that admii.jstiation on his estate may be granted to
Sa van villa, lift 2
Litharge 2$c, Oxide oj
Under the direction of Signor Fiorelli excaLiberty B. Deni ett.of Portland, afoiosaid.
6
Zinc'lie plb. /Prussian
It tca.« Ordered, That the said Petitioner give novations have been in progress for a long time j Hypemic.4] ft
Lojwood,
Blue, Vermilion, Chrome
tice to all
< am
but owing to the limited amount allowed by
persons interested, bv causing notice to
Yellow, Venetian Red25,
peachy.2 ft
be published three week* successively, in the Maine
St. Domingo.l ift 1}
Government the work has been forwarded but
Spanish Rrown dry 20,
State Pre*s, printed at Portland, that tbev mav apF.xtract
a
12
in
oil
ail
3j
YelLojwood.il
ra/.,
pc
pear at a Piobate Court to be ! eld at said Portland,
slowly. A little more than three weeks ago, Nic Wood.a
low and other Ochres60c
on the tirtt Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
however, on the morning of Aug. 9, the labor
Beach
.3*.ft 41 p 100 tbs, Paris White
clock
in the forenoon, and show cause if any they
of several weeks was repaid by the
3$ft 3i dry 60c, in 04/ 81 60,
discovery Hod
have, why the same should not be g’ai ted.
"
of a variety of miscellaneous objects in a room
Sapan
.2ft
Uniting 60c p 100 lbs.
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
(quercitron Bark..
2} P’tl'd Lead, jn oil.89 «,
A true copy Attest;
which evidently belonged to a baker.
Hod Sanders.3 & 6 Lewis Lead,
9$^
w8wl7*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
A house mill, a heap of corn, and a pair of
Due's.
Boston Lead,
..9 3,‘
French Zinc,
shears, were among the first things excavated.
Duty: 30 Pc ad val.
.8|2 8}
At a Court of Probate hold at Portland, within
Havens .40c^
Amer. Zinc,
.‘7 3
In their vicinity, and nearly at the same
and tor the County of Cumberland, on the fi-st
Kochelle Yellow
Portland, No. 3. SO ft
3 a 34
time, was also found a heap of copper and silNo. 10. 4* /,
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eighKng. Veil, lied_3 o' 3}
ver coins.
teen
hut dred ai d sixtv-two,*
No.
3.
none.
S*r,
Navy,
Litharge.9
"
"
No. 10. none.
In an adjoining apartment to where this
Bed Lead.9
WEBB. Administiator of the estate of Dann*. W. lia’hon.e, late ol
Tent
Duck,
Plaster.
Windh*in. in said County,
discovery was made, was found the baker's
U.S. 10 oz.50 ft
Free.
deceased, having piecetted his petition for license to
Duty
oven an<1 in it the whole batch of loates,
**
sell ai d convey certain Rea! Estate of sa:d deceased,
just
12 oz.60 'sy
Per ton Soil.1 8031 87
nwA
as descubed in said petition, au
PenlHeru.
Hard.S 6531 75
vcrnuc/iuflHiru uy me uuncrf /tearadvantageous offer
b round.500&550
having been made therefor,
Duty 30 pc ad val.
ly eighteen hnndred yearn ago.
It was Ordered, that the said Administator give noLive (ieese p lb .50 @55
Provisions.
The importance of this discovery is more
tice to all persons interested, by causing notice to
Hussia.25 ^
Duty Reef and Pori: lc,
than will nppear until it is recollected that up
be published three weeks
Fish.
Lard, Racon and Hams
successively in the Maine
to that time but two loaves of bread had been
State Press printed at Portland, that thev mav
Duty: For 100 lbs foreign' 2c, Butter and Cheese 4c
appear
at
a Probate Court to bo he’d at said Portland, on
found. One of these, now in the Museo Borcaught
Herring 8 1. p tb.
the first Tuesday of November next, at ten of the
'h‘go Mess Bee 1.312 314
bonieo, is stamped thus: “Siliyo crunii e. ciclock in the toreuoon, and shew cause, if any
and all other pickled in Portland do.
12$ a. 13
they
eer” Those now found. 83 in number, hear
bbl*. 81 5J If* obi., other- P'tl’dext. do.
have, why the same shoti'd not be granted.
14 .cl 144
no mark of any sort.
wise 60c ip act. From Pork, extra clear. 15 -ft 154
WILLIAM G. BARROWS, Judge.
They are described by
A U*ue copy, Attest,
Provinces free.
Mr. C. W. Russell in ail account furnished the
Pork, clear.14«a]4<
\v3u17*
Cod large p qut..83k® 3? Pork, mess.12 *13
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
London Athenaeum.
tl L’i Pork, extra do
13 @134
small.2$
“They are circular, about 8 inches in diame- Pollock.2 .« 2i Pork. Prime.11 @114 At a Court of Probate
he’d at Portland, within
ter, rather flat and indented (evidently with the
Haddock, new....I «£ 1• Hams.10ft lie
and for the County of Cumberland, ou the first
Hake, new.1 *® lj L’ity Smok’d Hams.Lone.
elbow) in the centre; but they are slightly
of
in
the
v car of our Lord eighOctober,
Tuesday
I* rod uce.
Herring,$horepbl.2)a 3
raised at the sides and divided by deep lines
teen hundred and sixtv-two,
do. Labrador., none, Reef p ^u’r p lb 6 ® 71
S.
named
HOPKINS,
Executrix in a cerdo. Scaled pbx .83 5 411c1 Eggs, p doz.13 a 14
radiating from the centre into'8 segments.
lam instiumei.t. put porting to be the last Will ai d
do. No. 1 .25a30 Potatoes,
They are of a deep brown color but hard and
p bbl. tlfft 1|
Testament of Edwa-d N. Jordan, late of Westbrook,
Mackerel
bbl.,
Oc
p
dried,
4pple«.
p
tb.2jft
in said County, deceased, having pi evented the same
exceedingly light.” “How little did the honBay No. 1_ 89 £9* TucketiS, Spring. 10 ft 14
tor Piobate:
est Pompeian craftsman,” Mr. Russell continBav No. 2.Oj® fit Lamb .5 @ 8
It ir>is Ordered, That the said Executrix
ues “when ne sealed up the stock for the
give noBav
No. 3.6 t ut kies.12 @17
supiiiitlVDIVII,
tllllNUg IlUIRT HJ Otf
Shore No. 1.8J«; 91 cose.4 ft 6
ply of hi* customers on the morrow,anticipate
tInoe weeks successively in the Maine
published
2.
4>»l.. .4I@ 6
that it was only to see the light through the
State Press, punted at Portland, that they nmv apdo. (medium). 3|o)8j Pickles, p
bbl_£7Jft 8J
hands of a generation then undreampt of!
pear at a Probate Court to be held in said Por land,
do. (small).2fql
R ice.
on the tiist Tue-dav of November
next, at ten of the
Fruit.
Duty: Cleaned lie, Padclock in the forei won, and show cause, if any thev
An Unreasonable Clergyman.—In a
Du*y: Lemons, Oranges. dy 2c p lb.
the said Instrument shou d not be
have,
why
proved
Banana and Plantains Hice p lb.62@ 7i
Dutch settlement in the vicinity of Cominuniapproved, and allowed, as the last Will and Tosto2:J pc ad raf, Almonds
It u in.
ment of sa.d deceased.
paw, in the State of New Jersey, the Dominie
4c, and Shelled do. 6c B Portland drilled.45 ft48c
WILLIAM G. IJAIIROWS, Judge.
of the Church gave notice from the de>k that
lb. Xuts and Datrs 2c Snleralu*.
A true copy, Attest.
P lb. fhirrants, Figs, 'alei a*us p lb.7c
those who wished to unite with the Church
w3w!7*
LUGLXE HUMPHREY, Register.
P lines and flai)*lurns,
Sail.
should attend at the Parsonage on the followsins 6c P lb. Citron 80 Duty
In bulk 18c, and in
IN'otict*
of Insolvency.
ing Wednesday afternoon, that he might exval.
ad
Pc
bay* 24c p 100 lbs.
A Itnonds—Jordan p lb.
amine them on religious subjects before being
Park's Is., p blid.
undersigned having been a]»poii.ted by the
a 16c
Shell.13
Soft
of
Probate
for the County of Cumberland,
Judge
received as members.
(atus.).$2i@
Shelled.23 «30 Liverpool.2}rx. 2J
Commissions* to receive and examine the .* aims of
2i
Hans, a simple, harmless fellow, with a soft
Currants.12 a 13 udiz.2* <i 21
the catfftois to the estate of Dai iel ingei -oll la’e of
heart, and ahead of the same consistence, went
Citrou.32 a 33 sacks Salt.120ftl 2o
Windham, in said County, deceased, heiebv g.ve noPea Nuts.2j jr’d Butter Salt. .20
tice that six months ti om’the 7th d*v of October, A. D.
and presented himself as a candidate for church
ft
common.... none,
will be allowed to said cieditois for
1HA2,
Figs,
Starch.
as
he
bunging in
expressed himself to
membership; or,
• heir c airns and
New E’eme.23c®
j Duty 20 pc ad vaf.
proving their debts, ai d they will
be taken in upon the church.”
attend lor the puipose of receiving such claims and
Lemons, p case. .84 £ 6 Pearl.6V@ G1
The doiniaie. suspicious of Hans’ knowledge
Oranges. none.
'otato.2* a 2]
proofs at the dwe! ing house of Charles Hunnewells,
in Windham, on the last
of doctrinal matters, began his inquiries
Shal-p 100lbs SfJftlU
Fiiday or October, Novemby Raisins,
Blue
cask.
ber,
p
December, and January, fiom one till lour
Soap.
asking him how insnv gods there were ?
Black.$8 £10 j Duty 35 pc ad val.
o’clock in the a Pen oon.
Hans counting on his fingers, said:
Bunch p box. .8400*860 -eathe & t.ore’s, TrowJOHN WEBB,
G,
“The God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and
Laver.862 58*?! bridge k Smith’s ExEDWARD AN DERSON, } < «n>mn*lonon.
Dates.7 ® 9c) tra No. 1 p lb-8j}@ 9
the God of Jacob—dat is three; and den dere
Windham, October 7th. lSd2.
w3wl7*
Prunes .8}£10)j
ish God de Father, God de Son and God de
do.7]ft
family
Flour—Portland limp.
1. 7 ft 74
Notice of Insolvt’iicy.
Gost—dat
make
six:
and
Holy
may be dere
Superfine.85J a. 6 i Eagle No. 1.Gjft «]
THE undersigned having been appointed bv the
is some more dat I dou't recollect so we will
Fancv.6 a’ 61 s’ar.51 a. 5j
1 Judge of Prolm*e for the County of Cumberland,
Extra.6 i a, 6? astile.12f u 10
call it eight.”
Commissioners to receive and examine the c aims of
Familv.7 ,® "j -Tane’s.9 ft 94
the c editors to the estate of Daniel W. Anthoine,
“Hans,” said the dominie, “you will never Extra Superior. ,7f« 8 Spice*.
late of Windham, in said County, deceased,
do; you must go back and learn your catehereby
Western extras.
.6$a. 63 j Duty: Ginger Pont be,
give notice that six months from'the 7th da\ of Octofancv.6 a 6J, Ground Ginaer 8c,
chism.”
Pepwill be allowed to said cieditois for
her, A. D.
i
8
and
superior.
7fa
Pimento
So. Hans crest-fallen ntui tiftinnirhat itulitr. I
12c.
per
bringing in their claim* and proving their debts, and
Ohio extra.61 a 63 ('lores 15c, Cassia 10c,
that they will attend lor Hie puipose of receiving
41
n&nt, set off on his way back. Having nearly
Cassia Puds 20c, Cinnafamily
such claims andpionfat the dwelling house of Elreached his home, he met bis old acquaintance,
Canada super No.1 none.
mon 25c, Mace and Xutbudge Say wood, lu Windfall), on the last Thursday
fancy.none. | megs 30c p lb.
Conrad, on his way to be examined, and asked
of October, November, December.and January, liom
44
extra.none.
assia p lb.40 @42c
him If he was going to be takea in
one till lour o’c’ock in the afternoon.
"
upon the
ext.none.
super’r
"lores.27 ft 28
SEW ARD M. BAKER.
I Cornmischurch? Conrad saving that he was, Hans
Rvc Fhuir.\-o 4-. linger, (Race)_27 @28
JAMES COWEX IIAXSON, J sioneis.
told him to stop, and he would let him know
Corn M.-al.3i«j 3;' jinger, (Africa). .27 ^28
Oct.
18b*2.
Windham,
7,
w3u
17*
Buckw’t FPr p lb.2c a 2j Mace.80 .a 90
whether he would pass nn examination.
drain.
Nutmegs.75 @80
“Now,” said Hans, “tell me how many Gods
At a Court ok Phobatk he\l at Portland, within
Duty Corn and Oats I0c,| Pepper.22 «23
there are ?’’
and for the County of Cumberland, on the tiist
line and Barley 15c,and, Pimento.18 @19
Tuesday of October, in the year of our Lord eighH'hea'20c p tin. From Seed*.
“One,” replied Conrad.
teen hundred ai d sixty-two,
Br.
Provinces
Linseed
16c
free.
Duty
p bu.,
“Then,” said Hans, “you may just turn back; Rve.04
ALLEN, Executrix of the last Will
5 9.6c
(unary £1 p bu., Musyou will never pass: I told the dominie there
Jand Testament ol Josiah Alien, late of Gray, in
Oats .4<» 5 43
tard 3c p lb.
said
was eight, and he was not satisfied.”
South Vel.Corn .70 a 72 Herd* iirass.£2 ® 2f
County, deceased, having presented her first account of administration of said estate for
Corn, Mixed.68 a 70 j Western Clover...72@ *c
probate:
It
rro* Ordrrrd, That thesaid Executrix
Bariev.60 «#’62 Red Top.£3 « 34
give notice
How Blokhin came to cross Ni ag ar a._
to all parsons inteiested, b\ causing notice to be
Shorts p ton... .821 «22 Linseed.2‘.ft
pubAt the conplction of an eight vears’engagement
li*hed
three
weeks
in
the
Maine
State
Fine Feed.28 £24 [’anarv.3j@
successively
3]
at Portland, that thev mav appear at a
Press,
the Ravel family gave a dinner in Blondin's
printed
ti riurintonr*.
Sugar.
Probate Court to be held at said* Portland, on the
Jnit y
Bough-free.
Duty: Mela4lo2c,iudaltore
honor, and elated by the tribute paid to him.
first uesdav of November next, at ten oftheclock
Rough. p ton.
.$17 5 20
Xo. 12 2Jc. ahore Xo. 12
Blnndin, to use the elegant circumlocution of
in
the tdrenoon, and shew cause, if any thev have,
Dressed.30o35
and not at*ore\b 3c, altore
his biographer (says the Saturday Review) inw hy the same slmu’d not be allowed.
dun nnwilfr.
Xo. \band not ulna e 20
WILLIAM G. BARROWS. Judge.
dulged in the pleasure of the table much beDuty Valued at less than 31c. above Xo. 20 and peA true copy, attest
2*h; p lb 6c. over 20c 6cI nned 4c p lb.
yond his wont. Going to bed late. and. perw3wl7*
EUGENE HUMPHREY. Register.
p lb and 20 pc ad rat. Portland A .R3®
haps—if one were to use plain English—tipsy, Blasting.41
do.
A A .9 @
Blomlln dreamed a dream jvhieb,. divested of
Rifl** and Sporting.6J 5 7):
do.
Yellow .none.
HOMESTEADS FOR $20.
the gorgeouw coloring “of mhe huRtraphcr,
Extra Yellow.non-.
liar.
Sc-ew’d p net T.S13 513 i Muscovado.9' * 10
a no a itfl pj this—that he crossed Niagara on
S
«
In
L'*«s».13
do.
513
bond.7MISSOURI LAND COMPANY have pura rop".
The mi pose which sngge t d itself to
rpilE
New d0. .12 a 14 Ha’ ai a B’-own... lo*i2l
1
chosen from flu* Ham iha. A St..Joseph Railroad
ill'll Cl 1
tile <ofl le.iec of .Ilia!, p
l.|
W* ite
H o 13
do.
If 111-* till PtVlM,
t’nmpNi a Ja***re ♦ acf of ’and in Northern Missouri,
self soberly and resbjot i.v to accomplish. We
NVw Oilcans.« 12(
DiCy: 10 •• r/Ujv
adhtit-h'g the flourishing town ot Hamiltoi fa dwell
r -urI ed
13
S'au
9c
18‘o
tar
to* tii>tiling ai d run; ufactu*it g j utpose-.
tol
l
that
arc
Blondin’s hazardous vocation
Hidos.o^k^. 10 LI n.: ula’ed.13J«13( f*>untv,
Ca’f s.vina
d have divided tl i» prope-tv i: to lot? at d faun*.
.6^5
him
to
obliges
temperance, and that when he
I’owdned
Thev are offered tosubscuber* in shares ot ®2b each.
Ca’etitta Cow—
i~
.13.fi 134
U performing he drinks only a little chocolate.
Tullew.
S’au rh»erod.. 160(1170
Maps, w ith full iiiforiua'ioi can he had by calling on
(■ reeu Salt.115n 1 23 I)ufy
It is odd that drink should have caused him
I'l't’nr 1 f>c. Snap
EDW IR!) SHAW. A gem.
Drv.90 «100 Stock 10 pc ad rat.
to attempt t(mt which abstinence was necessalU2 MlDDLX HTUEET, PORTLAND.
Sheep Pelts. (Ir’n.80 5*1 American redned .84® 9c
ry to his acheviing. __
Juue
dtf
Sheep Pelts, Dry 46 (&75 I Rough.64@ 6
Mr. Peel was

through the affair

MISCELLANEOUS.

Duty

AT THE OFFICE OF THE PRESS,

No. Ill

UNDERTAKER,
Exrhnnge Street, Portland,

Ueflidrnce rear of 411 Conffme Street. kci‘i„
stantly on hand all the various kind, of

COFFINS

AND

Now in

con-

CASKETS,

Portland. Jane 26. 1863.

CONGRESS STREET

SEMINARY,

FOR YOUNG LADIES AND MISSES.

Miss X. 1. Whittier,

Use,

Aud will make to order anvthing of this kind that
mav be ordered, at short notice, trom’the cheapest to
the very rest. By giving m\ stric* aud undivided
attention to the manufacturing, lining and trimming
ot the above, 1 can furnish them cheaper than any
one else.
JAMES P. SLEEPER.
Aug 6, 1862.

daw

-.-_

•

Principal.

AUTUMN SESSION wUl commence S»pt.
8th. and Continue 15 weeks.
Trior to July 21»t. Bill information can be obtained
of the Trineipal. 849 Congress Street. Hour* from
Itul o'clock, except Saturday*. After that time adplicatiou mar he made at 40 State Street
Cortland, June 23, 1863.
3awl0w

THE
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